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EDITORIAL

With this second English edition of our periodical the Edito-
rial Committee of KOERS has deliberately complied with a
request of friends and students of prof J A L Taljaard to
publish a number of articles in honour of this active and
able South African philosopher, together with a biographical
sketch and bibliographical details of Taljaard's oeuvre. Prof
Taljaard will be celebrating his 60th birthday in October,
and the KOERS Committee gladly joins in the choir of
gratefulness expressed in this volume for the work Taljaard
has done in the field of philosophy as seen in the light of the
Word of God; and with the wish that the God of the Scrip-
tures may grant him stil many years of blessed and fruitful
work in His Kingdom.

EJS
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PREFACE

Dear Professor Taljaard,
Your pupils and colleagues join with your family and friends
in the festive spirit on this special occasion — your sixtieth
birthday. Today, this 29th day of October, 1975, admits you
to the ranks of those, strong of constitution, on whom God
has bestowed a life packed with richly varied experiences.
Congratulations! May God bless you and may the Lord be
your shepherd, leading you beside quiet waters in years to
come.

This modest festschrift has been planned and prepared by
your pupils, colleagues and friends. We present it to you on
this joyful occasion to highlight our esteem for your dis-
tinctive contribution to South African cultural and academic
life. For the last 27 years you have taught Philosophy at
the University of Potchefstroom. Many a student can attest
to your dynamic, informal approach in the class room, your
special interest in young people, and your untiring en-
deavours to set them thinking for themselves, discovering
along the road the wealth of God's wonderful creation in the
light of His Word. This has become the motive, so it . seems,
for your academic studies and teaching as well: `human in-
sights are fallible; put your trust in the Word of God Al-
mighty'.

In a very special way you have combined a keen interest
in socio-cultural activities with a theoretical analysis of the
basic problems involved. The title of this volume of philo-
sophical essays reflects this facet of your academic work.
Although not exactly what we had in mind initially — the
fate of many a festschrift, alas! — we do hope that the
present collection of essays may give some idea of the
stimulation and merit in your efforts to till the soil in this
specific area.

Not only as a philosopher trained in the European tradition,
with several contacts overseas, but also as a foundation
member and the first chairman of the Philosophical Society
of Southern Africa, you have distinguished yourself well
beyond the boundaries of your local sphere of activity,
exhibiting a lively interest in philosophical manifestations
and developments in South Africa and abroad. We would
accordingly like to express our sincere thanks to the Editor
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of Koers and his Editorial Committee for the opportunity
to publish this festschrift as an international number of
this Journal in English, as well as for their kind co-operation
during the final phases of editing this volume.

We sincerely appreciate the spontaneous willingness Prof
Dr B Zijlstra, a member of the Institute for Christian Studies
in Toronto, showed in reading the typed articles shortly
before release to the printer, as well as his co-operation with
G Van de Zande of the Wedge Publishing Foundation, who
made possible the distribution of this festschrift in Canada
and the United States. Our thanks are also due, inter alia,
to Mr A J van der Walt, Managing Director of Pro Rege
Book Shop, Potchefstroom, for his moral support and
financial aid, to Miss P. Haasbroek for her assistance in
typing many a letter which the Editorial Committee has
written during the past years, and finally, to Mr L Dercksen
for his novel cover design.

H Conradie
N T van der Merwe
B J van der Walt
B J van Jaarsveld

(Festchrift Editorial Committee)
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SCRIPTURALLY DIRECTED ACTION: A RADICAL
STANCE IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY —
biographical notes on Prof J A L Taljaard.

The time has come for students, colleagues and friends to
pay homage to Jan Adriaan Louw Taljaard, one of the
South African pioneers in philosophy, dedicated to the
task of elaborating a vision of reality according to the
spirit of God's Word, and committed to a Christian order
of life, wrested from the destructive powers of archaic
othodoxy and from both past and contemporary
humanism.

Taljaard's philosophical position is "reformed". His
answer to many problems in philosophy as well as in the
various scientific disciplines, and especially problems
created by the crisis of so-called post-Christian western
civilization, has been an endeavour in fellowship with
those past and present who believe in the free Word of
God. His philosophic ideas developed in close contact
with, for example, H G Stoker, D H T Vollenhoven,
H Dooyeweerd, S U Zuidema, H van Riessen, C G Seer-
veld, A H de Graaff.

Born 29 October 1915, he grew up in a family of thirteen
children in the Transvaal "platteland" (rural regions) at
Standerton, where he matriculated in 1933 amidst the
confusion created by the economic depression and dis-
ruptive political trends particularly prevalent in Afri-
kaner ranks. This crucial experience had a profound
influence on his life: henceforth he would be involved in
the struggle of his people for a cultural and political iden-
tity, a struggle to find a God-given place in the South
African community. Thus he became enthusiastically
involved in youth affairs, and made his mark in the
Reformed Youth Organization ("Jongeliedevereniging")
of the thirties and forties.

Encouraged by his parents, Cornelis Jansen Taljaard and
Margaretha Johanna (née Stapelberg), as well as by his
grandfather Cornelis Jansen — who was a minister of the
"Reformed Church of the Cross" under the spiritual gui-
dance of the well-known Rev S J du Toit, leader of the
"Genootschap voor Regte Afrikaners" (a cultural move-
ment for the advancement of the Afrikaans language
during the previous century) — Taljaard enrolled at the
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Potchefstroom University College for Christian Higher
Education as a B A student in 1934, preparatory to theo-
logical studies. At this University it was possible for him
to pursue these studies without pressure to abandon or
dilute his Christian principles. In his second year, how-
ever, financial difficulties forced him to discontinue his
studies and to go to work on a gold mine. The urge
towards knowledge and academic studies soon led him to
enrol at the University of South Africa for correspon-
dence courses in Logic and Ethics.

The second World War incisively affected his daily life
and intellectual development. On 6 February, 1942,
Tal-jaard found himself a political prisoner, the fate of many
a prominent Afrikaner involved in the organization of
the Afrikaners in the National Party and the passionate
anti-imperialist struggle for political freedom and a cul-
tural identity, as vizualised by the so-called "Ossewa-
brandwag" movement in its comprehensive Republican
ideal. It was here, in the internment camp at Koffiefon-
tein, where he was held until November 1944, that he
became acquainted with his fellow prisoner and tutor,
Prof H G Stoker and with Stoker's commitment to Chris-
tian scientific studies as well as with his enthusiasm for a
comprehensive Cosmology, Epistemology and Methodo-
logy, in which the pre-scientific life and world-view ful-
fils its directive function in an honest, systematic and
critical way. Within the confines of his restricted exis-
tence Taljaard was :moulded by Stoker's Calvinistic con-
ception of "God and creation", "mind and reality", "man
in the cosmic order", -man and values", "Biblical faith
and society".

He completed the various courses of his second year B A
in the internment camp. In 1945 he obtained the B A
degree with distinction at the Potchefstroom University
College. The next year he was appointed student-assis-
tant, later junior lecturer, and then lecturer at his Alma
Mater, teaching Psychology and Philosophy, and even-
tually Philosophy only, introducing students — mostly
prospective ministers of the church — to the philosophy
of the "idea of creation" as it was developed by Prof
H G Stoker in critical conjunction with the philosophy of
the "idea of revelation" (H Bavinck) and the philosophy
of the "cosmonomic idea" (H Dooyeweerd).
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In the spirit of his tutor, Taljaard completed the M A
degree in 1947 with a thesis on the ontic status of values in
the philosophy of B Bosanquet, W Stern and R B Perry. In
September, 1950, he continued his studies in Psychology
and Philosophy at the Free University of Amsterdam, the
latter of the two fields of study under Prof Dr
D H T Vollenhoven, in spite of a well meant admonition of
a visiting Dutch theologian: "May God protect you!", but
with at least the firm support of his wife, Dirkie Jacoba
van Rooy, to whom he was married in 1948.

The motive, style, method and result of Vollenhoven's
nuance of Christian philosophy became his own. In the
succeeding years Taljaard set himself the task of apply-
ing these acquired systematic insights of Vollenhoven.
He tried to develop an approach to reality which in no
way accommodates any non-Christian or non-Radical-
Christian reflections. He laboured at a philosophical
system basic to specific subjects and furthering a funda-
mental answer to diverse ultimate questions. He coun-
tered the current cultural crisis, as represented and inter-
preted by the "New Left", such as Neo-Marxism, by a pro-
posal for a radical "New Right" movement.

Taljaard's hermeneutic key to reality was shaped on the
pattern of Vollenhoven's perspective: God (the Sover-
eign), the law (given and maintained by God) and the cos-
mos (subjected to the law). This also furthered his res-
ponse to the main trends in the history of western philo-
sophy and the typological differences between represen-
tatives of successive philosophical currents of thought.
Thus he considered it his duty to criticize all forms of sub-
jectivism in non-Christian circles, as well as scholastic
notions in the scientific endeavours of fellow Christians,
both contemporaries and predecessors.

As his philosophic perspective matured, a critical stance
developed at the same time towards his own academic
background, including the philosophy of the "idea of
creation" (Stoker). Influenced by his studies in the his-
tory of western philosophy and its diverse philosophic
problems, Taljaard gradually developed a distinctive
view on specific topics. To him it meant more than a
scientific model, more than a philosophical theory, more
than a pre-scientific belief — it implied a confession,
based on the Word of God, indeed a religious perspective
and a way of life.
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In spirit he remained closely attached to the thought-
world of Vollenhoven after obtaining a doctorate in
Philosophy in 1954 with a thesis on Franz Brentano as
philosopher. Thus he shifted the accent from a Cosmo-
logy (Dooyeweerd, Stoker) to an Ontology comprising
God, the law and creation. He dissociated himself from
the phanerocritical epistemology of Stoker (and
Bavinck), and preferred, in simple diction, a direct rela-
tion of knower and knowable. In his .Anthropology he
stressed the human heart as a temporal, pre-functional
centre of all human activity — in contradistinction to the
Dooyeweerdian conception of a concentration point of
cosmic diversity. His Theory of Science acknowledged
the necessity of a direct and free access of every scientist,
including the philosopher, to the revelation of God in his
Word, denying an exclusive access to Theology. Gra-
dually Taljaard encountered challenging problems and
puzzling, sometimes even unacceptable difficulties in
accentuations and ideas of kindred spirits in Calvinistic
philosophy and orthodox theology. Thus, for example, he
criticized Stoker's religious a priori, contingence-idea,
philosophy of values and concept of idiostances. Dooye-
weerd's exposition of the idea of "sovereignty and uni-
versality in every cosmic sphere" Taljaard eventually
countered with an Ontology of existentialia.

In this way students and colleagues shared the birth-
pangs of his philosophy — a philosophy which Taljaard
considered Biblically justified though no Biblicism;
science and in no way speculation; stressing the sover-
eignty of God and his Word, but no genuflexion to a theo-
logising of science. In class he combined an informal
didactic approach with his flair as connoisseur of theo-
retical terms. Many a student and colleague, listening to
him in lectures or conversation, was struck by the
remarkable way in which old truths sometimes made
their entrance. The radicalism with which he sometimes
presented his ideas and elaborated novel aspects of his
philosophical perspective, struck many a former pupil
with astonishment, and occasionally even shocked ...

History attests that the course of life of those who design
individual patterns of thought, sometimes against trus-
ted convictions, is often one of increasing loneliness and
academic isolation. Because of his conviction and dis-
tinctive temperament, Prof Taljaard could not be diplo-
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matic without sacrificing his convictions; he could not
idly allow the ripples at the edges to accustom public opi-
nion without disavowing the religious motive of his in-
tellectual ideals. And yet he coupled his plea with a sin-
gular proviso, which time and again echoed in the ears of
his students : "... as far as I can discern now ..." The sin-
cerity and enthusiasm of his scientific ideal caught the
eye even of those who differed basically. He modified his
systematics and historiographical perspective with an
amazing open-mindedness, focussing on the needs of
man in our time, and particularly the problems of twen-
tieth century youth. No wonder that many a student found
in him a kindred soul, even a personal friend. To him all
human activity, also his own, is activity of the heart, acti-
vity where the whole person acts in unity with — or with-
out — his Father in heaven.

After his return from the Netherlands in 1956 Taljaard
was promoted to senior lecturer in Philosophy at the Pot-
chefstroom University for Christian Higher Education.
In 1964 he became professor and, when Prof Stoker
retired, he was appointed head of the department of Philo-
sophy in 1965. His colleagues came to know him in his
typical, sometimes hyper-democratic organization of his
department, his zeal for a really radical scriptural
science, which should penetrate to the root of all thought,
and his idealism as far as inter-disciplinary communica-
tion and continental inter-university co-ordination were
concerned. His commitment to and endeavours in the
interest of a Christian university, where a Christian
philosophy would be accorded the basic function of guid-
ing all concerned within the academic community to an
ontologically based Christian science, brought him to
participate actively in various aspects of academic life.
Thus he served, for example, on the executive committee
of the Institute for the Advancement of Calvinism.

A genuine interest in education and in its theoretical
basis, stimulated him to a philosophical reflection on
education and the problems inherent in teaching tech-
niques. During the past decade Taljaard has become in-
creasingly convinced of a pressing need of what he terms
`polished lenses'. The `lenses' of the `spectacles' (pre-
scientific vision of reality) through which Christians
regard reality, had to be polished ... with a genuinely
scriptural concept of reality. His Anthropology and
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Social Theory regard man as an entity acting in all
spheres of communal life, each sovereign in its own
sphere, but in the service of the all-embracing kingdom of
God. Accordingly 'Taljaard could not confine himself
exclusively to the claims of academic life. He served in
his church as an elder, addressed South African au-
diences at national gatherings, qualified himself as
officer in command of the University Regiment. By word
and deed — numerous articles and active participation in
school committees attest this — he furthered the idea of a
free independent school which belongs to neither Church
nor State, but where the State sees to the standards to be
met, the parents fulfil their rightful functions, and every
teacher is qualified with at least a responsible pre-scien-
tific view as part of his academic training. Taljaard is a
family man with three children, a family devotedly con-
cerned with his joys and sorrows, his ideals and set-
backs.

Acknowledgement came in due course. Since 1964 he has
been a full member of the South African Academy for
Science and Art, proving himself a cultural leader and
philosopher at the same time. He serves on the Bursary
Committee for Theology, Philosophy and Classical Lan-
guages of the Human Sciences Research Council. From
1972 to 1975 he was the chairman of the Philosophical
Society of Southern Africa, a society of philosophers
from different states, various communities and different
trends of philosophical thought: phenomenologists,
existentialists, language-analytical philosophers, and
also a substantial number of kindred spirits attached to
the idea of christian scientific studies. In spite of the radi-
cal nature of his religious philosophic motive, one of his
serious concerns has been to communicate with other
philosophical convictions current in Southern Africa.

His students, colleagues and friends know him in his
avowed attachment to the spirit of the Reformation, and
in his efforts towards a distinctive philosophical com-
munity in line with it. Insights may differ on how suc-
cessfully he taught his students not only what to think,
but in a constructive, critical and selective way exactly
how; not only that a Christian methodology is possible
but also its relevance to practical research. But no one
can deny that he exerted himself to give his students rele-
vant academic equipment, that he was the person who
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helped them to take the first enthusiastic steps towards
solving diverse problems. When on occasion some could
not keep pace with the development of his ideas, and
when others on the contrary thought fit to transcend his
basic point of view, sometimes exploring new horizons
or developing different ways of thinking and different
philosophical styles, Taljaard could not always fathom
the mystery of divergence nor accompany the avant
garde. Yet even in circumstances such as these the hall-
mark of his teaching is apparent in his familiar advice:

.. do not swear by the words of an earthly teacher ..."
And that, the critical spirit, is the characteristic trait of
those students with whom he worked more intimately.

Of course our biographical sketch could not sufficiently
highlight every contribution Taljaard made to various
philosophical disciplines, but at least one perspective is
clear: all the subjects on which he worked, like Anthro-
pology, Epistemology, Social Theory, Philosophy of
Education and of Art, Ethics and the History of Philo-
sophy, find a sharp focus in his all-embracing ontology:
the being of God, the law and the creation.

Rev J A Kruger.

JAN ADRIAAN KRUGER was born on July the 14th
in Germiston Transvaal. He obtained his BA (Honns) in
Philosophy in 1958 cum laude and his Th B in 1970,
both from the P U for C H E. He became minister in
the Reformed Church in South Africa, at present in
Paarl. He is enrolled for the M A degree, concentrating
primarily on hermeneutics.

PRESENT ADDRESS: P 0 Box 278, Paarl, Rep of
South Africa.
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THE IDEA OF THE UNIVERSITY AND PROBLEMS
CONCERNING EDUCATION, INDOCTRINATION AND
THE ROLE OF PHILOSOPHY IN THE UNIVERSITY.

Theoretical reflection about the university and education
in general cannot be abstracted or isolated from the com-
plex modern society in which it has to function. There-
fore, philosophical reflection about the problems stated
in the title of this article must keep in mind the structure
of the university and education and must also give
account of the perversion of education called "indoctrina-
tion". This has to be done within the context of the inter-
relationships of these phenomena in society. In order to
obtain a clear picture of these phenomena it is necessary
to see them in context and to isolate them from the socie-
tal configuration of the complex society of the twentieth

century. In this academic undertaking it might prove that
either the one or the other aspect of the problem has at
some stage been over-accentuated; but this is an aca-
demic risk one must be willing to run when trying to
grasp the complexity of reality with its immense structu-
ral variety.

Modern society is in love with the idea of change. t) And
this courtship has become so intimate that change as
such has been proclaimed as a criterion or norm of
society itself; it has in fact become a goal in itself. This
even holds true for the so-called "establishment" of
modern society, i.e. the current institutional groups in-
vested with power and authority and the responsibility of
leadership in society. They are also in the process and the
grasp of change.

What will be the task of education in general and univer-
sity education in particular in this newly developing con-
stellation? Will the university and education, which are
in the throes of change, be able to critically direct a
society-in-crisis and a society-in-change in the desirable
direction? These are the crucial questions which have to
be answered in any reflection upon the idea of the univer-
sity, the concept of education and other related concepts.

The type of society in which and for which a university
has to fulfil a task will also to a large extent determine the
nature of its task. This calls for an analysis of the twen-
tieth-century society, a society in transition.
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A SOCIETY IN TRANSITION

The well-known futurologist, Alvin Toffler, charac-
terizes the society of the future as a "super-industrial"
society. 2) That implies a society in which the last rem-
nants of industrialism have disappeared and in which a
rapidly changing super-industrial society is taking
shape.

Rapid, fundamental change will play such an important
role in this future society that Toffler wants to speak of
the occurence of "future shock" as an analogy to the
phenomenon of "cultural shock" which can occur in the
confrontation with a strange culture.

Toffler states that this super-industrial society with its
accent on technology will not in the first instance need
millions of literate people, but "... men who can make
critical judgements, who can weave their way through
novel environments, who are quick to spot new relation-
ships in the rapidly changing reality". 3 )

Toffler argues that modern society is characterized by a
type of change which is quantitatively different from the
type of change experienced in earlier periods. This has
given rise to a different type of experience in reality,
which in turn has had the effect of changing the most
fundamental relationships of man towards other men,
material things and values. In this respect he speaks of a
so-called "accelerative thrust" which has become typical
of contemporary culture. This has also given rise to the
state of transience of which instability and temporality
are characteristic elements.

With this loss of stability a type of society and of culture
has arisen in which a "throw-away" mentality has deve-
loped — a mentality which considers all things as tem-
poral and fundamentally discardable. Functionalism and
transient relationships are characteristic of the super-
industrial society.').

If this analysis of the society of the future by Toffler is
correct — and it would appear that the basic tenets are in
accordance with many of the trends of present-day reality
— it is evident that the adaptation of the university and
education to this rapidly changing reality constitutes one
of the most important crises in education.
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This means that an old-fashioned and out-dated educa-
tional model and concept of the university cannot be an
adequate educational vehicle for the highways of modern
society. This also calls for a clear analysis of the crisis of
modern education.

THE EDUCATIONAL, CRISIS

Many differing theories have been formulated about the
educational crisis experienced by contemporary society.
The main lines of a few of these diagnoses will suffice to
prove how diverse the analyses of the current educa-
tional crisis are and how these analyses are influenced by
the respective authors' differing concepts of education.

L J Lewis') states that, although educational systems
have changed tremendously in the past decades, "... they
have adapted all too slowly to the faster pace of events on
the move all around them. The consequent disparity
taking many forms — between educational systems and
their environments is the essence of the worldwide crisis
in education".

This situation is, furthermore, accentuated by the grow-
ing number of students and the devaluation of academic
standards and qualifications which creates one of the
greatest problems of the future, viz. many academics will
find themselves unemployed and without direction in the
society of the future. Two aspects of the problem have by
now become evident: On the one hand the practical
impossibility of coping with the demands of the rapidly
developing modern society and on the other hand the
inability to cope adequately with mass education, simul-
taneously retaining the intrinsic nature and quality of
university education. Closely related to the abovemen-
tioned analysis of the educational crisis is the diagnosis
of P H Coombs 6) in which the nature of the crisis is seen as
the breach between the provision of educational resour-
ces and the population explosion. Christopher Dawson')
evaluates the crisis of Western education as the crisis of
Western Christian culture and the gradual development
of a religious vacuum in which the basic Christian tradi-
tions have been secularized. This situation can only be
remedied, according to Dawson, when the educational
ideals have again been brought into line with the (Roman
Catholic) Christian tradition.
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These diagnoses all reveal basic truths concerning
different aspects of the educational crisis. One important
question should be added to these different points of view.
How is it possible that in an age in which education for
the masses has become possible and the best educational
resources have become available, that we have still not
succeeded in educating a generation with vision and
perspective, and which is engaged in the affairs of
modern society with a real sense of spiritual commit-
ment?

The cause of the crisis of education is often sought, on one
hand in the explosion of knowledge and on the other hand
in the population explosion. Although these factors play
an important role in the problems which education in
general faces, there is another factor which is seldom
taken into consideration, viz the content of the curri-
culum which a student has to absorb intellectually within
the span of time accorded him in an educational program.

Ayn Rand 8) can be credited for drawing attention to the
importance of this factor in the derailment of modern
education. She accentuates the part played by the content
of education in the historical developments which even-
tually led to the student unrest of the sixties in the U.S.A.
She states unequivocally that humanity could not stay
untouched by what she calls "intellectual fission debris,"
which consists of the basic components of epistemologi-
cal agnosticism, irrationalism and ethical subjectivism.

It is evident that the external factors which are the causes
of many of the problems which are being experienced in
education cannot be compared with the basic underlying
factor of the educational content and direction and the
influence of this factor on the religious and motivational
vacuum which is discernible among modern students.
This accentuates the necessity to formulate what educa-
tion is all about and to contrast this normative view of
education with forms of education such as indoctrination,
in which there is a disregard of the norms which are held
to be valid for education.

THE CONCEPT OF EDUCATION

Education constitutes an integral part of the everyday
life of every human being. As such it is an important
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function and aspect of the life of man within all societal
spheres in which he has a task and a calling. This implies
that education is not restricted only to the school, univer-
sity and the family.

All forms of education whether in the family or at school
or at the university, are integrally related to a world and
life view. In a certain sense all these societal structures
function as channels for knowledge about reality and the
place and task of man in reality.

This basic view of life which governs all forms of educa-
tion within different societal situations is therefore also
basic to all theories of education and all the different
practical ways in which these theories are implemented
in educational institutions.

Although it is possible to distinguish between the naive,
pre-theoretical notions which influence differing con-
cepts of education and the typical theoretical pre-sup-
positions which can be found within educational theory
proper, it is important to note that these theoretical and
pre-theoretical notions are intertwined in such a manner
that they cannot be isolated.

With these remarks in mind education can be defined as
that formal and informal process by which persons or
institutions in authority, which are called to guide, nur-
ture or form a child, young person or student, help to
unfold or disclose or develop the potential of those who
have been placed in their care to such an extent that they
discover the meaning and goal and direction of life and
are able to have a clear view of their own place in the
world in which they live.

This is a very general exposition of what education is all
about. In actual fact, it is necessary to broaden the scope
of this definition to include all people who find them-
selves in an educational situation; that means that not
only young people, children and students are involved in
the process of education but all persons who have to be
helped to a better realization of their possibilities and
tasks in the world.

Of course it will be necessary to specify in what manner
university or academic education differs from all other
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types of education which is included in the above general
definition of education. Before this is done, education
must be clearly distinguished from indoctrination.

EDUCATION AND INDOCTRINATION

The process and the concept of education includes a great
variety of activities of which many could be charac-
terized as conditioning whereas others could practically
be seen as forms of indoctrination. The limits of these
activities are very fluid and the determination of the
boundaries between these concepts is rather difficult. In
spite of this it is possible to qualify those activities gene-
rally regarded as "education" in such a manner that the
structure of education becomes clear. A preliminary
attempt has already been made with this in view, but it is
necessary, in addition, to specify in which manner ter-
siary education differs from the type of education which
can be found in practically all societal structures.

University education is academically qualified by the
structure of the university within which it functions.
Science aims at the discovery of truth; academic educa-
tion intends to guide the student into truth. In distinction
from this, the absence of truth or the negation of the inner
relationship between education and the quest for truth is
fundamental to indoctrination. With respect to this
Tomas F Green 9) states: "Indoctrination begins precisely
where a concern for truth ends." With this statement one
of the most fundamental issues concerning the univer-
sity and university education is unequivocally revealed.

What is the task of the university in this respect? What
are the limits of academic education and academic forma-
tion? At which point are the limits of responsible aca-
demic schooling and independent critical thought ex-
ceeded and the first steps taken in the direction of indoc-
trination? These questions can, of course, be multiplied
endlessly.

Even more important is the issue concerning the effects
of indoctrination in education. Related to this is the ques-
tion whether indoctrination should only be judged as a
negative phenomenon. Even more intricately interwoven
with all these important questions is the whole issue of
authority within any educational setting or system. For
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example, does indoctrination always accompany an
authoritarian educational system? Is this aspect auto-
matically eliminated when an authoritarian educational
system is changed into a democratic or permissive
system?

Many of these important crucial questions can only be
answered within the context of a survey of history. His-
torically the concept of education has always had some
kind of link with the idea of indoctrination. Indoctrina-
tion has primarily been regarded as a negative pheno-
menon which was practically always pejoratively asso-
ciated with an authoritarian educational system in which
coercion played an important role. Originally, indoc-
trination literally meant the implantation of dogma or
doctrine. In medieval culture education was practically
synonomous with the implantation of Christian dogma
or doctrine, with the result that indoctrination and educa-
tion were used as interchangeable concepts.

In the historical evolution of this concept it acquired a
pejorative connotation, which was also automatically
associated with coercion. 10)

In the majority of conceptions of indoctrination in litera-
ture, the relationship between authoritarianism and the
use of coercion in one form or another is accentuated.¹¹)

Indoctrination is also often seen as the uncritical
"implantation of those beliefs" which is undemocratic
because this destroys the freedom of choice of those who
are subjected to indoctrination.

Two crucial questions concerning indoctrination have
crystallized historically. In the first place there is the
question whether indoctrination concerns the method,
content or intention of education. It appears as if most of
the authors are of the opinion that the content and the
intention should be seen as the decisive factor in the
determination of the indoctrinational character of educa-
tion and that the method which is used in this process
should be seen as being directly related to the intention
and the content of education.

With respect to the content there are also differing opi-
nions. The discussion centres around the question
whether only inculcation of doctrine should be seen as
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indoctrination or whether all other kinds of statements of
a "scientific" nature could also be regarded as possible
subjects of indoctrination. For instance. is the mere ack-
nowledgement of God as Creator in a biology lecture to be
regarded as a type of statement which could be employed
for indoctrination? Or would it also be possible to use an
ordinary "scientific" concept such as the idea of the evo-
lution of different species, for the purpose of indoctrina-
tion?

The second problem concerns the negative or pejorative
connotation of the concept of indoctrination. Is the idea of
indoctrination as such necessarily negative and ethi-
cally and educationally not justifiable? Answers to these
questions are of course predetermined by the concept of
indoctrination. The questions require at least a prelimi-
nary formulation of a point of view as to what indoctrina-
tion is.

To the extent that any form of education implies guidance
of persons towards a definitely formulated educational
goal, it entails a type of prejudiced approach which could
easily be equated with indoctrination. This pedagogical
partiality or bias, which is an inherent component of any
form of education, differs from indoctrination in the
sense that it does not seek to guide in the direction of an
uncritical acceptance of what is stated by the educator. If
the natural "built-in prejudice" of any type of education
is abused in aid of this dogmatic or uncritical acceptance
of what is taught by the educator, it would imply indoc-
trination in the most negative sense of the word.

Indoctrination should be seen in a larger context, viz the
whole process of enculturation which forms the back-
ground of all types of education whitin a given culture or
society. In a certain sense this process of enculturation
always implies a type of indoctrination which is a neces-
sary prerequisite for the continuity of culture within a
given society. It is astonishing that this aspect of
encul-turation, without which cultural transmission can hardly
take place, is very seldom seen as indoctrination,
whereas it often reveals many of the traits of indoctrina-
tion as described above.

It appears that in American literature on this topic a pre-
ference can be found for the concepts of enculturation and
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socialization as substitutes for indoctrination.¹²) In this
wider sense the concept includes more than indoctrina-
tion in its negative and pejorative content within the con-
fines of university education. These are far more inclu-
sive terms which also cover forms of transmission of cul-
ture by other institutions of society.

The important relationship between university or aca-
demic education and indoctrination now calls for
attention.

INDOCTRINATION AND ACADEMIC EDUCATION

The thesis has already been expounded that indoctrina-
tion is always related to an uncritical implantation of
ideas and that it often implies more concern for the accep-
tance of these ideas than truth expressed by them.
Green¹³) calls attention to the fact that indoctrination
always is found where a "non-evidential style of belief" is
found. The cultivation of this type of education is
indoc-trinational because it does not stimulate critical and
independent thinking by those who are subject to the pro-
cess of education.

Education within an academic situation is not primarily
concerned with what the student learns but with the
manner or way in which he learns to know, ie it is not pri-
marily concerned with "correct answers" but with
correct answers being conceived on adequate and correct
grounds. In this educational process authority plays an
important role. "Correct answers" arrived at on the
grounds of information transmitted by authorities (lec-
turers or text books) does not imply student participation
in truth. In mathematics, for example, the emphasis on
correct answers without the accompanying insight or
understanding of the problem is the mathematical equi-
valent of indoctrination.

"Critical" thought always implies the use of "criteria",
therefore critical thought can never be interpreted as
being value-free or neutral or unprejudiced. Critical
thought, the aquisition of which is one of the most impor-
tant goals of university education, implies the cultiva-
tion and guidance of the student's power of discrimina-
tion in order to train him to be able to discern the truth
concerning a given state of affairs.
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In this respect it is important to note that not only the per
son who argues from a religious point of view and rea-
lizes that truth can only be known fully with the full
acknowledgement of religious commitments is prone to
the dangers of indoctrination. Also the person who
claims that truth can only be discerned with the exclusion
of all religious convictions can use this point of view in
order to indoctrinate. This is stated in contrast to the
current opinion that indoctrination is only possible in the
first case.

This aspect of the problem immediately brings the
various goals of education into perspective.

EDUCATIONAL GOALS

In recent literature which discusses the goals of educa-
tion varying formulas are found. Practically all formula-
tions of the goals of education give a certain insight into
an important aspect of this process and also highlight the
typical concepts of education which seem to have been
forged by the demands of modern society. Three of these
goals will be discussed to give an idea of the complexity
of education within the confines of modern society.

Karl Mannheim writing after the Second World War,
argues the case for "social awareness " 14) as a goal of
education against the background of the tremendous
changes which were wrought within society during and
after the war. Different factors lead to the absence of
"awareness" in society, such as over specialization. This
causes a lack of perspective in the student and the
teacher, with the result that the student is trained uncriti-
cally and without the necessary perspective on the full
situation. The effect of this lack of perspective on the full
situation causes defective adjustment. This adjustment
is related to values, which regulate behaviour and con-
duct and which spring form a religious focus as a way of
interpreting life from some paradigmatic experience. 15)

Although Mannheim accentuates the relationship of
adjustment, social awareness and conduct with a pers-
pective of the whole of a situation and its connection with
values, the context of his book reveals that his educa-
tional goal is bound to the type of society which he visua-
lizes as the ideal society which is to be created after the
devastation of the Second World War. In this conception
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he needs a new man for his newly planned society and in
this process his educational ideas will have to be instru-
mental. 16) In the further discussion of the concept and
goal of education according to a Bliblical point of view, it
will become clear that although one can go along with his
stress on the value-character of educational goals, the
societal framework within which his educational goals
eventually will have to function cannot be shared.

A second aim of education — very attractive when judged
against the background of the streamlined modern
society — is "understanding". "Understanding" is inten-
ded to portray education with the ultimate goal of autono-
mous decisionmaking. This goal is dependent on the vast
changes in the concept of authority which have become
part and parcel of modern educational systems. Over
against the authoritarian type of education of the past
decades, the modern concept of democracy has been
highly influential in recent literature on education. A
society is co democratic — among other things —
when there are no restrictions on the kind of topics about
which one might think, speak or write. The fundamental
question here is how an educational process can aid the
development of this "understanding" and what the role of
authority should be in the acquisition of this "under-
standing". Approaches to this problem swing from the
one extreme of the defense of absolute authority on the
one hand to total permisiveness (democracy?) on the
other.

The elements of truth in these widely differing points of
view concerning authority must not mislead one to a
search for the golden mean! What should be very clearly
seen is the fact that both these extremes are detrimental
to the cultivation of understanding and that only a
balanced conception of authority, in which there is room
for the recognition of the authority and responsibilities of
both teachers and students, will in the long run aid a true
understanding of reality.

Alvin Toffler, whose book has given rise to an awareness
of the necessity to pay heed to the educational goals of the
future, formulates a third goal for education: "cope-
ability".") This refers to the speed and economy with
which an individual can adjust to rapidly changing cir-
cumstances. In this process the adjustment according to
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values figure prominently. When an individual is con-
fronted with alternative choices, he chooses that which is
in accordance with his own system of values. With the
increase in the possibilities of choice only the person who
is fully cognizant of his own values will be able to adjust
to changing circumstances.

Toffler is also an important proponent of the idea of the
value-laden character of education; but simultaneously
he rejects the uncritical acceptance of the value-system
of the older generation. He states that a radical revision of
an educational system must begin by formulating radical
questions concerning the status quo. Ina static and stable
society, such as the pre-industrial type of society, the
right of the older generation to transmit its values to the
younger generation was not questioned. It is only since
the shock waves of the industrial revolution have toppled
the value-architecture of society that educationists have
shrunk from the idea of values in education. This had the
effect of the substitution of traditional values by cultural
relativism and the idea of neutrality. He concludes that
educators were "... deluding themselves into believing
that they were not in the value business at all". 18 )

Although many educators realize that educational orga-
nization and ideas of authority are value-laden, yet the
formal curriculum is often presented as if it is value-free.
Ideas, occurrences and phenomena are stripped of all
value-implications and cut loose from moral reality. Tof-
fler states the resulting confusion had the effect that sys-
tems of value have seldom been analysed critically, and
this in turn has occasioned uncertainty about goals on the
part of the younger generation, which therefore does not
possess the ability to pass effective judgements. As a
reaction to "clerical education" only "facts" were taught
about which the student was supposed to form his own
opinion. Against this background Toffler pleads for an
emphasis on educational processes in which the student
is helped to define his own values and to make his own
values explicit. The curriculum of the future must in-
clude a wide range of data courses but must also accen-
tuate what Toffler calls "future relevant behavioural
skills". "It must combine variety of factual content with
universal training in what might be termed 'life know-
how' ". 19)
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Although Toffler stresses the necessity of values in the
educational process, he does not explicate the content of
these values. What gradually becomes evident in his
arguments is the fact that he is radically opposed to the
values which have directed the educational process until
today. Although he advocates the introduction of values
and `life know-how' into a curriculum with factual con-
tent, he does not radically change the type of educational
system in which "facts only" are permitted. The same
fundamental dualism of facts and values 20) is present in
his own solution to the problems of education in the supra-
industrial society.

It is clear that the character of the future society will to a
large extent determine the relationship of values and
educational goals. The recognition of this is not sufficient
for the organization of education in the society of the
future. What is needed is a definite choice of position, a
stance, with respect to the content, direction and motiva-
tion of these values. This implies that education is value-
laden to such an extent that when it is conceived as value-
free it is a disparagement of the idea of education as such.
Of course, such a point of view does not imply the pro-
vision of the student with ready-made and completely
formulated problems and instant answers according to a
prefabricated system of values; but it does imply the
authorized (not authoritarian) guidance of the student to
a point of reverent wonder about the intricate nature of
reality and the direction of this wonder within the frame
of reference of a world and life view. In a theoretical or
academic context this entails a philosophy. If one of the
most fundamental problems of the contemporary
academic situation is the absence of responsibility and
motivation of young people because they lack a sense of
direction as the result of so-called neutral, impartial,
objective science which sidesteps fundamental issues,
then one of the indispensable components of educational
renewal must be the idea of responsibility with its corre-
late concepts of vocation and authority. This is true of
educational renewal in general; it is especially true of
Christian educational renewal. For these concepts are
essential within a Christian world and life view, and
therefore must of necessity be built into academic prac-
tice, educational goals, and the theory of education. One
way in which this can be done is by means of the exposure
of the philosophical presuppositions of secularized and
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humanist theories of education. But this necessitates a
vital and vibrant academic discipline of philosophy
which is sensitive to the rapidly changing situation in
society and which is also sensitive to the various theore-
tical reactions to these fundamental changes in society.
This calls for an analysis of the role of philosophy within
the framework of the university.

PHILOSOPHY AND THE UNIVERSITY

Many scientists agree that the crisis of the modern uni-
versity is constituted by the incoherent and disintegra-
ting collection of special sciences which are linked to
professional training. 21 ) In this connection Polak refers
to the modern university as a "diploma factory" which
has to produce standardised products for the scientific
society and which has lost its character of universitas.²² )

Popma²³) draws attention to the fact that the technical
capabilities of man have become so important in modern
science that the university is being abused in order to
cultivate minds that have to be employed for the end of
technical, scientific and professional training. This
means that the university has become little more than an
administratively connected group of professional
schools. He characterizes this approach as fabrilistisch
(which implies an identification of man with homo faber),
ie, the over-accentuation of technical and professional
training at the expense of academic education. This must
be seen in connection with the whole problem of pro-
fesionalization and specialization in university educa-
tion. The modern type of university, which is practically
a multiversity, cultivates students who lack a perspec-
tive on the coherence of reality and who have been condi-
tioned by the specialized sciences to perceive only one
aspect of reality and to see this aspect only within its pro-
fessional framework. Directly connected with this prob-
lem another, far more fundamental crisis manifests
itself, viz the crisis of the basis of the university. In the
Christian university this problem manifests itself in a
choice between the different Christian philosophical
systems for the grounding of the various sciences in
order to guarantee the unity of the sciences, whereas the
so-called neutral university is confronted with the prob-
lem that it lacks any unifying basis for a possible integra-
tion of the special sciences into an organic whole. Within
the structure of the Christian university this brings with
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it the additional problem of either fragmentization, in
order to include all possible points of view, or the canon-
ization of one philosophical system. In the so-called neu-
tral university practically any point of view can be defen-
ded, all under the guise of objectivity — which is, of
course, contradicted by this very multiplicity of view-
points.

In this light it becomes evident that all of the "tradi-
tional" tasks of the university are affected by this crisis
of fragmentation and value-neutrality; and the need for a
philosophical point of departure, which will guarantee at
least homegeneous starting point, should be clear to any-
one deeply concerned. If education, research and the
transmission of the culture of a relevant period can be
regarded as the three basic functions of the university, 24 )
then it should fellow from the above diagnosis of the
structure of education in general and the value - laden
nature of education the lack of a unifying basic philo-
sophical point of view has been one of the causal factors
in the process of the disintegration of the modern univer-
sity. Since culture can rarely be seen as not being inter-
wo ven with values of some kind, this third function of the
university has been neglected with the result that the
other two functions — education and research — have not
been kept in proper perspective. This has given rise to the
idea of the multiversity and the isolation of research and
academic training in fragmentized and isolated profes-
sional units. The legacy of positivism has greatly contri-
buted to this concept of science and the university.

The reaction to this state of affairs on the part of the
proponents of the so-called "critical university", 25) with
its demand that science be politicised, has at least had one
positive side effect, namely the recognition that science
and the education of students at a university cannot be
value-free or neutral. The negative aspects of this
development, however, is that it subordinates science to
politics, which is a radical disparagement of the true
nature and structure of science, the university and uni-
versity education.

Especially the third important task of the university —
the transmission of culture and the cultivation of "wise
men of culture-25) — has proved problematic within the
context of the crisis of the university. This factor and the
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problem of the lack of a philosophical point of departure
which can unify the disintegrating special sciences bring
the role of Philosophy in the university into perspective.

A brief overview of the history of philosophy as a disci-
pline reveals some most intriguing features. At the dawn
of theoretical reflection in ancient Greek culture, philo-
sophy developed out of mythology. Then, from the period
of the pre-Socratics to the end of Graeco-Roman civiliza-
tion, philosophy stood on its own feet as the mother of
specialized theoretical endeavours. For nearly a thou-
sand years during the Middle Ages, philosophy was sub-
ordinated to theology. At the beginning of the Modern
Age, rationalism contributed to the emancipation of
philosophy from both religion and theology - an eman-
cipation which gave rise to the autonomy of philosophi-
cal thought. The rise of positivism at the beginning of the
last century led to a new juxtaposition: philosophy
became the handmaiden of the rapid rise of the new spe-
cial sciences, the natural sciences and the so-called
social sciences, with their emphatic insistence on the
value-free character of scientific investigation and aca-
demic juxtaposition. But this reaction has not led to a res-
toration of philosophy to its legitimate place in the uni-
versity as the foundational, coherent and interdiscipli-
nary link between the special sciences. Instead, the old
subordinate position appears in new garb: philosophy is
becoming the handmaiden of the politicizing direction
defended by the proponents of the "critical university".
This is one of the main trends on the European continent
and in some sectors of American university life. In con-
trast to this development we notice that traditional Anglo-
Saxon philosophy still defends its neutral and value-free
character by reducing philosophy to a tool for linguistic
purification . 27)

Both of these extreme conceptions of the function of
philosophy constitute a hindrance to the role of philo-
sophy as a foundational discipline in which the radical
basic problems of man and reality can be analysed within
the framework of a unifying perspective. If philosophy is
called upon to fulfil this important interdisciplinary and
interfaculty task within the university, the luxury of
philosophy as a mere addendum to the edifice of science
cannot be afforded. The answer must lie in a university or
academic system in which philosophy is intrinsically
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engaged in all the special sciences and varieties of pro-
fessional training.

The crucial question is: how can this restoration of philo-
sophy to its proper position in the academic curriculum
occur in practice? If the university curriculum permits
students to take philosophy courses as options to fill
gaps next to their hard-core "scientific courses", as is
generally the case today, we will not be closer to a solu-
tion. For this very optional character of philosophy cour-
ses expresses the underlying positivism prevalent in the
universities. In such a curriculum structure the philo-
sophy courses will be avoided by the average student. For
the average student is not competent to deal with the
issues raised in philosophy courses; he does not see the
relation between these issues and his own "scientific" or
"professional" training; and he will consider such a
course a waste of his precious time. The detrimental
result of this optional approach is clear: few academics
are genuinely interested in gaining insight into the
fundamentals of their own specialty and they are even
less concerned about the interrelationship between their
particular discipline and a theoretically responsible
grasp of the nature of the whole of reality.

The development of philosophy in our time has only
aggravated this problem. Since philosophy has cut its
umbilical cord with a coherent, structured reality, it is not
able to integrate or unify the special sciences within the
current concept of the university ("multiversity"). In
view of this it cannot fulfil its function of explicating the
foundational, philosophical issues of the respective
sciences. Hence the absence of structures, meaningful
interaction between philosophy and the special sciences.
By stressing theis crucial role of philosophy in the uni-
versity, we do not mean to leave the impression that
philosophy should be seen as a cure for all the ills of the
modern university. Such a simplistic solution to the com-
plex problems of the modern university only reveals lack
of insight into the complexity of modern culture and the
history and task of the university within that culture. 28 )

Nevertheless, if philosophy is to fulfil its legitimate and
indispensable role within the university, there is need for
a drastic organizational restructuration of the university
curriculum relevant to the individual program of studies
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of each student and the co-operative, interdisciplinary
research projects of the university's academic personnel.
To begin with, the "department of philosophy" should no
longer be structured as a de-part-ment next to other de-
part-ments but as a central interfaculty. A central inter-
faculty can provide a home where philosophy can be
developed in its own integrity, in distinction from the
special sciences; but it can also create channels for the
necessary and natural interaction among the specialized
sciences in order to stimulate interdisciplinary research
and teaching and to facilitate the development of the
philosophy and theory of the special sciences in co-ordi-
nation with philosophy in general.

This is not the only way in which philosophy could func-
tion. Attention to the history of the special sciences will
also uncover many of their basic presuppositions, this
will also create opportunities for interaction between
philosophy and the special sciences. In this respect atten-
tion must be drawn to the important book of Hooykaas 29)
on the history of science and the discussion concerning
the role of paradigms in the natural sciences instigated
by the work of Thomas S Kuhn30)

Multidisciplinary research and teaching constitute
another important way in which the interaction between
the sciences in general and the sciences and philosophy
can be stimulated. In this respect a central interfaculty
framework can be very valuable. Other possible methods
of creating channels for this interaction can be found in
the study of the relationship of faith and science and the
ethics of science.

The creation of an organizational framework within
which philosophy can function presupposes at least a
minimal unity of starting point which is necessary in the
study of science, by means of which it is possible to pro-
vide a perspective or a context within which reality can
be perceived. A unifying point of departure gives direc-
tion and motivation to the work of a university and deter-
mines the nature and character of education and research
undertaken there. This point of departure or starting
point is present in all academic or theoretical work even
though this might not be explicitly acknowledged.
Because of this, not only the Christian university is a
"confessional" university but all universities are bound
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to tacit philosophical and religiously determined
assumptions. In this sense the choice for a neutral uni-
versity or for politicizing engagement in the sense of the
New Left can also be seen as "confessional" choices.

In a religiously and philosophically divided culture, the
ancient ideal of a universitas or collegi urn can at least be
partially recovered if all of the participants in academic
pursuits would honestly and explicitly admit their reli
gious and philosophical assumptions so that nothing
hidden will obscure theoretical clarity — imperative to
lasting scientific advance.
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SCHOLASTICISM, THE DILEMMA FOR A RADICAL
REFORMATION OF OUR EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT
AND PRACTICE.

1. INTRODUCTION

Those who have acquainted themselves with the work of
Prof J A L Taljaard will undoubtedly agree as regards the
following two issues. First of all, Taljaard, theoretically
and practically, reveals a special interest in education in
general as well as in the furtherance of Christian educa-
tional thought and. practice'). On the other hand, Taljaard
has set himself the aim in his philosophical work of
attaining a radical biblical approach and a radical bibli-
cal philosophy. This implies not only a profound `No' to
Humanism, but also an effort to get `reformed' philo-
sophy disentangled from the shackles of Scholasticism
which still persists as an active power that must never be
underestimated. This leads him, naturally, more than
once, to a confrontation with authors of reformed philo-
sophy and theology, who, aware of it or not, did not
succeed in freeing themselves from old Scholastic influ-
ences 2 ). To fight Scholasticism, in our `reformed' Chris-
tian society, demands moral courage as well as a firm
belief in one's calling. It also includes the risk of
becoming alienated by those who, usually or naturally,
(should) stand very close to you. This, however, is sad
when viewed in terms of the confession which Taljaard
never gets tired to accentuate, namely, that life is to be a
religious worship of our Lord, the Creator and Redeemer
in Jesus Christ.

Against this background I wish to offer a few thoughts on
Scholasticism and the dilemma it causes, especially in
our society, with respect to a radical reformation of our
educational thought and practice. This reflection
becomes the more urgent when one considers the unique
fact that South Africa is required by law to maintain a
system with a Christian character, and that our teacher
training has to provide for this need').

2. HUMAN LIFE IS RELIGION 4)

Man is a religious being; therefore, human life in its
entirety is religion! This acknowledgement, which to my
mind is a basic Scriptural view, happens to be the only
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true starting-point for a radical reformation of life and of

society. What do we understand by the concept `religion'

We can only be very brief on this question. In the first
place, God has revealed Himself as the Creator of heaven
and earth which, therefore, stand in a definite relation-
ship to Him, ie that of dependence. But God has mani-
fested this relationship by His Covenant. In its most com-
prehensive sense, this Covenant is seen as God's coming
to us and our responding to God. Furthermore, God has
created man in relation to the rest of mankind as well as to
the sub-human creation. Our responding to God, there-
fore, implies our responding to the rest of the earthly
creation, and vice versa. Both of these relationships are
determined by the Law of Love towards God our Lord, and
towards our fellow-man.

This means that we are never free from responding to
God. We are inescapably man in response to God: in our
worship, in our conversations, in our daily routine, in our
theoretical analysis, as well as in our intentional educa-
tion and learning. Nowhere and at no time are we free
from existing as persons before God. Man is man coram
Deo, ie existing before the countenance of God, both as
educator as well as educand. The whole process of educa-
tion as well as our educational reflection is fundamen-
tally religious. Even when man's heart is turned away
from the Lord as a result of sin, he stil remains man in res-
ponse to God.

God's coming to man in His Covenant is an appeal to
man's heart as the very root of his temporal existence.
From the human heart spring all the issues of life; all our
human activities are activities of the heart as the central
root of our personality. Belief and unbelief, love and
hatred, lawful and unlawful deeds, social and unsocial
behaviour, culture and mal-culture, logical and illogical
arguments; they are all human activities of the heart and,
therefore, religious in character.

The interesting fact is that all these heart activities of
man, which are unmistakably of modal qualification,
have at the same time an educational or a mal-educa-
tional value. Nurture, therefore, can never be reduced to
one modal activity only, but shod ] be viewed 'Is the pro-
cess of the opening up of the tote l ity of human personal-



ity by these very modally qualified activities of man. Of
course, these activities can be of an intentional or con-
scious character, or not. Nurture resides in all the modal
activities of man of which the heart, that is, the pre-modal
concentration-point, is also the religious root. Thus, nur-
ture is religious in character.

When the human heart has been regenerated by the Holy
Spirit, and therefore liberated by Christ from sin, then it
should be a matter of consequence that man should serve
the Lord in every respect, that is, in his entire life. This is
an expression of the integral unity of the human being.
Although this integral service is so often crippled by sin,
the human personality, in the light of the Scriptural view,
remains such an inseparable unity. Thus it can never be
viewed as a dichotomistic or trichotomistic composition
of 'body' plus 'soul` or of `body' plus "soul' plus `spirit'.

These are views which 'reformed' educational thought
has inherited from ancient Greek-pagan anthropology
via Scholasticism. The Bible says that man is created by
God as a "living soul", which is an illustration of his inte-
gral unity that ought to be manifested in his entire life.

From the above it must be clear that a radical biblicalcon-
cept of nurture can only be built on a radical concept of
man. The latter, in its turn, is dependent on a radical bibli-
cal concept of religion as the service of God with man's
whole heart and his entire modal life in all relationships
on earth.

3. RELIGION RESTRICTED TO THE SPHERE OF
`GRACE'

The truth that human life in its entirety is religion and
that every activity of the human being is a religious res-
ponse to God, our Lord'), is usually obscured by Scholas-
ticism in all its versions.

Scholasticism has restricted and limited religion illegiti-
mately to the so-called sphere of `grace', ie man's faith-
life. This happened as a result of an historical dilemma of
the Christian Church when it was confronted by pagan
Greek philosophy and learning. Without penetrating to
the pagan roots of this learning, Christians were keen to
accommodate it to the truth of the biblical revelation.
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Because of this continuous effort, biblical `faith' and

philosophical `reason' were eventually reconciled offi-
cially by the Roman Catholic Church 6 ). Reason became
the guiding light in th sphere of `nature', which embraced
the state, the family, the school, the university with
science and philosophy, etc. The Church and all the acti-
vities of the Church are of a religious nature and, there-
fore, belong to the sphere of `grace'. The Church had the
monopoly over the Holy Scriptures, which appeal to the
faith-life of man.

What is the relation between `reason' and `faith' or
`nature' and `grace' in Medieval Scholasticism? The
former is viewed as the autonomous preamble of the
latter. Faith happens to be the fulfilment or completion of
what has been achieved by natural reason; faith is the
super-natural gift of grace which was lost as a result of
sin, but which can be restored by the Church with its
sacraments.

It is obvious that Roman Scholasticism had to introduce a
non-biblical anthropology which was orientated towards
the Greek-pagan concept of man, in order to realize this
accommodation and reconciliation of Paganism and
Christianity. But this very unhappy course of the history
of the Christian Church has borne its bitter fruit for gene-
rations of Christians up till today. It is the origin of the
dialectical, Barthian, theology which long ago also
entered the faculties of theology in this country. For
Barth, there is no positive relationship between the
spheres of nature and of grace'). As a consequence, it is
considered ridiculous to endeavour a `Christian' culture,
a `Christian' school or a `Christian' science and philo-
sophy, etc, because the cross of Christ is the stumbling
block for the (natural) `world'.

Scholasticism in its modern garb, has also made its
appearance in `reformed' philosophy, theology and
education, especially by way of the contribution made by
the well-known A Kuyper and his introduction of the con-
cepts "special grace" and "common grace". The basic
difference between `reformed' Neo-Scholasticism and the
Barthian line, which actually stems from Luther and
Occam"), is that the first indeed proclaims a positive rela-
tionship between the two spheres of nature and grace. Al-
though the spere of "common grace" is guided by reason
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whose logical capacity has not been affected by sin), the
latter is unable to guide nature to its highest goal,
namely, the religious spere of grace. The positive rela-
tionship should be realized by continuously binding the
sphere of nature to the sphere of grace. As such, there
exists only an external bond between the two spheres.
According to an illuminating example of Kuyper him-
self, the lamp of the Christian religion, which shines only
within the Christian Church, should spread its light
through the windows of the Church to enlighten the 'natu-
ral' world outside.

'Reformed' Scholasticism became the barricade for many
Christians of Protestant origin to arrive at a radical bibli-
cal reformation of science and of practical life and nur-
ture. For this version of Scholasticism, natural man
should be bound to the Church and its activities in order

to be a real Christian. To be in the service of the Lord
means to be a minister, an elder or a deacon, a Sunday-
school teacher or a member of the Church missionary
society, etc. It does not imply that the Christian has a
mandate to extend the Kingdom of God in every spere of
life, also the so-called `natural' life. Thus, religion is res-
tricted illegitimately to the sphere of grace, namely, to
the service of God in the Church only. Of course, Bible
instruction at home and at school is the qualification for a
`Christian' family and a `Christian' school within the con-
text of `reformed' Scholasticism. The Church is the
supreme guardian against any possible derailment of the
`secular' world from its indicated `Christian' road. Such
`moral' derailment can and does turn up in the home when
the marital bond is, for example, threatened by divorce;
and in the case of morally undermining literature, films,
friends, habits, etc. Even science can, in some respects, go
astray, ie in the case of teaching the theory of evolution.
Thus, `nature' has to be corrected and adapted to the
Church doctrine, which binds the sphere of reason to the
sphere of faith, and in this way, paves the way for a
`Christian' society.

To open a door to the religious compromise which, as a
matter of course, results in an inner dialectical struggle
in philosophy, in theology, in the theory and practice of
education, is fatal for Protestant Christianity. The Chris-
tian Church is already reaping the bitter fruit of this false
treaty. Sooner or later, the `outside world' (nature) which
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has experienced no radical biblical reformation at all,
will become fundamentally uninterested in being under
the guardianship of the Church and the minister. Then the
`outside word' will gradually become emancipated from
the Church, and with the aid of modern science and tech-
nology which proclaim man's supremacy will pretend
not to need the Church any more. We learn that in Europe
many Christian churches are little more than reminders
of a bygone culture and stand shockingly empty and
deserted on Sundays. Official statistics indicates the
same tendency in the Protestant churches of the mainline
denominations in North America; and South Africa is no
exception.

Neo-Scholasticism has manifested itself as a religious
obstacle for a radical reformation of the Christian
Church, the society as a whole and its educational task in
South Africa and elsewhere. The answer to the waning
vitality and influence of Christianity should not be to
launch an evangelization campaign by the Church for the
Church, thus remaining firmly within the dialectical reli-
gious scope of Scholasticism, but to declare life in its
entirety to be the Kingdom of God, and to make a positive
contribution by showing people both in and outside the
Church what it means to recognize and realize a Chris-
tian mandate in all speres of human life. This will mean
an all-inclusive campaign of reformation and evan-
gelization of the `natural world' to live up to the healing
ordinances of God which actually express His redemp-
tive Will for every domain of life.

Naturally this must lead to a radical revision of some
trends of `Reformed' theology and the Church-ministry
as well. However difficult such self-criticism for the
latter may be, it remains the only way out of an inherited,
but illegitimate and fatal religious dilemma at the very
root of the problem of secularization.

4. SCHOLASTICISM AND THE SCIENCE OF EDUCA-
TION

The Scholastic tendency of Protestant Christianity has
deeply affected the scientific scene in South Africa, espe-
cially the science of education. Because science has
become one of the most powerful forces of modern
society 9), the view of the man of science has a remarkable
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impact on ordinary life and on nurture. If this science —
in its foundations — is of a radical humanistic nature,
then one could expect that the process towards the radical
secularization of a Christian society simply remains a
matter of time. If, on the other hand, the scientist who
claims to be a Christian opens the door to a sphere where
the autonomy of reason is proclaimed as well as the neu-
trality of science, then Humanism has found an unexpec-
ted ally in Christianity. Christian men of science in this
way, then, become a co-operating force towards the esca-
lation of secularization in a Christian society.

Scholasticism has manifested itself in the science of
education at South African universities in a two-fold
way. Firstly, by declaring the autonomy of reason and the
neutrality of science, ie the science of education an indis-
putable fact. The starting-point of this approach, to my
mind, is man's supremacy and autonomy. Even the
acceptance of a Christian scale of values for life and
education, which happens to be a matter of 'faith',
remains man's autonomous choice. Secondly, there are
the pioneers of `reformed' Scholasticism who do not view
the truth of Christian faith as an optional scale of values,
but as the Truth. In spite of this, however, a `secular'
world as acknowledged within the boundaries of which
man's autonomy is never totally denied, but only
becomes relative. Consequently, the field of science does
not need a radical reformation but merely a kind of adap-
tation of the humanistic and even pagan heritage to
Christian faith. This, of course, happens with the best in-
tentions in respect of Christianity as such.

The first pedagogic approach mentioned above philo-
sophically divides life into a `practical' and a `theoretical'
sphere. Within the first sphere man exists and lives as a
free and autonomous `moral' being, while freedom and
autonomy allow him to choose the one or the other `faith'
as a specific scale of values. If Christian faith has been
chosen to guide man in his practical life and education,
then the Scholastic pattern of nature and grace has
returned again. However, this never means that the
autonomous freedom of man to choose another scale of
values has now been surrendered. In the theoretical
sphere, on the other hand, the autonomy of scientific
reason is honoured. These two spheres and their correlate
ways of knowing by `faith' and by 'reason' must conse-
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quently be respected. They cannot be taken as two modal
functions of man's heart, which is always committed to
God or an apostate god by faith — in view of which the
scientific method and result are finally determined by
religion. That would be nothing less than an impermissi-
ble metabasis eis allos genos (change from one thing —
religion — into something else — science). It actually
boils down to a non-scientific interference of `faith' in the
realm of scientific `reason', which is, with respect to the
pre-accepted cosmological, anthropological and gnoseo-
logical division, logically ridiculous.

It is not difficult to recognize behind this approach the
shadow of Humanism, especially that of Immanuel Kant.
Through the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl which
postulates the autonomy of scientific reason, it has made
its entry into the South African faculties of education via
students of the well-known Netherlands professor, Dr
MJLangeveld. Within the field of phenomenological
pedagogics in our country it is possible to distinguish
between a neo-idealistic approach (of Prof C K Oberhol-
zer) and an existentialistic approach (of Prof C F G Gun-
ter), and their respective followers. From the pheno-
menological wing in the educational science the possi-
bility of a biblical science of education has been strongly
opposed and even condemned as no science at all. This, to
their minds, is nothing less than the above mentioned
metabasis. The biblical truth has only `particular`, that is,
limited, validity, while the phenomenological (scientific)
truth has universal validity.

A real dilemma occurred among phenomenologists when
we were told by law in 1967 that South African school
education must have a Christian character, and that the
training of our teachers should serve this end. The Law
further demands that all training of teachers at the tea-
chers' training colleges should eventually be transferred
from these to the various faculties of education at our uni-
versities 10). This change in the situation has forced neu-
tral pedagogues to add a so-called `post-scientific' know-
ledge of Christian faith with respect to nurture to the
basic knowledge gained by phenomenological reason. As
the qualification, `post-scientific' already indicates, this
knowledge can never qualify as scientific knowledge.
Such a concession will refute the basic dogma of the two
spheres and the two cognitive approaches.
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The religious dialectics of nature and grace, therefore,
has not only become a most welcome escape from a real
dilemma, but has secured itself as the firm basis of our
pedagogical training of teachers for Christian schools.
What makes the matter even worse in the above case, is
that the scholastic dilemma is eventually rooted in
Humanism itself„ namely, in the supremacy and auto-
nomy of man in both the `practical' and the `theoretical'
speres of life.

The second pedagogic approach has its starting-point in
the modern modification of Medieval Scholasticism,
which we described as `reformed' Scholasticism.
Although these pedagogues must be credited with a se-
rious intention to further the cause of Christian pedago-
gics they, up to now, have not succeeded in rendering fer-
tile perspectives for a radical biblical science and prac-
tice of education.

DrJ Waterink, Professor of Pedagogy at the Free Univer-
sity of Amsterdam until the early sixties, has exercised
significant influence on Christian educational thought
and practice in South Africa. But he never succeeded to
rid himself of the scholastic pattern of nature and grace in
his scientific thinking. This happened in spite of the fact
that Waterink declared the Bible to be of normative value
for science, especially the science of education. His ambi-
guous use of the term `religion' bears witness to Water-
ink's adherence to Scholasticism. Although at the end of
his career he emphatically claimed that man is a reli-
gious being¹¹), he neither elaborated on this with respect
to his anthropology and his concept. of nurture, nor did he
rectify any of his previous views of education. Notwith-
standing the hopeful new ray of light, Waterink's anthro-
pology, therefore, remained to be firmly rooted in the
scholastic tradition.

Waterink based his concept of nurture upon a dichotomis-
tic and creatianistic view of man. The psycho-somatic
body which is, according to him, of genetic origin, has the
`I' or `spirit` incarnated as the immortal soul. This
happens at a certain unknown stage before birth ¹²). The
spirit or I has a two-fold task for which it should be moul-
ded by education. Firstly, it must rule over the psychic
life of the individual personality. Secondly, since it fin-
ally is of religious nature, nurture does also imply a guid-
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ing of the child to submit himself willingly to the world of
values as determined by the Holy Scriptures. The mould-
ing of the child's faith-life and religious education is
obviously one and the same thing for Waterink This
scholastic view of religion, of course, excludes the possi-
bility of getting a true perspective on the central and inte-
gral meaning of religion for man and for nurture. For this
reason, Waterink's effort to develop a Christian science of
education was not very promising from the start. This
however, should never be sufficient ground not to recog-
nize and appreciate the many genuinely scriptural pers-
pectives which are so richly spread all through Water-
ink's pedagogical work. To my mind, his work deserves
more attention among Christian pedagogues than it has
received hereto.
Our own, well-known, Prof J C Coetzee, professor at the
Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Educa-
tion till 1963, whom I would describe as the nestor of
Christian pedagogics in South Africa, also did not
entirely escape the prevailing trend of `reformed' Scho-
lasticism of the twentieth centruy. Coetzee, like Water-
ink, declared the Holy Scriptures normative for the
science and practice of education. But in the elaboration
of his pedagogical thoughts he had unfortunately been
captured by the scholastic pattern of his time. The same
confusing ambiguity about the concept `religion', as in
the case of Waterink, led him astray. Because of this he
had to borrow from non-Christian anthropology. Accor-
ding to Coetzee, two autonomous principles, ie the prin-
ciple of the bio-physical body and the principle of the
psycho-pneumatical soul, unite into an `independent
unity' known as man 13). The child has to be educated into a
number of `secular' aims and, finally, to the religious aim.
At school, this has to be achieved by means of `secular'
and `religious' subjects. For Coetzee, the Church resides
on a higher level than the school because it deals with
`religion' which is the "highest' in a community 14).

It is obvious that Coetzee identifies religion and faith and
consequently barred the road to a true perspective on the
radical and integral character of religion. For him the
Church has to guard over the spiritual well-being of the
child at school, which actually opposes the biblical prin-
ciple of sphere sovereignity and the exercise of our
Christian mandate which God imposes on every off ice-
bearer in all spheres of the life of a society.
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My appreciation for Waterink's contribution to Christian
pedagogics also applies to Coetzee. He has, surely, in-
spired many a student to become a devoted Christian tea-
cher or educator. For this we are very grateful. But it
should not be overlooked that a religious dilemma
resides at the root of his pedagogical thought. The scho-
lastic dogma of `nature' and `grace', although in a modi-
fied sense, has prevented him form developing a radi-
cally biblical view of nurture. In fact, it has provided
many a scholar with an opportunity to go astray into
apparently more fascinating pastures of humanistic edu-
cational thought.

5. CONCLUSION

Christian education belongs to our Christian mandate.
We cannot escape from this mandate without serious con-
sequences for Christianity. We have pointed out that the
scholastic two-realm religion illegitimately limits the
scope of the Christian religion and consequently, of our
Christian mandate. As Christians, have we not paid suffi-
cient homage to this false dogma, which has, throughout
several centuries, hollowed out Christianity as a whole,
the Church included? Today, with Humanism's radical
onslaught through the marxist New Left, on the Esta-
blishment and on Christianity, the walls of the Christian
fortress are crumbling away. This process can be quick-
ened because of the inner religious split within the bosom
of Christianity itself.

The cure for this state of affairs can never be found only in
an effort to bring those disenchanted and alienated from
Christianity back to the Church. The only cure lies in the
new advent of a biblical reveil. This implies that we must
break with the two-realm religion because it is false,
unbiblical and therefore, dangerous and fatal for Chris-
tianity. We must get a new perspective on the radical and
integral character of the biblical concept of religion,
which should determine our Christian mandate. This
should be the combined effort of all provinces of life, the
university and the science of pedagogics included. We
must serve our Lord, Jesus Christ, with our entire life,
because He is the only Foundation of our Christian life.
No part of life should be built upon the autonomy of man.
This amounts to a house which is divided against itself
and which, therefore, is destined to ruin.
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Shall we as Christians depend on man's theoretical and

pre-theoretical logical ability to bring about such a reli
gious change as has been suggested above? I think not.
Such an approach disregards the religious nature of the
issue at stake and actually builds on the dogma of the self-
sufficiency of man. This is a religious error which has no
perspectives for Christianity. Shall we indulge in des-
pair? Certainly not. Simply because we believe that all
our activities, including our logical activity, are ulti-
mately religious, the only biblical religion is to be in the
service of our Lord with our entire life. Also in the field of
education and science we can only be obedient co-
workers of God, proclaiming His Kingdom to be all-en-
compassing. We shall never doubt His power to change
the hearts of people; for even the king's heart is in the
hand of the Lord as the rivers of water: He turneth it
withersoever He will. 15)
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NOTES

1. See the bibliography of J A L Taljaard at the end of this book.
2. Here, I especially have in mind a new manuscript of Prof Taljaard

which will be published soon. The anticipated title of the book is
Polished Lenses.

3. Cf Article IB, Subarticle (1) (b) of Law No. 39 of 1967, known as
"Law on National Educational Policy".

4. Cf the brochure of P G Schrotenboer, Motives of Christian Higher
Education, 1965. By the same author, The Nature of Religion, 1964.

5. This, of course, applies for every human being, whether he is a
Christian, a humanist or a heathen.

6. I refer to the papal declaration that the philosophy of Thomas
Aquino is the official philosophy of the Roman Catholic Church
in the Encyclic Letter Aeterni patri, of 4th August, 1879.

7. Cf J A Heyns, Die teologiese antropologie van Karl Barth vanuit
wysgering-antropologiese oriëntering, 1964, p 239 et seq.

8. Cf H Dooyeweerd, Vernieuwing en Bezinning om het reformato-
risch grondmotief, 2nd ed, 1963 p 136 et seq. See also S U Zuidema,
"Common Grace and Christian Action in Abraham Kuyper"
Communication and Confrontation, 1972, pp 52 - 105,

9. Cf H van Riessen, De Maatschappij der toekomst, 4th ed, 1957,
Chapter V.

10. At this stage, only the training of high school teachers has been
transferred to the universities.

11. Cf J Waterink, "De mens als religieus wezen en de hedendaagse
psychologie", in Keur uit de verspreide geschriften van Prof drJ
Waterink, 1961, p 47.

12. J Waterink, De paedagogiek als wetenschap. Vol I, p 433.
13. J C Coetzee, Inleiding tot die algemene teoretiese opvoedkunde,

4th ed, p 90.
14. J C Coetzee, op cit, p 286.
15. Proverbs 21 verse 1.
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THE PEDAGOGICAL STRENGTH OF A CHRISTIAN
METHODOLOGY IN PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORIO-

GRAPHY

The kinds of problems intrinsic to historiography and to
philosophical historiography in particular are com-
pounded when the question must be settled on how to
teach the history of philosophy. For then, if one's metho-
dology for philosophical historiography is defective,
simplistic or indecisive on the crucial matters, its exer-
cise in the classroom will botch the philosophical deve-
lopment of a whole new generation.

I am persuaded that the christian stuffings to the philo-
sophical historiography initiated by Vollenhoven pro-
vides a prospective student and instructor with impor-
tant pedagogical advantages. Unfortunately,
Vollenhoven's own specialized work in analyzing pre-
Socratic fragments² and the several doctoral disserta-
tions concluded under his tutelage 3 are poor places to
look for models on how to begin teaching the history of
philosophy.' And to try to press the full weight of
Vollen-hoven's refined categories down upon the beginning stu-
dent would be a little bit like encumbering the young
David with Saul's professional armour. Critics unsym-
pathetic to the sureness and fine analysis of such a Chris-
tian historiographic approach in teaching philosophy
have sometimes stigmatized the attempt as putting tools
for brain surgery into the hands of high school graduates
who are not yet able to identify which person in the room
needs the operation.

But on this occasion of honoring my colleague Prof Dr
J A L Taljaard, I should like to enunciate what seems to
me to be the redeeming principle for teaching christianly
the history of philosophy, demonstrate its method with
an extended illustration, and then point up the pedagogi-
cal strengths of using this christian methodology in
philosophical historiography.

INCAPSULATION OF PHILOSOPHICAL HISTORIO-
GRAPHIC STANDARDS WITHIN PEDAGOGICAL
NORMS

The struggle of modern historiography to acquit itself as
a science, understood as a technical means for collecting
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exact data freed from traditional prejudices„ and at the
same time to proffer an integrated overview of what is
truly happening: that struggle of some 300 years is truly
instructive for checking out the task of christian historio-
graphy. 5 The Christian may certainly take his cue from
the current status of Western historiography, but not his
problematics.

A widespread "Pyrrhonism" toward scholastic precepts,
as Emile Bréhier puts it, carried on in the flush of Gali-
leo's success, began to forge with Descartes and Spinoza
a kind of conceptual iconoclasm which the Scientialistic
mind of the seventeenth century thought was "critical." 6

Concern for such "critical rigour modulated in the eight-
eenth century, under the ruling spirit of "Edify
Humanity!" to a passion for dictionaries and compendia
of culture — while the overarching historiographic

girder of providence got thoroughly secularized into Pro-
gress. Subsequent nineteenth century attempts by Hegel
and Ranke to assimilate past historians' accomplish-
ments and to raise compilations of accurate detail and vi-
sionary optimism (in the face of Positivistic preach-
ments on facticity) to the status of a critically constructed
account of what actually took place somewhere: that
cumulative (Neo-Idealistic) format became the working
legacy of Toynbee and lesser general historians.

For our purposes, I am assuming that the christian his-
toriographic method developed by Vollenhoven for
expositing the history of philosophy has biblically refor-
med the directional set of this history of historiography
and basically resolves the structural dilemmas which
plagued it.'

Rejected is the implicit, soritical argument that for his-
toriography to be professionally respectable it must be
"critically" scientific, which entails it must be verifiably
empirical rather than speculative, which necessitates
one rest with either "technical histories" or, perhaps, the
general historian may "add" his evaluative dimension.
Instead, I have argued that Vollenhoven's categories
have scientific precision and an intrinsically christian
bite, which neverthe less encourages the original texts to
confront the historian of philosophy in their own terms."
Although "evidence" is a crucial constitutive element in
every historian's conclusion, "evidence" may never pre-
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sume to be a factor in the human historiographer's pers-
pectival apriori, on pain of religious weaseling.' Vollen-
hoven has shown that historiography of philosophy can
be "scientific", while rejecting the covertly dogmatic
neutrality proposed by the secular scientism which set
the stage for so much of modern historiography.

Vollenhoven's tack of examining the development of
strictly philosophical matters, within typical philo-
sophical responses to creational meaning, for his history
of philosophy, also has the makings of bringing peace to
what Gundolf calls the "border feuds" in the history of
historiography, as to whether historiography be a spe-
cial science or essentially philosophy, and to what Bré-
hier pinpoints as the struggle to relate the historical "fact
that" and the philosophical "truth of" certain ideas in the
historiography of philosophy. 10 History — the discipline
of determining, with systematic exactitude what was
"historical" about certain events ensuing in the unfold-
ing of creation and culture — in my judgment, is an inter-
relational science, similar to philosophy. The Gegen-
stand of historical investigation — "significant change"
or "interlinking formative alteration" — will always give
an encyclopedic cachet to historical research; but histori-
cal study can be practiced by professional specialists,
just like philosophy, without thereby turning, "histori-
cal" into a prime (modal) aspect of reality fit for a restric-
ted, special scientific abstraction. It is true that historio-
graphy, the chronicling of results achieved by historical
analysis, translates — as all writing does which is style-
fully opened up — the science product into literature,
whether grand or pedestrian, but that does not undo the
original scientific precision of historical analysis, blur
its inter-relational focus, convert it from history (focused
on developmental, interlinking meaning) into philo-
sophy (focused on structural, inter-relational meaning),
or suddenly endow it with the character of true revela-
tion! ¹¹ Vollenhoven's historiographic method incorpo-
rates, as I understand it, the sound position that historio-
graphy articulates the fallible knowledge of an inter-
relational science, which will be denatured if it is dissol-
ved either into an "empirical science" (à la Positivism) or
into philosophy (à la Neo-Idealism).

But right now, assuming a measure of settledness on
christian historiography of philosophy, with Vollen-
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hoven's beginnings as the working method, our question
is: how can such a scientifically exacting philosophical
historiographic method be made to serve teaching the
history of philosophy?

The key, I think, is the simple wisdom of incapsulating
the scientifically exacting method within pedagogical
norms. That does not mean one relaxes scientific preci-
sion and uses a meat cleaver instead of a scalpel; but the
principle of incapsulation means here that scientific fea-
tures give way to pedagogical considerations which take
a superintending priority.

For example: scientific analysis requires definite cate-
gories with fixed meanings, univocal language (not to
say jargon), and a proficient expert who executes the
complicated examination with refinement, exhaustive-

ness and dispatch. But good teaching starts with ques-
tions that surprise and stimulate wondering in the stu-
dent: good teaching is playful, earthy, illustrational,
until the student's imagination is aroused and he is will-
ing to search-along as an apprentice and begin to re-
search carefully with the repetition that develops skill
and analytic precision. Therefore, somehow the firm
philosophic historiographic categories of Monism, Dual-
ism and their important varieties, must be clothed in
existential flexibility for the classroom. Terms like Uni-
versalism, Individualism and Macro-microcosmoi motif
must have their colourless scientific mark take on the ex-
citing color of clues leading to new insights. Scientific
determinations like S Subjectivism, Objectivism and Real-
ism must keep their specially defined, analytic sharp-
ness, but again, adopt a tentative -- not hesitant! —
approximating elasticity. Teaching the history of philo-
sophy should have the temper of a thorough medical
examination and prognosis of the patient's health. But
without incapsulation of the historiographic analysis
within the pedagogical norms of surprise and apprentice-
like detecting, you will only get an autopsy.
Or, to develop the same point further: scientific analysis
is in principle conceptually definitive, and its method is
satisfied with a patient step by factual step, identifying
sort of knowledge. But knowledge that would come
across live in the classroom must have the lurch of being
by nature unfinished, and at the same time show some sil-
houetted Gestalt integrating the learning in process.
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Scientific knowledge has a forbidding authority, dissects
things and relates abstractly: pedagogically interesting
knowledge invites, playfully engages others, provision-
ally juxtaposes things and carries on

quasi-dramati-cally.¹²²Therefore, history of philosophy should not be
taught in the way of medieval, disputational indoctrina-
tion (Utrum ... sit, ad primum, ad secundum, sed contra,
respondeo ... ad prim um, ad secundum ...), nor in the
manner of professional journal articles where you state
your concluding thesis first, parcel out your arguments,
and close Q E D. Nothing is more tedious in the classroom
than logical conclusiveness, even if banked by anecdotal
persiflage and sophistic wit. So philosophic historiogra-
phic analysis of a certain philosophy must bring about
limited mastery of its philosophical crux, in its cultu-
rally blooded setting, with the kind of simplification that
encourages further exploration. Without incapsulation
of the analysis within the pedagogical norms of pattern-
ing-open-for-further-response, history of philosophy
will strike a student as cut and dried rather than as a
source to be mined for healing knowledge.

Good teachers in the history of philosophy, of course,
come in all kinds of wrappers, and it is true that a sound
pedagogical method does not guarantee sound teaching
any more than good liturgical principles protect worship
from uninspired liturgetes. But it would be a headstart for
normative, christian teaching of the history of philo-
sophy, if we became thoroughly conscious and convinced
of the fact that the rightful scientific edge of philosophi-
cal historiography must be maintained and bound by
pedagogical norms — this is necessary, legitimate and
desirable for professionally respectable teaching of the
history of philosophy. While this principle of

incapsula-tion may be simple wisdom, deep imaginative
inventiveness is called for to bring it off responsibly with
unformed students.

The illustration which follows does not pretend to exem-
plify a full-fledged model of christian pedagogy, and it
does not propose to capture the push-and-pull élan of live
persons engaged in classroom learning, the way a Plato-
nic dialogue tries to do it. This somewhat bookish vig-
nette (because written) means to exhibit the integrity and
promise of pedagogically incapsulated, christian philo-
sophical historiography, suggesting how one might go
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about it in the classroom in a way that avoids the steriliz-
ing stare of manuals meant to help prospective teachers.

ILLUSTRATION: A CERTAIN PHILOSOPHICAL
NEIGHBOURHOOD OF GENETICISTIC, CONTRADIC-
TORY MONISM

About the time B C when the Lord God Yahweh was teach-
ing the children of Israel that if they do their daily work
responsively to His Word they will certainly have an
exciting future, , : over in Egyptland ethnic reflection held
a consensus that there is nothing new under the sun. An
everlasting, fixed order — MA'AT — kept the overflowing
Nile and the third and fourth generations of men in a
recurrent cycle with changeless patterns. And it was
Wisdom, according to the official scribes at Pharaoh's

court, to become silent men fitting into that Cosmic, tradi-
tion-bound, unchanging Order.' In Ye Olde Greece of the
same period, there gradually developed among that illi-
terate and unalphabetic people, a sense that the final lot
of mankind, Moira, meant a cursed, implacable Doom.

As Homer came to narrate the syncretistic cluster of
myths commonly believed by the Achaeans in the eighth
century, the only way to make life meaningful among
men under Moira was the way of Cunning Power. Prow-
ess and daring that brought earth-bound kydos to the
family name, in competitive struggle with a touchy
family of limited, superhuman deities (c f initiation of the
Olympic games), is what counted. To be sure, during
several centuries of civilizational turmoil in the Mediter-
ranean, the Phrygian orgiastic cult of Dionysus captiva-
ted many Greek adherents. Boeotian rhapsodist Hesiod
also introduced the element of Diké — a kind of regular,
natural impartial equilibrium — into the heterodox
mythology. Even strands of Orphic asceticism began to
offer people a priestly alternative. But the Greek mind
was originally formed and set by the heroes of Homer's
sonorous hexameters, like warrior Achilles maddened by
Até and polymechanos (never-at-a-loss) Odysseus. 15 The
basic idolatry behind Archaic, pagan Greek culture was
cunning foolhardiness. Its monumental tomb art and
regal kouroi bespeak the intrepid, measured hybris every
young Greek admired. '
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A polis economy developed in the Peloponnesus during
the seventh and sixth centuries BC. Sparta and Athens
jockeyed for power in an uneasy, peaceful coexistence,
while Greek colonies started dotting Asia Minor and
Italy. Money was invented, trade intensified, wars and ru-
mours of wars began to dominate the news. And it was at
this time that certain singular thinkers of Ionia (idiotai)
speculated on what's behind it all? what is reality like?
how is Physis set up? what's the point of human life?

HERACLITUS OF EPHESUS

Heraclitus of Ephesus (fl 500 B C) was one of those curi-
ous Greek thinkers. His abiding thought was that this
world is a warring tension that is constantly begetting
opposites. This warring process is not subject to Moira
but is itself divine, an everlasting, begetting and consu-
ming Fire — Logos!17 The hoi polloi act idiotically, as if an
individual could think all by himself; and some poleis
democratically decide this is right and that is wrong; but
actually, whatever is, is right! and each man must simply
be attuned to the common Logos-God-Physis. 18 The "best
men" (aristoi) know there is a hidden harmony simul-
taneously, in the same respect, in all the contradictory
transformations of world and cultural discord — salt
water kills and gives life, depending upon whether you
immerse men or fish in it — and the truth is that basically
all things are One (hen panta einai), One Universal Law
of Natural Warring Tension. 19

It should be understood that war is the common
condition, that strife is justice, and that all things
come to pass through the compulsion of strife. ²0

Only when each I is We (c f novel by Zamyatin, WE 1920),
and We lives kata physin with the skill to abide and take
advantage of its own universally contradictorily flipping
back and forth, utterly permanent Change, is there the
justice and hidden repose of final meaning, says Heracli-
tus of Ephesus, about 500 years before Christ walked the
earth bringing shalom (cf figure 1).
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TENSIVE NATURE (figure 1)

hot soully air

One should notice the threat this philosophical position
of Universalistic Contradictory Monism would pose, let's
say, for fifth century B C Athens, where a polis majority
posited what's law. Heraclitus' perspective relativizes
any positive law and makes it possible for a strong man
to claim he is in touch with a deeper Natural Universal
Law which everyone should follow, superceding particu-
lar polis laws, Heraclitus' commitment to reality as
being constant struggle is not altogether unreminiscent
of Homer and Hesiod's attitude; but Heraclitus' affirma-
tion of contradictory transmutation, in the name of
Logos, gives the whole flux a much more jurotechnical,
opportunistic character than one of bio-physical sur-
vival. Also, Heraclitus baldly approves something more
than tricky talk and the doublecross to get fame: ² '
analytic contradiction is thoroughly legitimate in his
mind, because reality is fundamentally at odds, rightly
so!

When, as a matter of historical fact, the Heraclitan "wis-
dom" entered the marketplace of fifth century B C Greece,
and his cosmogonic Subjectivism got reoriented to the
anthropocentric (not to say "anthropogonic") Subjecti-
vism of polis society, the Heraclitan vision served as a
cosmo-polis-an yeast in various sophists' feisty con-
tribution to the demythologizing of Olympian gods, pro-
fessionalization of polis education, their Individualistic
support for demagogic tyranny and gradual under-
mining of classic Greek society.

And one should not overlook the crushing pessimism
lurking in Heraclitus' fragments, despite their almost
militaristic bravado and racist elitism that sounds their
particular, Greeky spirit. There is no mediator for Hera-
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clitus; no redemption for man is conceivable in Hera-
clitus' philosophical framework, except that he be tossed
from his individual, provincial frying pan of warring
contrasts into the universal Fire of constant contradic-
tory harmony. When you realize that Heraclitus was
figuring these things out in the dark of Asia Minor
shortly after Daniel was given dreams from Yahweh in
Babylon about the fall of civilizations foreign to His Rule,
and about the same time as Zechariah was receiving
visions at night straight from the Lord and Nehemiah
was building up the little tumble down wall of Jerusalem,
ending his diary entries at night so plaintively, "Please
think well of me, 0 my God! for the little things I've been
able to do for You," then you understand why the apostle
Paul, after passing through Heraclitus' hometown 600
years later could refer to such patterns of thinking as
atheoi (Ephesians 2:11-22) and plead with Christians not
to lose their minds that way but to get their whole con-
sciousness truly new in Jesus Christ (Ephesians 4:1-24).

A lot of philosophical water has gone over the historical
dam in Western Europe by the time the Dominican Eck-
hart (c 1260-1327), with his Master's degree in theology
from the University of Paris, began to preach in Strass-
bourg and Köln around 1314 A D. "Church Fathers" like
Clement and Origen from Egypt and Augustine from
Africa had struggled in the first centuries after Christ's
resurrection to keep the christian faith intact while they
fitted its dogmas together with the great reflection of
Graeco-Roman humanity. The church headquartered at
Rome had developed a world-wide establishment which
officiated as the veritable custodian of Western civiliza-
tion, and for a millenium almost totally dominated
human life. Worship services on Christmas and Easter in
a twelfth or thirteenth century cathedral — overwhel-
ming height inside, massive statuery in stone, gold-bro-
caded vestments in processions, with incense, stained
glass coloured light, mellifluously haunting plainsong
crescendoing at the high point of the raised host and cele-
bration of the mass, thronged by the whole countryside —
epitomized incantationally the power and glory forever
and ever of the church.²² Only its priestly rites guaran-
teed you as a man a heavenly eternity; so you were utterly
beholden to it. And it was this "Mother" church which had
given her blessing, officially and unofficially, to the habit
of supplementing Platonic philosophy with the insights
of supernatural revelation.
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That certification, approval, program of the Roman
church — call it what you will — to join the analysis of
pagan minds with the truths made specially known by
Scripture, led to its being the unquestioned method of
educated leaders. The spirit of reinforcing the church's
Latin theological deposits by combining to it the an-
cillary results of autonomous "natural reason" in order
to arrive at a cumulative, definitive synthesis of truly
authoritative knowledge on all matters — world, man and
God included: that driving spirit formed the Scholastic
mind which controlled Western philosophy unchallen-
ged from John of Damascus (c 726 A D) till William of
Ockham and the Black Death plague of 1348-50. Thomas
Aquinas formulated a commonplace, an assumed frame-
work, when he wrote gratia non tollat naturam, sed perfi-
ciat.²³ The fact that "the Philosopher" who got "graced"
became Aristotle rather than Plato in the thirteenth cen-
tury hardly batted a bishop's eye.

ECKHART OF STRASSBURG

German professor Eckhart called into question the admi-
nistrative hold of the Roman church and its ritual upon
the salvation of men . 24 He began breaking down the Scho
lastic mentality by using the unheard of formula — "Die
Meister sagen gemeinhin ... Doch ich sage ..." — subtly
recalling the way Christ corrected the tradition-bound
Pharisees. He sidestepped the barriers of reasoned argu-
ment and the ecclesiastically wielded authority of Grace
by claiming that his exposition of Scripture even went
beyond Grace, passed all understanding, because it
brought naked truth straight from the heart of God (ein
unbedahtiu wârheit, diu dá komen ist ûz dem herzen gôtes
âne mittel). ²5 And he did all this not as a rabble rousing
son of the Church but as respected Vicar General of his
order in Bohemia, from the pulpit with pungent, mysti-
fying sermons in the vernacular.

God is divine, and once upon a time God created crea-
tures. When the creating holy Trinity made man in their
likeness, God sparked the soul to be His equal, everlast-
ing, active counterpart. Only through man's active soul,
an image of God, are creatures prepared for becoming
and acting Godly.'' That means, says Eckhart, in the
beginning there was pure Divinity (gotheit) with nothing
doing. Out of this utterly empty fulness of Divinity, God
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(got), of course, creates. Divine God is continually crea-
ting creatures who reproduce and re-create, after their
fashion, like Him. It's clear that Father God, with the con-
ceiving Spirit, gave birth to His only begotten Son out of
His own reproducing, ever-generating Divinity. So you
could say, in a way, God comes to be more and comes to be
less, God becomes and even passes away! depending
upon His begetting or the begoing of His handiwork.
Especially when I who mirror God in the flint-like power
of my soul (vünkelîn, kraft), able to unite all sorts of crea-
tures into One by my activity: when I as God's image (Bild
Gottes) return to God, in a sense, go beyond God back into
the hidden, inner abyss of Divinity from whence I came,
then an epiphany of eternity passes, and Godhood is all in
all ... ²7

Can you not simply be astounded at the staggering truth
— even if you don't understand it — preached Eckhart, of
man's being "born again" by the fructifying Spirit of
God?! When a man is really "regenerated" in the wholly
spirital, untreated power-point of his soul which ema-
nates from the Spirit itself, that man is begotten Son of
God by the unique power of the eternal Father, as truly as
Father God ceaselessly begets his eternal Son in

Him-self.²8In fact, when you deny yourself and empty yourself
of everything creatural, lose your will completely, for
God's sake, so that your own knowledge becomes the
purest ignorance, a dark unconsciousness, then God —
who abhors a vacuum — shall wholly fill you. You will
blend with God into Godhood when you forsake and are
purged of the divisive life contrasting, for example,
happiness and sorrow: when you become dead to the
whole world in your soul, then you become

singlemind-edly alive in Being, in the eternal Being where you were
before your creation. 29

So the soul resembles God when it achieves a perfectly
immovable disinterestedness (unbewegelichiu abge-
scheidenheit): a mere conduit for Divinity. 3 0

The authorities say that God is a being, an intelligent
being who knows everything. But I say that God is
neither a being nor intelligent and he does not know
either this or that. God is free of every thing and
therefore he is everything. 31
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God in his Godhood, Divinity, is the inexhaustible source
of meaning, the Origin (Urbeginne) our intuiting-soul
(Vernunft) must shatter in if it would be taken up in
untrammeled Abgescheidenheit. Therefore man must
expugn God-knowledge and Godhood-distracting godli-
ness ruthlessly out of his inner life and outer deeds and
become perfectly nothing! so that the fishhook of Divine
love may make you more free — even though you twist
and turn — the more you are caught. Trust God, who is a
God of the creating present (God ist ein got der gegen-
werticheit), to turn even your sin into what's better for
you.³² If this all sounds like a contradictory mystery, said
Eckhart, don't worry your head about it. Remember that
those who try to gain their life shall lose it and those who
lose it disinterestedly shall find it for ever and ever,
directly flowing in the heart of God (cf figure 2).

GENERATING GODHOOD (figure 2)

No wonder the Church of Rome anathematized Eckhart's
writings two years after his death. 33 There is always a
party-politics side to heresy, and the Franciscans were
out to get Dominican Eckhart, who had defended himself
point by point in 1326 (not in German, of course, but in
church Latin); but the basic philosophical perspective
informing Eckhart's sermons, if adopted, would unhinge
more than the churchified society of thirteenth century
Europe. Its Contradictory Monistic Geneticism conflicts
sharply with any Structuralistic position, for example,
Thomism or Utilitarianism. Eckhart's position cannot
stand to think of (the christian) life, let's say, in terms of
so many right and wrong deeds, so many credits and so
many debits, about which one can take specified, hierar-
chical steps to get settled: life is a constant struggle of
back and forth, an ongoing process by nature, so that
every gain and loss is radically relativized — our life is
simply, only, and finally a Becoming. So one should not
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expect a systematic theology in the neighbourhood of
Meister Eckhart. At most a theogonic odyssey of God
with man in tandem, an attack, perhaps, on official Chris-
tendom, and a deep-going, mystifying, unsettling ... con-
servatism.

There is an unrelenting, muted stridency within Eck-
hart's pastorally warm sermons, because he assumes at
bottom that change is the order of the day and one has to
be caught up in the unpredictable yet rigorous process of
flurrying activity that somehow demands renunciation if
you want to be in touch with what's real. So there is agita-
tion. But the call for continual return to a more simple,
undifferentiated, unified Oneness acts steadyingly. How-
ever, that too is deceptive, because the call to return to
Oneness is deeply anti-institutional. Eckhart's perspec-
tive has no compunction against dissolving church, state
(or even "God"!) into the stream of ever creative and
recreative Divine Love and Power. Eckhart's Objecti-
vism stops him short of being satisfied with "personal
experiences" of purgation or rapturous God-union: the
juro-technical quality of Abgescheidenheit (a balancing,
professional, umpire-like disinterestedness) — which
gives God his God status! 34 — is a norm he posits that
human subjects must meet. But that Objectivistic horizon
is small comfort for the Church, since Rome has no mono-
poly on dispensing Abgescheidenheit as it did have on
specifying the supernal (sacred) truths of a Realistic
philosophy, which one needed in order to be saved.

It is noteworthy that Eckhart's basic philosophical con-
ception and the whole set of his, to be sure weary-of-Scho-
lasticism temper, is not conducive to all the quietistic
mysticism that cropped up in Germany at the decline of
the fourteenth century; such introverted, ecstatic theore-
ticism takes its conceptual inspiration from a different
neighbourhood (like that of much sixteenth century Spa-
nish mysticism), for Eckhart's commitment to surging,
parturient activity does not brook the state of interiorized
contemplation as ideal. Yet how woefully sad, it seems to
me, when all is said and done, that christian believer Eck-
hart broke the back of the gospel, subverts the commu-
nion of saints, and puts stumbling blocks in front of any
wouldbe believers, all by joining his love for God to and
under a Geneticistic Contradictory Monistic misconcep-
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tion of reality. Because Eckhart sees the estrangement of
man from God not as a call to men for a change in direc-
tion to obedience through Jesus Christ but as a necessary
return in ontic structure of man directly to God, a bibli-
cally envisioned reality is ruled out. There can be no
sense of creaturely man's being covenanted to the merci-
ful, just and faithful Yahweh fully revealed in Jesus
Christ and attested to by the Holy Scriptures: God is
fundamentally a hidden God who discloses his where-
abouts like a man in the dark who happens to clear his
throat. 35 Sin is not something historically subsequent to
creation that can be rectified and healed: for. Eckhart, evil
is a furtive feature of creatureliness somehow, so that it
becomes either/ or between Godhood and creation for
man. And man is not an adopted serving son of God,
through faith, thanks to the Grace of the Lord: instead,
thanks to his soul's vünkelîn (empowering spark), man is
wrenched into the superhuman task of unending media-
torial work, making him a Christ actually, and therefore
burdening him like a Sisyphus in an everlasting chain of
Becoming perfect. Eckhart's genial sermons of encou-
ragement have a permanent, disconcerting edge under-
neath, and his "Book of Divine Comfort" is spiked with
wormwood.

An utterly different Spirit than the absorbed piety of Eck-
hart's sermons wells up out of a tract like Il Principe by
Machiavelli (1469-1527) 200 years later. Times have
changed from the day of Giotto where solid gold-leaf or a
heavenly blue background graced the statuesque figures
in a fresco with sanctified stillness. Now Paolo Uccello
and Piero della Francesca have been introducing Floren-
tines to a more turbulent world with three-dimensional,
open space perspective, and Botticelli has canonized the
pagan ethic of kalok'agathon for the Medici with win-
some, wispy, gentling finery, not in the name of the
Church. An authoritative Christendom promising
security where moth and rust do not corrupt had lost its
unquestioned control of men's hearts and minds. It's true,
there seemed to be continuing attempts to keep a hybrid
of grand humanism and Roman (catholic) culture intact:
Cola di Rienzo tried to reinstate at Rome the good old
Roman days while the pope was in and out of Avignon,
but too many longed for it papa's return; even Boccaccio,
master of the vernacular, spent the last years of his life,
after he got to know bookish Petrarch, finishing up his
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Latin writings; and Castiglione's influential eulogy of
the courtier covered over its idolatry of refined sen-
suality with a quasi-spiritual, Neo-Platonizing sheen.
But the "christian" to such syntheses became more and
more a transparent veneer for outright Humanism.
In fact, a Spirit foreign to any biblical christianity began
to excite European society in the fifteenth century. A bald
desire to enhance Human dignity by striving with Faus-
tian ambition for secret knowledge and occult power,
with the use of cabala writings and magic if necessary,
anything, to let man exploit this-here (diesseitige)
Nature and achieve humaniora: this syncretistic spirit
drove the deeply anti- synthetic-christian Renaissance
mentality onward — this-here saeculum is what counts! 36

If wandering Franciscan friars want to preach sermons
on the mount for the birds, let them go their harmless
way. If the powerful Roman church wants to play poli-
tics, then it will have to use the rules of the secular game.
No matter which, Christianity as a distinctive way of cul-
tural salvation is passé: we men must pull ourselves up
by our own godless boot-straps and give birth to a culture
worthy of Man's chameleon-like potential for divinity

MACHIAVELLI OF FIRENZE

Machiavelli witnessed firsthand the governmental insta-
bility of his native polis, Renaissance Florence. The
Medici bankers pulled political strings there like an
Alcmeonidae dynasty, warding off papal assassinations,
till Savonarola got them expelled and faced the city with
theocratic hours of decision for four straight years, till he
got himself burned at the stake in 1498. Then Machiavelli
became Secretary of Defense for the ensuing republic and
served thirteen years, until he was exiled by the return-
ing Medici, who were recalled to stave off French domina-
tion. Out in the country Machiavelli wrote Il Principe
(about the same time as Luther's theses, 1517) and shame-
lessly dedicated it to the junior Lorenzo Medici in power,
fishing for a portfolio in the new Florentine administra-
tion —

By nature most people are evil, says Machiavelli; there-
fore, if you mean to rule people well, jockeying the
masses off against the privileged elite, you must learn
yourself how not to be good and use that knowhow when
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necessary.' A good prince will also realize and cope with
the basic reality that armed men prevail over unarmed
men: force determines what happens.38 Yet things are
more complicated than brute power and survival of the
strongest, because reality is structurally a process
wherein whimsical fortuna and the freely willing abili-
ties (virtu) of man intersect in an uncertain, unpredic-
table coexistence. Time is essentially an indifferent well
of constant circumstantial Opportunity, whose crest a
good prince knows how to ride to more power and whose
flipflop lapse he knows how to adapt to — in whatsoever
stadium he be therewith to take advantage.39 Therefore,
an unsettled, factional tension of interests is permanent:
war is unavoidable; sustained progress is impossible;
peace is actually an illusion; and the prince maintains his
precarious, fuicral civic post in the dynamic balancing of
societal powers only by fortuna-ted cunning (una astuzia

fortunata) 40 (ef figure 3).
nobilita

SOCIETAL REALITY (figure 3) 	 •9 properly human

OPPORTUNITA 	 virtu 	 it

S pinto (italiano)Yr 	 Principe

beastial
it popolo

The watchware 	 for Machiavelli's prince, since this is the
way the worm actually set up, is: deceptive, impetuous
force (essere grad; simulatore e dissimulatore). 41 Rule by
fear rather than by devotion; keep the populace off-
balance, astonished, watching the unexpected results of
your foxy, apparently generous, yet truly stealthy, leo-
nine deeds. Be pious and humane, yet be able to switch
immediately without compunction to ruthless, irreli-
gious cruelties if necessary, ever mindful that a reputa-
tion for being magnanimous will cover a multitude of
doublecrosses. The ability to take the least evil option,
put the best face on it for the public, and carry it off with a
flair, adapting to the most contrary winds of fortune: such
prudenzia marks a good prince. 4² Cesare Borgia, son of
pope Alexander VI, epitomized for Machiavelli a true
prince of a man, a ruler who redeemed his ferocious esca-
pades by a megalopsychic ambition for the glory of Italy
(L'animo grando e la sua intenzione alta).43 What distin-
guished Cesare Borgia from the run-of-the-mill villany
of the day was the fact, in Machiavelli's judgment, that he
lived by the law of virtu e prudenzia.
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A man must trust only his own power, but might is not
virtu unless it show the quality of gloria. Cunning must
disclose refinement, cruelty must be done with the clean-
cut character of excellence (bene usate). Strength that
even gains control is not enough in Machiavelli's world:
the deed of strength must have the quality of virile force-
fulness, the aura of great achievement — its craftiness
must be heightened by a sleight-of-hand, daredevil, brilli-
ant kalokakon guile, or the princely action lacks the pre-
requisite for lasting areté. 44 And action of such quality is
not out to achieve results just for the individual prince,
but expects all principalities to be conjoined as One to
liberate Italy from the barbarians.45  Although one must
remember that the last chapter of .11 Principe goes with
the fawning dedication, a commitment to la virtu d'une
spirito italiano ... la virtu italica ... the superior Italian
race ... is genuine there, visionary, and historically tren-
chant, as well as nascently fascist.

Our largely Individualistic, Subjectivist-ridden day
easily overlooks these last points and misreads Machia-
velli to be simply justification for cynical, power-play
politics out to aggrandize things for your own interests.
But Machiavelli's political philosophy has the stature of
(Socrates') Objectivism, and is not on a par with the old
sophists' strong-arm Subjectivism. The fact that Machia-
velli would recommend intrigue, bluff and slow poison
rather than hand-to-hand combat or a hatchet job is not
just a Renaissance idiosyncracy. Machiavelli's thought
assumes human life has more to it than visceral and
manipulative activity; if that further horizon of con-
trollability constituted by style, intelligence and courtier
breeding — which holds for every controlling subject — if
that objective horizon is disobeyed, then you do not have
a Prince on your hands, but only a meaningless, brutal or
boorish villain. Machiavelli's final law for men to follow
is not skill or success but Opportunità: an openness-to-be-
formed, an optionability-to-be-controlled, an availabi-
lity of means-to-be-exploited and mastered. Opportunità
is really Machiavelli's god — you are for or against
Opportunità — and you live by that Word of technical
formableness if you want to have to eu zén. 46

It is partly this technical Objectivism which accounts for
the durability and fascination of Machiavelli's position
for so many post-Renaissance political opportunists,
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who usually cheapen the quasi-deified Opportunità cir-
cumstantially into a matter of pragmatic trickery.
Machiavelli got at the creational reality that power is the
basic ingredient o  sound political action, that camou-
flage, timing and undisclosed alliances rightly belong to
diplomacy and policing the body politic, and that deci-
sive, forceful response to culture-making choices is
normative for men in God's world. But Machiavelli
puffed that discovery up into a hideous idol. The fact that
his idol of princely power came dressed with a hint of
Macrocosmic virtu (la virtu italica) conned secularized
modern statesmen into applying machiavellian princi-
ples so long as it was done for the SUN NEVER SETS on
the British empire, LA GLOIRE de la France or Deutsch-
land UEBER ALLES. Along with the dressing, however,
came the inevitable militarism, cut-throat expansion
policies and forming of uncertain power blocs.

The fact that Machiavelli's Contradictory Geneticistic
Monism has a decidedly secular Spirit gives its fix on
reality a specially heartless character. Machiavelli's
prudenzia, for example, is not like Scholastic Structural-
istic Thomas' juro-analytic casuistry, applying univer-
sal precepts to individual cases in order to insure an
infallibly good act in Nature that supports the legislature
of Grace. 47 Machiavelli's prudence is a gutsy ponce on
rough and tumble breaks in a stream of continuously
changing, helter-skelter, irregular activity; and the
prince is not only not subject to any law but in an amor-
phous, exlex fashion simply shadowboxes fortuna to
gain advantage — there is no law but seizing Opportunity
with grace. And note well, Grace is no longer understood
as a gift of God, blessing from Yahweh, but is taken to be
merely the quality of expert, human sureness. There is no
Prince of Peace mediating Machiavelli's setup: only
aggressive princes of proficient deception (=grace!).

Machiavelli's perspective, historically, has been a mixed
curse. Machiavelli contributed to the emancipation of
political life from ecclesiastic hegemony; his conception
normally works integratively in society, unifying and
centralizing quite conservatively powers at variance,
and therefore has helped prevent anarchy in societal
crises. But the thrust and very build o f Machiavelli's con-
ception is deeply diabolical: legal commitments are ways
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of fighting your neighbour; the state is not a continuing
entity but simply a temporary instrument of Higher
Force which does well to act both as a lion and an angel of
light in the endless pursuit of ... not happiness, not survi-
val, but of continuing, unstable, equalizing, restless ten-
sion! That is, there is no room in Machiavelli's philo-
sophy for forgiveness, for amnesty from the conse-
quences of sin, for magistrates to exercise a most holy
calling before God of setting crooked things straight. 48

Instead, Machiavelli affirms the bad news of turmoil and
the groaning for redemption of frustrated men as itself
good! thereby turning the truth into a lie and the lie into a
hopeless yoke of ceaseless and permanently endless stri-
ving.

The forthright secularity that breathes through every
inch of Machiavelli's philosophy has continued since his
day to direct the mainstream of Western civilization. So
the godless Spirit of trusting human ability for the Way,
the Truth and the Life of generations to come has mus-
tered a majority consensus among cultural leaders now
for almost half a millenium. The thought of Copernicus
and Galileo, partly because they were concerned to
rhyme it with Scholastic church dogma, helped settle the
pristine, anti- synthetic-christian temper of Renaissance
thinkers into a less revolutionary-appearing mould,
where one paid unconditional allegiance to "Reason" in
matters of this world but could still honor God for the
next. Such a compromise soothed the historical con-
science of many, but it only insured the increasing hold
on men's hearts by the idol of secularity. God brooks no
other god next to Himself, and if men persist in their will-
fully God-less ways, He often silently leaves them to
their own forlorn devices.

The restless history of Rationalism betrays just such a
vaunting, woebegone, secularizing development. "

Rea-son" is the fiction concocted by men who, ignoring God
and his Word, outfit creaturely human understanding
with final, universally binding and absolutely certifying
apriori's that guarantee truth and reliable meaning to
everyone following it. "Rationality" thus assumes the
status of God's Word.

When post-Renaissance men took up the belief that a
mathematically honed rationality would introduce the
indubitable truth in philosophy (eg Descartes), they were
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optimistic that Reason would also insure tolerance in
ethics (Spinoza), lead to a politics safe from "religious
wars" (Locke), and solve all kinds of problems from phy-
sics to theology (Leibniz). But the seventeenth-century
Scientialistic reason seemed to reduce human affairs to
what could be measured, and presumed as if whatever did
not fit the rectilinear pattern, say, of the formal gardens
in Versailles somehow was beyond the pale of civiliza-
tion. The Aufklärung sensibility, however, confessed a
more popular, socially intimate Reason as saviour of
society. The middle generations of the eighteenth century
championed taste (Shaftesbury), sentiment (Rousseau), a
sceptical, latitudinarian urbanity (Hume), and ency-
clopedia-type education (Diderot) that belied the ruinous,
bankrupt superficiality at work behind their generation's
rococo makeup. In the Enlightenment one could become
enthusiasticall y secular, and therefore thinner as a man.

An Idealistic reason, which Kant professed, seemed to be
a conservative hiatus in the worship of rational Baal: the
certainty of science was contained to make room for faith
... in ethical noumena (ideas of God, immortal soul, ple-
nary world) which could serve as North stars for men in
uncharted waters, if they chose to be critically human.
But Fichte, Hegel, Schelling and others left behind the
Emersonian tones of oversoul and speculative, pious
transcendentalism and built altars to a brave new world
of unlimited "freedom," German university scholarship
and an utterly Romantic Humanism. Then the sobering,
hard facts of machines, coal dust and the industrial slave
world of misery Dickens and Zola saw replaced the fan-
tastic reaches of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, the
"Ancient Mariner" of Coleridge and Delacroix' heroic
turbulence. In the nineteenth century of philosophy A D
men by and large served positive, scientifically-deter-
mined bits of knowledge. It was a very tough-minded,
professional universe of thought; but thinkers like
Comte, Feuerbach, Herbert Spencer, J S Mill and Freud
prophesied that this time — if men will only shuck their
mythical prejudices and we can make our scientifically
reasoned method foolproof — we shall achieve a rational
millenium of sweetness and light, liberty and balanced
personalities.

It was in the shadow of such a Positivistic Reason-god,
offering quantified certainty and scientifically guaran-
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teed security, that Western man really began to lose his
cultural roots, daily life bearings, and disintegrate into
aimless atoms of unrelated, specialized activities. It is
also in this setting of hard-core secularity that a big
figure like Ernst Cassirer (1874-1945) began to make his
contribution.

CASSIRER OF BERLIN, OXFORD AND YALE

Physical facts are known by observation and experiment
that ends in your getting their measurements and in
determining their causal relations, says Cassirer. 49 But
Positivistically spirited thinkers dogmatically miss two
points: (1) factual truth is not a matter of mental duplica-
tion of simple sense data impressions, because senses
themselves are a viable form of the human spirit and even
resultant sense-fact knowledge always depends upon the
act of (subjective) judgment; 50 and (2) historical facts and
the living reality of language, for example, are simply
not "natural" phenomena and cannot justly be treated
like external, inert, unhuman affairs. 52

Support for (1) comes from the very nature of science,
says Cassirer. It was not until Renaissance philosophy,
Galileo and Kepler converted "space" as a substantial
substratum and "being" as an objective entity into a
mathematical function and form of human knowing acti-
vity that there existed for thought the universality re-
quired to order empirical occurrences into a logically
controllable continuum of apodictic verity, ie, scientific

fact-knowledge.5² ² And these necessary, mathematical
concepts, which deal with sub-sensible reality, do not
derive from experience, but are, rightly so, mental
apriori's of the human subject. 53

Support for (2) hangs together with that historically
important functionalizing of substance, says Cassirer,
because even though science is the highest possible
attainment of human culture, our veritable Archimedian
point of constancy, 54 there is more to the universe than is
dreamt of in mathematical categories. In fact, mathe-
matical-physical science is to be defined in terms of the
unifying general, human cultural activity, not vice versa,
and the realm of meaning and human life is much more
important and original than any brute world facts or
"being". 55 What mankind needs above all, says Cassirer,
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is self-knowledge. That means we need even more than a
critique of Reason: it means a critique of culture. "Our
objective is a phenomenology of human culture," 56 a
rigorous exposition of the polydimensional ways we men
perceive, constitute, yes, construct reality. That makes
me an idealist, says Cassirer, I knows' So what?

Cassirer is also, knowingly, a committed "Subjectivist."
That is, for him, "objective," "intrinsically necessary," is
a proper designation for whatever is culturally confi-
gured. Is the English language or great art of the ages any
less "universally valid" than scientific concepts? he
asks. Whatever free, formative activity man exercises,
thereby revealing his self-contained, human endeavor, is
unquestionably valid, holds utterly objectively! 58

When man says. "Let there be!" then there "is," and that is
the only kind of 'objectivization" that counts. Or did you

suppose "things" were in the saddle and ruled mankind?!
Man is lord over reality. Of course there are "subjective"
(=naturally personal, expressive) and "objective" (=con-
sciously explicated, significant) poles oscillating within
human consciousness;59 but any form of human con-
sciousness — and that includes the mythical mode of
active presence in the world — is "objective" and norma-
tive simply because it is an "authentic function of the
human spirit." 60

Kant was too timid. In pivotal chapters Nos 76-78 of his
epochal Kritik der Urteilskraft, says Cassirer, Kant held
back from going all the way in dissolving Dinge an sich
into regulative Ideas of practical Vernunft; he still
allowed das Uebersinnliche to be an objective possibility
for grounding the Erscheinungen with which Verstand
must reckon. And Kant waffled dialectically on whether
Nature could be completely understood in terms of
mechanics or had to be fundamentally purposive; he
affirmed Naturzweck as a regulative Idea of reflective
Urteilskraft, as a heuristic principle for investigating the
particular laws of Nature, yet he recommended we
explain products and happenings of Nature, selbst die
zweckmässigsten, as mechanically as possible! 61 We

should finish Kant's Copernican revolution: "things" and
"the physical world" are theoretical constructs, and what
we call "reality" and experience is a dynamic spiritual
life which bears the stamp of inner necessity and hence of
objectivity." 62 And it is the ideal possibility of this spirit-
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life, with its autonomous, rich symbolic form creativity,
says Cassirer, not "mere actuality," that should engage
us as men. 63

So Cassirer's vigorous, Neo-Idealistic Subjectivism
approaches the world through man's creative Wirklich-
keit, defining world and man in terms of human cultural
functionality. There is a

system of human activities, which defines and deter-
mines the circle of "humanity." Language, myth,
religion, art, science, history are the constituents,
the various sectors of this circle. 64

Not only science, but language, myth, art and reli-
gion as well, provide the building stones from which
the world of "reality" is constructed for us, as well as
that of the human spirit, in sum the World-of-the-I.
Like scientific cognition, they are not simple struc-
tures which we can insert into a given world, we
must understand them as functions by means of
which a particular form is given to reality and in
each of which specific distinctions are effected. 65

And these various species of symbolic form, better,
formative cultural energy, are in perpetual strife, says
Cassirer, as conflicting forces in extreme opposition.
Sophisticated scientific thought busy classifying the
"relations" of things in a methodologically deterministic
way contradicts and would suppress mythical feelings,
characterized by an elemental, physiognomic sym-pathy
with life in a deep kind of uncritical, primitive way; and
art may appropriately claim to be "perhaps the most
durable and intense pleasure of which human nature is
capable," but striving for such sensuously concrete spirit
life rules out formal, structural elements like language
needs to be a vehicle for careful thought. 66 Yet these
oppositions, and even an inherent polar tension, an
"inner contradictoriness" that shows up in each specific
symbolic form itself, does not sunder but-only reinforces
the dynamic unity and eruptive, living force of Human
cultural, formative power. 67 Human life is a single (har-
monious contradictory) process, Cassirer believes, of
becoming culture.
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In contrast to the holy exclusivity practised by so many
Dualist analyses of creation's fabric, the thrust of inclu-
siveness found in Cassirer's Geneticistic Monism makes
a happy impression. He delineates an interwoven order
to the jumble of symbolic form moments;" he makes a
special point of affirming mythic consciousness as a per-
manent, legitimate configuration of the human spirit;6 9

and he takes pains to show how, in varying stages of
being "posited," "internal antitheses" of sensuous-spiri-
tual/being-meaning/life-spirit (=tropai!) permeate
commonly and determine together our structurally
different "modes of seeing," viz, myth, language, art and
historiography (although science seems to have exor-
cized the dialectic from its rarefied realm of pure signifi-
cation)" (cf figure 4).

COSMOGONIC HUMANITY (figure 4)

The trouble with this acute depiction comes when the
mesh of symbolic forms itself is declared "a mobile
order- and the differing levels of consciousness are inter-
preted ontogenetically as begetting one another dialecti-
cally." The trouble comes when the origination of cul-
tural activity is sought in "the ultima ratio, the power of
the miraculous and mysterious." Life itself, and keeps
receding till one agrees that man "remains a homo

absconditus. and the circle of symbolic forms remains
unbroken as a constantly recurring, continually chang-
ing "dynamic equilibrium" of circling, coexistent contra-
ries in contradictory unity. The trouble comes because
the wages of a Contradictory Geneticistic Monism are an
introvertish darkness as to source, an uncertain threat as
to whether the concatenated framework enveloping
everything will have the resilience to surprise us once
more with its protean manoeuverability; and always
there is that logically irreproachable, inevitably neces-
sary reversion to the hidden rootage — replenish the vita-
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lity of culture with elemental formative energy — an
everlasting shadow that plagues development ... never-
theless, affirmed! 73

Always above the sound of cultural strife and excitement
Cassirer keeps his eye fixed on Humanity, not so much on
so many men or "the individual consciousness" as on
"the universal subject. " 74 When individual Goethe coins
new language as poet, his "single act of speech flows
again back into the great river-bed of language itself, yet
without being entirely lost," maybe even altering the
current as a whole "in its direction and intensity, in its
dynamics and rhythm. " 75 So individuals and their acts
serve the cosmic Cultural process as tiny centers of
formative energy microcosmically duplicating and con-
tributing, at different loci, to the One main activity. Men,
for Cassirer, are monadic eddies or little springs poin-
tillating the huge maelstrom of Humanity, that is, the
great Culture-forming which shall make us free indeed!

Human culture taken as a whole may be described as
the process of man's progressive self-liberation.
Language, art, religion, science, are various phases
in this process. In all of them man discovers and
proves a new power — the power to build up a world
of his own, an "ideal" world. 76

The fact that this great mission of Man is Utopia — in
Cassirer's own words! — only stirs man alive "and
endows him with a new ability, the ability constantly to
reshape his human universe. " 77

Such faith in Humanity is an old-time religion, and
Cassirer's volumes are an exceptionally grand confess-
ion of it. Anyone whose vision is shaped by the biblical
Word of God, however, sees immediately that the Cultural
King in Cassirer's procession has no clothes on. The
stirring and intricate, probing and insightful Cultural-
ism of Ernst Cassirer is a no-god made by a man's hand,
and those who feel secure with such a brilliant man-made
"god," says Psalm 115, will become like it (Psalm 115:4-8):
busybusy, principled, little old-style idealists aware of
tradition, open to innovation, toughened by Positivism,
curbed from Romantic excess, but incurably sold on
building, through ups and downs, advances and reverses,
a richer and more noble Babylon in the hearts and lives of
mankind. This particular idol worship allows no sabbath
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rest (not for disciples of Heraclitus, Meister Eckhart or
Machiavelli any more than for those who follow

Cassi-rer). There is no opening for the Holy Spirit's healing,
Christ's reconciling, the Lord God's establishing the
beginning of His gentle Rule upon the earth (cf Isaiah
65:17-25): only an unceasing, combative (cultural) im-
perialism proper to this Geneticistic Contradictory
Monistic universe of thought. There is no opening for the
Holy Spirit, because Cassirer's favourite hymn, so to
speak, would be, "Dwell in me, 0 blessed Cultural Acti-
vity ..."

Evaluation of Cassirer's contribution makes a Christ-
believer sad. Babel was no shucks as architecture either.
Cassirer rightly latched wrongly onto the coram Deo res-
ponse-ability peculiar to man in creation's covenant to
praise the Lord, Cassirer saw that man's glory did not
have the transparent muteness of moon and stars, plants
and animals; there is indeed a tete-a-tete, reflexive play
inside man's initiative and action in the world. Because
Cassirer rejected grounding man's cultivating task in the
body of Jesus Christ as you stó he tried to affirm the cul-
tural task itself unconditionally. He had the insight not to
champion culture to the exclusion of nature and not pre-
tend to evolve culture out of a continuum with nature; but
Cassirer's attempt to relate culturing man and an origi-
nal nature in a contradictory, polar union in which cul-
ture becomes the saving revelation of nature which
becomes the source of life for culture''" will not do either,
because such a position confusingly reads cultivating
man back into a cosmic, general nature and then anti-
nomically reads that very nature out of man's culturing
activity. From a biblical point of view, this world-bound
position of Cassirer damns man to a restless, everlasting
search for completion and final meaning that cannot help
but be frustrated, because it's like the quest as an earth-
ling for the holy grail — it would disappear as holy if you
found and touched it.

Put briefly: Cassirer blindly misidentifies culture as
creation and thus makes man God. His Neo-Idealistic
Spirit affects modesty in not promising results, just the
methods to work at results, and he is genuinely serious
about redeeming man from barbarism for an abundant
life. His philosophy does offer a loosening correction to
much Positivistic dogma, as well as some protection
against the technocratic death in Pragmatism and defeat-
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ism in Existentialism. Cassirer gives fruitful leads on the
interrelational differences and order of formative/aes-
thetic/lingual/logical activities. But irremedially evil,
centrally infecting all his analysis, is the fact that he
turns the glorious theatrum Dei of creation into a tohuwa-
bohu and mindlessly (eskotisthé hé asynetos autón kar-
dix, Romans 1:22) appropriates for human credit, in the
Name of Cultural Task, the cosmic saving work of Jesus
Christ. 79

Culture is a tremendously powerful idol because it cor-
rupts something so close to the heart of man (Satan reser-
ved it for the hardest temptation to Christ; cf Matthew 4:1-
11). Cassirer's active Cultural Imperialism should put us
on guard who mean to make earnest with a new-style
Reformation, lest we be seduced by a twentieth-century
impatience to covet and fight to get God's kingdom
(methodologically) in the hand rather than in the bush. —
I do not imply the biblical alternative is jumping off a
pinnacle of the temple to make your personal testimony
of trust in the infallible Word of God, and let culture go at
that! But it is still true: those who would save their life
through cultural activity shall lose it, and whoever picks
up his inescapable gift of cultural activity for Christ's
sake (in the spirit of I Corinthians 7:31, hós me

katachró-menoi) —able to let it go! — shall truly find life in his
Covenanted, creaturely cultural task, and may expect
with joy an obedient pilgrim-culture to be established by
the Lord God Himself! who in Jesus Christ and through
the workings of the Holy Spirit is specially faithful to the
generations who stay close to Him (Psalm 148:11-14).

PEDAGOGICAL STRENGTHS OF THIS REFORMA-
TIONAL CHRISTIAN METHODOLOGY

One mark of normed teaching is simplification, and
sound simplification characterizes the christian philo-
sophical historiographic method I have illustrated. You
face a student with a text and say, let's find out now, from
the text, what the temper of the times were, and how did he
think his world fit together, what did he recommend we
live for, what's final in his book? You look inductively in
the text for answers to your interview. Where are you,
Cassirer, in the garden of our Lord God? ("Oh, walking up
and down throughout the whole earth, very very busy
studying civilization, a personal and universal view
... ") What do you think of Jesus Christ, Machiavelli? ("I
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can't see him because the ruthlessly powerful Church ob-
structs my view ... ") Meister Eckhart, what time is it
historically? ("A time to throw stones and a time to pick
up stones, a time to love and a time to hate ... ") Who are
your friends, Heraclitus, and who are your enemies?
("Much learning does not teach understanding, otherwise
it would have taught Homer and Pythagoras,

Xeno-phanes and Hectaeus ... ")

That is, when you begin teaching the history of philo-
sophy, of course you disguise your scientifically precise
categories in a story-telling, narrative type of way. But
the point is, you focus the student's attention in on the nub
of the philosophical matter; you don't just let them wan-
der down the primrose path strewn with stones, smelling
the flowers. Beginning students who don't know pre-
cisely what to look out for get lost, or simply take down
and scholastically mouth whatever the teacher tells
them. With four or five interview questions, you can get
them listening, looking, detecting themselves, as co-
workers with the instructor, what counts for the philo-
sophical text in front of them. And it is not mickey mouse
or special pleading to find out whether a given thinker be
Dualist or Monist in his view of man and the world, is he a
Universalist, Individualist or something else, are you a
Subjectivist, Objectivist or Realist — Herschel Baker
noted:

The history of ideas, like the history of music, is
astonishing for the virtually infinite variations and
permutations of a few basic factors. That thousands
of tunes have been written from the twelve tones of
our scale is no more astonishing than that for about
twenty centuries men have been working out com-
binations and developments of perhaps half a dozen
basic ideas.80

That's right, and to be vague about the basic components
of a philosophy -- which is always formed by a certain
constellation of leading ideas that constitute a committed
perspective — serves no one in teaching the history of
philosophy.

"Should you hammer away at the basic categories in the
abstract and then apply them only when you know what
they mean? or do you start reading Kant and then figure
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out whether and what categories make sense?" That is a
question like whether one should learn declensions, con-
jugations and the der-die-das-die paradigm first or
should you begin sounding out Vater unser — which
comes first, chicken or the egg? The answer is neither.
The key to stop christian learning from becoming rote is
to see the confessional depth to one's fundamental, work-
ing categories.

I ran for cover once during a summer cloudburst in
Florence to a tiny storefront doorway. Suddenly
another figure raced there for refuge, a gaunt fellow
with large, yellowed teeth and scraggily hair. Come
to find out, he was an enthusiastic follower of Gior-
dano Bruno, great Italian Renaissance philosopher
(c 1548-1600). The rain streamed down as he waxed
eloquent in our cramped shelter on the truth of
Bruno's philosophy. To counter my objections he
began to shout, Iddio è nel tutto. Poggi'! Poggi'!!
Tutto è it Dio! The smallest drop of rain is God! And
as he shouted, hooked teeth close in to my face, ges-
ticulating madly at the torrential, pounding rain,
literally pouring down upon us, I understood what
he meant. Since that day wet to the skin, Universa-
lism, understood christianly, has never been for me a
bookish term.

One should get an initial, skeleton understanding of the
concepts and then see them grow flesh-and-blood mean-
ing in the body of a philosopher's writing. It takes time to
get a feel for these carefully circumscribed problems, and
one does well not to start learning the history of philo-
sophy by reading Cassirer or Kant or a complex modern
thinker: but after years of experience you can almost
sense the philosophical neighbourhood you are likely in
after reading only a few chapters attentively —

Beginners would be helped to do disciplined christian
analysis in the history of philosophy if they could be led
to search, within a single text, for the thinker's answers to
these basic questions, and reach tentative conclusions on
the quite definite crucibles in which the answers seem to
take shape. That's a simple way to start — not that every
text has a worked out philosophical systematics! The
more sure-footed a teacher is, the more representative or
pivotal or influential a text he will select for the corn-
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munal investigation and research, knowing his students'
abilities.

Another mark of normed teaching is opening up things
provocatively. Next to its sound simplification — point-
ing precisely to the philosophical crux you must exa-
mine — the christian method of doing philosophical his-
toriography I have illustrated has builtin for use in teach-
ing a panoramic sweep and relational pregnance. Every
time you approximate a given thinker's typological slant
and Zeitgeist, immediately every other thinker you have
ever met in that neighbourhood, throughout the ages,
comes to mind, and sparks of recognition, insight and
questions start to crowd the classroom; and everything
you know about that certain period of history from its art
and fashions, music, wars and social conditions, becomes
grist for filtering down to illuminate the Spirit gripping
the text.

For example, in connection with the neighbourhood of
Geneticistic Contradictory Monism, this method spurs
you to notice and ask: Would Hobbes be in the same ball-
park with Machiavelli, or would their neighbourhoods
just be close enough so they could talk over the backyard
fence? Does this mean Hegel and Lenin are really bed-
fellows, with essentially the same structure to their
thought? — people don't need to be mystified that
Hegel got picked up by "dialectical materialism," and it's
very true, obvious! what Peter Viereck mentioned in 1949
that fascism and (Soviet) communism are two sides of the
same coin!"' And no wonder Cassirer spent half-a-book
time parsing, of all people, Nicholas Cusanus. 8² It makes
sense too that Cassirer, who gave the last word to Hera-
clitus, 83 could be so dispassionately positive toward
Machiavelli around Hitler's time 84 and not see that oppor-
tunism and imperialistic fascism is built-in to the
thought-pattern of Hegel! 85 And it's not unusual then,
since Meister Eckhart attracted those rebelling against
Scholastic Thomism, that Geneticistic Kierkegaard be-
came a rallying point for those fed up with a Spiritualis-
tic Lutheranism in the state of Denmark and the Scholas-
tic Structuralism of so much stuffy, late nineteenth cen-
tury Protestant orthodoxism? And so on.

The point is, this kind of opening-up, enclycopedic stimu-
lation comes independent of whether the professor has a
fascinating classroom personality or not (which is not, of
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course, to be discounted pedagogically). And the provo-
cative stimulation is directed toward philosophical
matters — a weak teacher of philosophy will often take
refuge in general cultural history. (Also, when you are
teaching the history of philosophy, the important Zeit-
geist study must elucidate the philosophical position and
not dissipate that focus.) Beginning students are not
penalized because of their incomplete knowledge by this
directed stimulation. Rather, if a student who has been
analyzing Heraclitus carefully hears mentioned in the
same neighbourhood-breath thinkers like Cusanus, Eck-
hart, Machiavelli, Hegel, Kierkegaard, Lenin and Cassi-
rer, he makes a mental note of it, like receiving a fleeting
handshake in a crowd, until he can go back and talk at
lenth with Hegel. This method helps one slowly build up
firsthand knowledge in the history of philosophy without
being locked up, as it were, in a monographic room.

The strong panoramic sweep and relational pregnance is
not forced. Similar type of philosophic position does not
mean "influence" the way so may empiricistic Structura-
listic thinkers would push it, on the model of physio-
chemical, direct-effect causality (which, incidentally,
only atomizes the historiography of philosophy into
unrelated snapshot studies or the interminable "no
doubt" evidence of so many Ph.D theses). 86 It just becomes
an exhilarating, integrative experience for a student to
discover, at best by surprise, without being explicitly
told, how similar in makeup, for example, Heraclitus,
Eckhart, Machiavelli, Hegel and Cassirer really are.
Suddenly there comes a wholesome ordering principle
into the unholy disarray of unrelated figures! And once
one is able to grasp that philosophic historical continuity
is typological rather than genetic, teleological or non-
existent, and one begins to contrast philosophical

neigh-bourhoods,87 the excitement increases, because then one
is empowered to expose the many false alternatives men
have stupidly accepted and reject the oversimplifica-
tions prevalent in traditional philosophical historio-
graphy, thanks to a largely common (unbiblical) myopia
and astigmatic vision. Again, such provocative integra-
tion is not dependent upon the learning and wisdom of a
given teaching personality, but is a strength this particu-
lar method encourages and affords.
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A key mark of normed teaching that would be a witness to
christian pedagogy is confrontation of the student with
the Truth. Structured confrontation with the Truth is
indeed an exceptional strength and blessing of the philo-
sophical historiographic method I have illustrated and
recommend for teachers who are in earnest about

chris-tian historiography of philosophy. You are faced by this
method with the fact that there is nothing new under the
sun in philosophy if your stance on the crucial, funda-
mental issues is at odds with the vision that the Biblical
Scriptures ask us to accept and obey. "Nothing new under
the sun" does not just mean your philosophy is unori-
ginal, repetitive or dull. "Nothing new under the sun"
means, for example, that if your thought-pattern falls
into the contours of a Geneticistic Contradictory
Monism, your philosophy is filled with the Lie and is a
philosophic Way of death!

You have compromised the open revelation of God in
creation, epitomized redemptively in his Son, and made
graciously known to us fallen creatures again in the
Bible, by confessing that the Source of everything is
hidden, whimsical and uncertain. You have negated the
reality of sin by absorbing the matter of direction as well
as structure into an ongoing process that has no room for
right and wrong„ obedience and disobedience against
the law of the Lord, but only relative good responses in
contrary and contradictory tension, temporary failings
that will come out in the wash. If you are a thinker caught
in a Geneticistic Contradictory Monistic neighbourhood
of philosophy, you contrive to efface the real struggle in
history between the Rule of Jesus Christ and the godless
principalities of this aeon by making-believe we should
fight the good fight of an elite race against the masses,
gnostics against ritualists, the cultured against the un-
lettered, one nation against another earthly nation, mis-
leading and being misled. And you have smothered the
possibility of repentance and sanctified action among
men into a generally unattached, deeply energetic, give-
your-guts fervour of heroic activity. Such is the particu-
lar dead-end character within the philosophical neigh-
bourhood of Geneticistic Contradictory Monism.

This christian method of philosophical historiography
makes clear that there are a number of different,
recurrent conceptual neighbourhoods (or, if you will,
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"families of ideas") which hold men captive, and are
attractive, thoughtful ways to go to hell. That has tremen-
dous pedagogical strength, because then teaching and
learning the history of philosophy is not some pointless
archive work churned out by remote specialists or like
playing bridge well: it is a matter of life and death! So it is,
done christianly. Anyone whose mind is framed by a god-
less philosophical neighbourhood — even a born-again
Christian — is dead wrong! and such a thought-perspec-
tive must be converted, subjected to Jesus Christ, on pain
of much evil and misery. And it is never a question of
being fair or "doing justice" to a "dead thinker" as a
christian teacher in the history of philosophy. Instead, a
christian teacher must make Machiavelli or Kant or, say,
Sartre, live as vividly as Proverbs 7 details the doings of
"the strange woman," so that students may indeed sense
the seductive pull of each earnest idolatry — idols are
never straw men — the terrible, suicidal vanity that
makes you covet it yourself and simultaneously weep
bitterly at such wasted brilliance. The christian philo-
sophical historiography I have illustrated sets up this
kind of pedagogical confrontation within biblically sure,
christian categories that firmly lead one to discern Truth
clearly from the complicities of error.

Let no one think a christian philosophical historiogra-
phic methodology encourages students to hole away in
their own little christian neighbourhood and close the
doors and windows, since there is so much contagious
philosophical disease around. No Christian may be so
self-centred.

We who do have the Truth in philosophically earthen
vessels 88 are called upon, if that is our professional
ministry, to serve the philosophical neighbourhoods of
the world, devastated today by plague of secular disbelief
in Jesus Christ's Rule, serve them with critically

chris-tian, philosophical historiographic instruments and
healing, before it is autopsy time. Not only to help protect
the little ones of God's folk from stumbling, but also to be
obedient in loving our neighbour, lest when the Lord
returns he say, "And why did you not visit me (heni ... tón
elachistón) in the neighbourhood of Geneticistic Contra-
dictory Monism, and give me a cup of cold water and
make me privy to your philosophical shalom?" 89
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I pray that this volume honoring Prof J A L Taljaard may
encourage many of the younger generation of God's
people to join in the work he has shared, studying and
teaching redemptively the history of philosophy, so that
the Lord may greet a host of obedient philosophical wit-
nesses too, as faithful servants.
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NOTES:

1. Cf C G Seerveld, "Biblical Wisdom underneath Vollenhoven's
Categories for Philosophical Historiography," in The Idea of a
Christian Philosophy, ed H Dooyeweerd (Toronto: Wedge
Publishing Foundation, 1973), pp 127-143.

2. D H Th Vollenhoven, Geschiedenis der Wijsbegeerte, deel I, In-
leiding en Geschiedenis der Griekse Wijsbegeerte v6 dr Platoon en
Aristoteles (Franeker: T Wever, 1950, 618 pp) and articles such as
"Ennoëtisme en `ahoristos dyas' in het praeplatonische denken,"
Philosophia Reformata 19 (nos 2 -3, 1954) :58 -86, and 19 (no 4, 1954) :
145 - 168.

3. H E Runner, The Development of Aristotle illustrated from the
earliest Books of the Physics (Kampen, 1951); J A L Taljaard,
Franz Brentano as wysgeer (Franeker, 1955); C G Seerveld, Bene-
detto Croce's earlier aesthetic theories and literary criticism
(Kampen, 1958); H Hart, Communal Certainty and Authorized
Truth; an examination of John Dewey's philosophy of verification
(Amsterdam, 1966).

4. Vollenhoven's short survey of philosophy, Kort overzicht van de
geschiedenis der wijsbegeerte voor de cursus Paedagogiek M O A.
(Amsterdam: Uitgave Theja, 1956, 42 pp) indicates better the
potential of his methodology for teaching undergraduates the
history of philosophy. J M Spier's attempt in Van Thales tot
Sartre; wijsgeren uit oude en nieuwe tijd (Kampen: J H Kok n v,
1959, 218 pp) to point toward the work of Vollenhoven mixed with
Sassen suffers from the thankless and impossible task of old-
fashioned handbooks — cite the special commonplaces about a
thinker and dispense with him in a page or two of print. Spier's
book lacks the colour and body of Gordon H Clark's history of
philosophy, Thales to Dewey (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin Co, 1957,
xii-548), which, however, tends to dissolve the seriousness of the
enterprise into diffident wit. The introductory class syllabi of
John C van der Stelt, e g Survey of Contemporary European Philo-
sophy (Sioux Center: Dordt College, 1972), and John van Dyk,
Survey of the History of Philosophy (Sioux Center: Dordt College,
1969-70), struggle with the dilemma of Spier too, and try to high-
light the christian insight and conceptual results of Vollen

-hoven's work for the history of philosophy. But needed most at
this time, perhaps, is to find a way of engaging others in the basic
elements of this christian historiographic methodology, learning
to use it on a defined problem. Cf John C van der Stelt's good
article on "Kuyper's Semi-Mystical Conception, in "The Idea of a
Christian Philosophy (Toronto, 1973), pp 178-190.

5. For orientation cf Friedrich Gundolf, "Historiography" (1936) in
Philosophy and History. The Ernst Cassirer Festschrift, eds R
Klibansky and H J Paton (Harper Torchbook, 1963), pp 277-282;
and Herbert Butterfield, Man on His Past (1955) (Cambridge
University Press, 1969), xvii-238.

6. Emile Brehier, "The Formation 'of our History of Philosophy"
(1936), in Philosophy and History. The Ernst Cassirer Festschrift
(Harper Torchbook, 1963), pp 159-172.

7. 	 Background materials for this argued position can be found listed
in Perspectief. Feestbundel van de Jongeren bij het 25-jarig
bestaan van de Vereniging voor Calvinistische Wijsbegeerte
(Kampen: J H Kok, 1961), Vollenhoven bibliography edited by C
Groen, pp 99-112; and cf K A Bril, "A Selected and Annotated
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Bibliography of D H Th Vollenhoven," in The Idea of a Christian
Philosophy (Toronto, 1973), pp 212-228. Of special note is the
monograph by A M Wolters, An Essay on the Idea of Problem-
geschichte (Amsterdam: Vrije Universiteit Interfakulteit, 1970),
69 pp.

8. C G Seerveld, `Biblical Wisdom underneath Vollenhoven's Cate-
gories for Philosophical Historiography," p 135 ss.

9. It is an important question outside the purview of this article
whether the problematics with which christian historian Herbert
Butterfield (cf among others, Christianity and History, 1949)
works is entirely free from such ambivalence. In evaluating Lord
Acton and Ranke's use of Providence in historiography, Butter-
field says: "The truth is that technical history is a limited and
mundane realm of description and explanation, in which local and
concrete things ale achieved by a disciplined use of tangible evi-
dence. I should not regard a thing as `historically' established
unless the proof were valid for the Catholic as well as the Pro-
testant, for the Liberal as well as the Marxist.... Each of these can
add his judgements and make his evaluations; and they can at
least begin by having some common ground for the great debate

that still lies open to them. Those who bring their religion to the
interpretation of the story are naturally giving a new dimension
to events; but they will not be less anxious than anybody else to
know what can be historically established" (Man on His Past,
Cambridge University Press, 1969, pp 139-140). It seems to me that
limiting "what can be historically established" to "a limited and
mundane realm o1' description and explanation" while yet making
room for variously committed "evaluations" and "interpreta-
tion," still halts problematically between and tries to synthe-
tically join two conflicting positions — the Positivist-inspired
ideal in Ranke's wie es eigentlich gewesen and a vision true to I
Corinthians 2:6-16. Dooyeweerd's insightful judgment can help us
appreciate the ambiguity of such a struggle: "... in such a partial
christian groundmotive the synthesis-in-appearance may be so
arranged that the adapted non-christian motive is almost com-
pletely controlled by the specifically christian one. In this case
the universal significance of the antithesis can indeed be recog-
nized also for the issues of temporal life. But it will nevertheless
not be understood as it would if the Scriptural groundmotive had
penetrated completely" (H Dooyeweerd, Vernieuwing en

Bezin-ning omhetReforrnatorisch GrondmotiefZutphen: J B van den
Brink & Co, 1959, p 13; translated by J N Kraay and B Zylstra as
Reconstruction and Reformation (Toronto: Institute for Christian
Studies, 1970), sec 1-6). Singleminded reformation and biblically-
directed formulation of a creational norm for "description and
explanation" seems imperative to me if christian historio-
graphers are ever going to break with a synthetic-christian ideal,
that misleads both children of God and disbelievers. Cf Robert
McAfee Brown, 'The Reformed Tradition and Higher Education,"
in The Christian Scholar 41 (no 1, March 1958) : 21-40; and the
dialogue contributions treating the same problem in literary
criticism by N Vos, C G Seerveld, V Mollenkott, E C Vanderlip and
K Richardson, in Newsletter of the Conference on Christianity
and Literature 16 (no 2, Winter 1967); 5-13; 16 (no 3, Spring 1967): 2-
4; 16 (no 4, Summer 1967): 10-16. My colleague C Thomas McIntire
enters the lists for christian historiography with his inaugural
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address, The Ongoing Task of Christian Historiography (Toronto:
Institute for Christian Studies, 1974), 22 pp.

10. E Gundolf, "Historiography," pp 280-281; E Bréhier and the
striking quote from Lessing, "The Formation of our History of
Philosophy," pp 128-130.

11. The complexity of historiography, as a defined task, concerns at
the least professional historians, philosophers and aestheticians.
Gundolf raises the importance of the style question to influential
historians from Herodotus, Thucydides and Tacitus to Herder and
Ranke ("Historiography," pp 277-278). Benedetto Croce struggled
his whole life to lay the problem to rest, first tending to conceive
historiography in the form of art, which treats what is "indivi-
dual" ("La storia ridotta sotto it concetto generale dell'arte"
(1893), in Primi Saggi, 3rd edition (Bari: Gius Laterza & Figli,
1951), 1-41; cf C G Seerveld, Benedetto Croce's Earlier Aesthetic
Theories and Literary Criticism (Kampen: J H Kok, 1958), pp 4-6),
and later ascribing a rather "universalizing" power to historio-
graphy, so it could act as catharsis towards the past and as a pro-
padeutic instrument for moral (future) action ("La Storia come
Pensiero e come Azione" (1938) in La Storia come Pen siero e come
Azione, 6th edition (Bari: Gius Laterza & Figli, 1954), pp 31-33;
"Storiografia e Politica," Ibid, pp 177-181, 191-194; and "Storio-
grafia e Morale," Ibid, pp 211-219, e g "Si potrebbe altresi
esprimere questo concetto nella formula: che la conoscenza
storica è dell'individuo agente e non del paziente ... e azione
importa attuazione di valori o di universali," Ibid, p 218). Croce's
final position on the unity of philosophy and historiography (cf
"Considerazioni Finali," Ibid, pp 333-335), in conscious polemic
with Hegel ("... to Hegel mirava a risolvare la storia nella

filo-sofia col darle l'andamento di un sistema che si svolgaecompia
nel tempo, e not miriamo, invece, a risolvere la filosofia nella
storia, considrandola come un momento astratto dello stesso
pensiero storico e i suoi sistemi come sistemazioni storicamente
transeunti e storicamente giustificate, e come ogni atto storico, di
valore eterno," "Prospettive Storiografiche," Ibid, p 277; cf also
"Hegel e la storiografia" (1951) in Indagini su Hegel e Schia-
rimenti Filosofici (Bari: Gius Laterza & Figli, 1952), pp 87-91),
animated by a strong Lebenshpilosophic spirit that confesses a
lofty Humanism ("La Storiografia senza Problema Storico," Ibid,
pp 77-79,100; "La Certezza e la Verità Storica," Ibid, pp 116-117;
and titular essay in La Storia come Pensiero e come Azione, pp 1-
52 passim. This collection was translated by S Sprigge as History
as the Story of Liberty (London: Allen & Unwin, 1941). Cf C G Seer-
veld, Benedetto Croce's Earlier Aesthetic Theories and Literary
Criticism, pp 102-104), still did not resolve the problem. In fact,
this influential position, which makes philosophy the methodo-
logy of historiographic thought ("La Certezza e la Verità Storica,"
Ibid, pp 140-141; cf also "Unità logica e unità mitologica della

filo-sofia con la storiografia" (1947) inFilosofiaeStoriografia(Bari:
Gius Laterza & Figli, 1949), pp 188-192), adopted by Collingwood
in The Idea of History (Oxford, 1946), and practised years before in
Windelband's Lehrbuch der Geschichte der Philosophie (1891),
translated into English by J H Tufts, 1892; cf also Windelband's
essay on "Was ist Philosophie?" (1882) in Präludien, 3 A.
(Tubingen: J C B Mohr, 1907) ( structuralistically confuses history
with human "logical" "creative activity," historiography with
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"absolute spiritual" science, and leave literarily formulated
knowledge on the tenterhooks of a concrete universal. But a
thorough-going critique of this tempting conception of historio-
graphy is beyond the scope of the present article.

12. Cf C G Seerveld, "A Skeleton to Pedagogy. Christian Analysis,"
an unpublished address delivered at Westminster Theological
Seminary, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, December 1965, which
develops certain ideas found in my Cultural Objectives for the
Christian Teacher (1964) (Seattle: Pacific Northwest Christian
Teachers Association, 1966), pp 18-23. For pertinent materials cf A
N Whitehead, The Aims of Education (1929) (Mentor, 1949); A
Janse, Het Eigen Karakter der Christelijke School (Kampen: J H
Kok, 1935); K J Popma, "Opvoeding, Onderwijs, Schoolverband,"
in Philosophia Reformata 12 (nos 1-3, 1947): 36-41, 86-93, 130-144,
especially thesis VI: "Het schoolonderwijs is niet

primair-practisch en draagt een interpretatief karakter, zoowel in analy-
tischen als aesthetischen zin"; Jan Waterink, Basic Concepts in
Christian Pedagogy (Grand Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans, 1954);
Guido Calogero, "Educazione e istruzione" and "L'educazione e la
tecnica," in La Scuola dell' Uomo (Firenze: G C Sansoni, 1956), pp
124-137, 163-176: Max Guzilowski, "Discussion in teaching philo-
sophy," Teaching Thomism Tody (Washington, D C: The Catholic
University of America Press, 1963), pp 183-193; David R Hunter,
Christian Education as Engagement (New York: Seabury Press,
1963).

13. Cf the unifying refrain of Proverbs 22:17-24:22, found in 23:17-18,
24:14 and 24:20-21.

14. Cf "The Instruction of the Vizier Ptah-hotep" and "The Instruction
of Amen-em-opet" in Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the
Old Testament, ed James B Pritchard, third edition with supple-
ment (Princeton University Press, 1969), pp 412-414, 421-425.

15. "Many poets since then have conjured up the gods and heroes of
pagan mythology; but now we think of them merely as the
shadowy puppets of poetic fancy. We might easily regard Homer
from the same narrow point of view; but if we did, we should never
come to understand what myth and poetry really meant to the
Greeks" (I,35). "And the greatest of Greek poetry does more than
show a cross-section of life taken at random. It tells the truth; but
it chooses and presents its truth in accordance with a definite
ideal" (1,36). "The Homeric epics contain the germs of all Greek
philosophy. In them we can clearly see the anthropocentric ten-
dency of Greek thought, that tendency which contrasts so
strongly with the theomorphic philosophy of the Oriental who
sees God as the sole actor and man as merely the instrument or
object of that divine activity" (I,53). Werner Jaeger on "Homer the
Educator" in Paideia: the Ideals of Greek Culture (1933), seconded
1945, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1945), volume I.

16. Cf R Ross Holloway, "Archaic Sculptural Form," in A View of
Greek Art (London: Harper & Row Icon edition, 1973), pp 31 - 44.

17. Heraclitus in Die Fraginente der Vorsokratiker, ed Diels-Kranz, 6
ed (Berlin - Grunewald: Weidmannsche Verlagsbuchhandlung,
1951): ginomenón gar pantón kata ton logon tonde frag 1; cf frag 8,
30-31, 60, 67, 76-77, 103, 118.

18. Ibid, for example, frag 2, 29, 72, 114; tón men theón kala panty kai
agatha kai dikaia, anthrópoi de ha men adika hypeiléphasin ha de
dikaia frag 102 and sophié aléthea legein kai poiein kata physin
epaiontas frag 112.
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19. Ibid, for example, frag 33, 41, 49-50, 51 palintropos harmonié, 61,

20. Ibid, frag 80, translated by Philip Wheelwright, The PreSocratics
(New York: Odyssey Press, 1966),p 71 as fragment 26.

21. Cf how the goddess Athena approves of Odysseus' lying straight
to fer face, Odyssey, 13:287-310.

22. Cf Émile Male, L 'art Religieux du Xllle Siècle en France 1913
(Paris: Librairie Armand Colin, 1948), pp 395-403.

23. Summa Theologica, I q 1 8 ad 2.
24. "Wan swer got suochet in wise, der nimet die wise and lat got, der

in der wise verborgen ist" (Sermon In hoc apparuit caritas Dei in
nobis in Meister Eckharts Traktate, ed Josef Quint (Berlin: W
Kohlhammer Verlag, 1963), 1:91). "... gebetene, an vastenne, an
wachenne and aller hande üzerlîcher üebunge and kestigunge.
Ein ieglïchiu eigenschaft eines ieglichen werkes, das die vrïheit
benimet, in disem gegenwertigen nû gote ze wartenne and dem
aleine ze volgenne ..." (Sermon Intravit Iesus in quoddam cast

el-lum,1:28-29). "Dise menschen heizent heilic von den uzwendigen
bilden; aber von innen sint sie esel, wan sie enverstânt niht den
underscheit götlîcher wârheit" (Sermon Beati pauperes spiritu,
2:489-490).

25. Sermon Beati pauperes spiritu, 'bid, 2:506.
26. "... Alle crêaturen verzîhent sich irs lebens of ir wesen. Alle

crêaturen tragent sich in mine vernunft, daz si in mir vernünftic
sint. Ich alleine bereite alle crêatilren wider zuo gote" (Sermon
Nolite timere eos in Meister Eckhart, ed Franz Pfeiffer (Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1914 reprint of 1857 edition), p 180.

27. "Allez, das got würket, das würket er in dem einen im selben
glich" (Sermon Ego elegi vos de mundo in Meister Eckharts Trak-
tate, ed Quint, 2:63). "Her ûz drücket im got, der êwige vater, die
vüllede and den abgrunt aller siner gotheit. Das gebirt er hie in

sînem eingebornen sune and daz wir der selbe sun sin, and sin
gebern das ist sin innebliben, and sin innebliben ist sin ûzgebern"
(2:68). "Si enmac niht geilden, das iht ob ir O. Ich waene, si joch
niht geliden enmüge, daz got ob ir si ..." (Sermon Consideravit
semitas domus suae, 2:143). "... got and gotheit hat underscheit
als verre als himel and erde. Ich spriche mê: der inner and uzer
mensche die hant alse verre underscheit als himel and erde. Got
hat vil tusent millen dar obe. Got wirt unt entwirt.. .. Got ist in der
sêle mit siner nature, mit sane wesenne unde mit siner gotheit and
er enist doch niht diu sêle. Daz widerspilen der sêle das ist in gote.
God unde si ist doch daz si ist. Got der wirt da alle crêaturen. Gotes
sprechen dá gewirt got. DO ich stuont in dem grunde, in dem
boden, in dem river and in der quelle der gotheit, da frâgete mich
nieman, war ich wolte oder waz ich tête: da enwas nieman, der
mich frâgete. D6 ich flôz, d6 sprâchen al crêatûren got. ... Got
wirket, diu gotheit wirket niht, si enhât niht ze wirkenne, in ir ist
kein werc.... Got unde gotheit hat underscheit an würken and an
niht-würken. Swenne ich kume wider in got, bilde ich da niht, s6
ist min durbrechen vil edeler danne min ûzfluz. Ich alleine bringe
alle crêatûren ûz ir vernunft in min vernunft, daz sie in mir eine
sint. Swenne ich kume in den grunt, in den bodem, in den river and
in die quelle der gotheit, so fraget mich nieman, wannen ich kome
oder wa ich SI geweren. Da vermiste min nieman, daz entwirt"
(Sermon Nolite timere eos in Meister Eckhart, ed Pfeiffer, pp 180-
181).
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28. "Wan der êwige vater gebirt sinen êwigen sun des vaters and sick
selber den selben sun in der einiger kraft des vaters" (Sermon
Intravit Iesus in quoddam castellum in Eckharts Traktate, ed
Quint, 1:32). "Diu selbe kraft, dar abe ich gesprochen han, dâ got
inne ist blüejende und groenende mit aller sîner gotheit and der
geist in gote, in dirre selber kraft ist der vater gebernde sînen
eingebornen sun als gewaerlîche als in im selber ..." (1:40-41).

29. "Dâ diu crêatûre endet, dâ beginnet got ze sinne. NU begert got niht
mg von dir, wan daz dû din selbes ûzgangest in crêatiurlicher wise
and lâzest got got in dir sin" (Sermon In hoc apparuit caritas Dei
in nobis, Ibid, 1:92). "... diu sêle gesast si in ein later wesen. Daz
ander ist, daz ez in mi treit widersatzunge. ... Dar an liget der sêle
lûterkeit, daz si geliutert ist von einem lebene, daz geteilet ist, and
tritet in ein leben, daz vereinet ist. Allez daz geteilet ist in nidern
sachen, daz wirt vereinet, als diu sêle ûfklimmet in ein leben, dâ
kein widersatzunge enist" (Sermon In occisione gladii mortui
sunt, 1:135-136). "DO ich stuont in miner êrsten sache, d6 enhâte
ich keinen got, and dô was ich sache min sebles ... Das ich wolte,
das was ich, and daz ich was, daz wolte ich, and hie stuont ich ledic
gotes and aller dinge. Aber d6 ich ûzgienc von mînen vrien willen

and ich enpfienc 111111 geschaffen veesen, dô hateicheinepgot; wan
ê die crêatûren waren, dô enwas got niht `got,' mêr: er was, das er
was. Aber d6 die crêatûren gewurden and sie enpfiengen ir
geschaffen wesen, d6 enwas got niht `got' in im selben, mêr: er was
`got' in den creaturen" (Sermon Beati pauperes spiritu, 2:492-493).
"Alhie, in dirre armuot sô ervolget der mensche daz êwic wesen,
das er ist geweren and daz er nû ist and daz er iemer bliben sol"
(2501). "... wan ich enpfâhe in diesem durchbrechen, das ich and
got einz sin" (2:505).

30. Von abgescheidenheit, Ibid, 5:412.

31. "Die meister sprechent, got der si ein wesen and ein vernünftic
wesen and bekenne alliu dint. Sô sprechen wir: got enist niht
wesen noch vernünftic noch enbekennet niht diz noch daz"
(Sermon Beati pauperes spiritu, Ibid, 2:497), translated by R B
Blakney, Meister Eckhart (Harper Torchbook 8, 1957), p 230.

32. "Vernunft diu bliket in unde durbrichte alle die winkel der gotheit
unde nimet den sun in dem herzen des vater and in dem grunde
unde setzet in in iren grunt. Vernunft diu. dringet în, ir genüeget
niht an gûeti noch an wisheit noch an wârheit noch an gote selber.
... Si geruowet niemer, si brichet in den grunt, dâ gûete unde
wârheit ûz brichet, unde nimet ez in principio, in dem beginne, dâ

güeti unde wârheit ûz gande ist, ê si ûz breche, in eime vil hoe-
heren grunde denne güeti and wisheit si" (Sermon Modicum et
iam non videbitis me in Meister Eckhart, ed Pfeiffer, pp 144-145).
"Wan den guoten koment alliu dint ze guote, als sant Paulus
sprichet, and als sant Augustinus sprichet: ja, ouch die sûnden' "
(Die rede der underscheidunge, Eckharts Traktate, ed Quint,
5:231). "Aber du solt gote wol getriuwen, daz er dir des niht ver

-henget haete, er enwölte denne din bestez das ûz ziehen" (5:233).
33. Cf Denzinger, Enchiridion Symbolorum, 501-529, for the exact

errors Pope John XXII cited on 27 March 1329, which the Roman
church said damnamus et reprobamus expresse.

34. "Wan das got ist got, das hat er von sitter unbewegelichen abge-
scheidenheit ..." (Von abgescheidenheit in Eckharts Traktate, ed
Quint, 5:412).
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35. "Got möhte niemer nieman funden han, als der wise sprichet
`herre, dû bist ein verborgen got?' Wá ist dirre got? Relit als sicli
ein mensche verbirget, s6 rünstert er sich unde vermeldet sich
selber da mite, also hat ouch got get an. Got kunde niemer nieman
funden han; nu hêt er sich vermeldet" (Sermon Laudate toeli et

exultet terra in Meister Eckhart, ed Pfeiffer, p 301).
36. Cf Pico della Mirandola: Invadat animum sacra quaedam ambitio

ut mediocribus non contenti anhelemus ad summa, adque illa
(quando possumus si volumus) consequenda totis viribus
enitamur (De Hominis Dignitate, 1486 (ed E Garin, Firenze:
Vallecchi Editore, 1942, p 110).

37. "Onde è necessario a uno principe, volendosi mantenere,
imparare a potere essere non buono, e usarlo e non usare secondo
la necessità" in II Principe (no. 15.

38. ... tutt'i profeti armati vincono, e li disarmati ruinarono" (Ibid,
no 6) uses Savonarola's fall as case in point.

39. "Non di manco perchè el nostro libero arbitrio non sia spento,
iudico potere esser vero che la fortune sia arbitra della meta delle
azioni nostre, ma che ancora lei ne lasti governare l'altra meth, o
presso, a not (Ibid, no 25); "... el tempo si caccia innanzi ogni
cosa, e può condurre seco bene come male, e male come bene"
(Ibid, no 3).

40. Ibid, no 9.
41. Ibid, no 18, no 25.
42. Ibid, no 17, no 19. "E pert bisogna che elli abbia uno animo

disposto a volgersi secondo ch' e' venti e le variazioni della for-
tuna li comandano, e come di sopra dissi, non partirsi dal bene,
potendo, ma sapere intrare nel male, necessitato" (Ibid, no 18). "E
sopra tutto uno principe si debbe ingegnare dare di sè, in ogni sua
azione, fama di uomo grande e di uomo eccellente" (Ibid, no 21).

43. Ibid, no 7.
44. "E quelle difese solamente sono buone, sono certe, sono durabili,

che dependono da te proprio e dalla virtu tua" (Ibid, no 24). "Non si
può ancora chiamare virtû ammazzare li suoi cittadini, tradire li
amici, essere sanza fede, sanza pietà, sanza relligione; li quali
modi possono fare acquistare imperio, ma non gloria" (Ibid, no 8).

45. Ibid, no 26.
46. Socrates' commitment to areté (cf Machiavelli's virtu!) led him to

make this kind of Objectivistic point in a somewhat different
neighbourhood of thought. Cf Crito, ou to zén peri pleistou

poié-teovallato eu zén48b 5-6.
47. ... ad prudentiam pertinet non solum consideratio rationis, sed

etiam applicatio ad opus, quae est finis practicae rationis. .
Operationes autem sunt in singularibus. Et ideo netesse est quod
prudens et cognoscat universalia principia rationis, et cognoscat
singularia, circa quae sunt operationes (Summa Theologica, II-II
q 47 3 res).... prudentia proprie est circa ea quae sunt ad finem; et
hoc ad eius officium proprie pertinet, ut ad finem debite ordinen-
tur (Ibid, II-II q 49 6 res).

48. To hear a holy Spirited insight to which Machiavelli's is diametri-
cally opposed, cf Luther: Ein fest Burg ist unsex Gott, ein gute
Wehr and Waffen. Er hilft uns frei aus aller Not die uns itzt hat
getroffen ... Also cf John Calvin: Quare nulli jam dubium esse
debet quin civilis potestas, vocatio sit, non modo coram Den
sancta & legitima, sed sacerrima etiam, et in tota mortalium vita
longe omnium honestissima (Institutio Christianae religionis.
1536, IV 20:4). The Heidelberg Catechism (1563) also posits the
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Scriptural thesis in Lord's Day 10 on providence, to which
Machiavelli's considered stance is a rigorous anti - thesis.

49. An Essay on Man. An Introduction to a Philosophy of Human
Culture (1944) (Doubleday Anchor, 1953), p 221. At present it
seems to me that the philosophical position Cassirer has around
1923 remains basically the same until his death.

50. The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, trans R Manheim (1923) (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), 1:87; Essay on Man, p 220; ". ..
the naked core of mere sensation, which merely is (without
representing anything), never exists in the actual consciousness;
if it exists at all, it is the prime example of that illusion which
William James called `the psychologist's fallacy.' Once we have
fundamentally freed ourselves from this illusion, once we have
recognized that not sensations but intuitions, not elements but
formed totalities, comprise the data of consciousness, we can only
ask: what is the relationship between the form of these intuitions
and the representative function they have to fulfill?" Philosophy
of Symbolic Forms (1929) (Yale University Press, 1970), 3:141.

51. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:167-176; Essay on Man, pp 241,
246-254.

52, The Individual and the Cosmos in Renaissance Philosophy, trans

Mario Domandi (1927) (Harper Torchbook 1097, 1964), pp 182-184.
53. Cassirer affirms the Kepler-Galilei position of Rationalism in its

Kantian "critical" format. Cf his article on "Rationalism" in
Encyclopedia Britannica 18 (14th edition, 1929): 991-993.

54. "It is science that gives us the assurance of a constant world. To
science we may apply the words spoken by Archimedes; dos moi
you stô kai kosmon kinêsô.... In a changing universe scientific
thought fixes the points of rest, the unmovable poles" (Essay on
Man, p 261).

55. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:77s; "... das, was wir den Gegen-
stand nennen, nicht in der Art einer festen and starren forma
substantialis, sondern als Funktionsform zu fassen ist. Und es
zeigt sich zugleich, wie sich der wahre Reichtum des Seins erst
aus dem Reichtum des Sinns entfaltet ... ("Das Symbolproblem
and seine Stellung im System der Philosophie," Zeitschrift für
Aesthetik and Allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft (1927) 21:312).

56. Essay on Man, p 75.
57. ... the fundamental view on which this book rests: the conviction

that language, like all basic functions of the human spirit, can be
elucidated by philosophy only within a general system of philo-
sophical idealism" (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:72).

58. "Every authentic function of the human spirit has this decisive
characteristic in common with cognition: it does not merely copy
but rather embodies an original, formative power. ... Each of
these functions creates its own symbolic forms ... each of them
designates a particular approach, in which and through which it
constitutes its own aspect of `reality.' They are not different modes
in which an independent reality manifests itself to the human
spirit but roads by which the spirit proceeds towards its objecti-
vization, i e, its self-revelation" (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms,
1:78).

59. Essay on Man, p 177.
60. "Its (myth) objectivity — and from the critical standpoint this is

true of all cultural objectivity — must be defined not thing-wise
but functionally: this objectivity lies neither in a metaphysical
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nor in an empirical-psychological `reality' which stands behind

it, but in what myth itself is and achieves, in the manner and form
of objectivization which it accomplishes. It is objective insofar as
it is recognized as one of the determining factors by which con-
sciousness frees itself from passive captivity in sensory impres-
sions and creates a world of its own in accordance with a spiritual
principle" (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (1925) (Yale
University Press, 1970), 2:14.

61. Kant Leben and Lehre (Berlin: Bruno Cassirer, 1918), pp 372-384;
Essay on Man, pp 79-80.

62. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:111; "Objectification is always a
constructive process. The physical world — the world of constant
things and qualities — is no mere bundle of sense data, nor is the
world of art a bundle of feelings and emotions. The first depends
upon acts of theoretical objectification, objectification by con-
cepts and scientific constructs; the second upon formative acts of
a different type, acts of contemplation" (Essay on Man, p 204). "...

the reality we apprehend is in its original form not a reality of a
determinate world of things, originating apart from us; rather it is
the certainty of a living efficacy that we experience. Yet this
access to reality is given us not by datum of sensation but only in
the original phenomenon of expression and expressive under-
standing" (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 3:73).

63. "... image-worlds whose principle and origin are to be sought in
an autonomous creation of the spirit. Through them alone we see
what we call `reality,' and in them alone we possess it: for the high-
est objective truth that is accessible to the spirit is ultimately the
form of its own activity" (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:111).
Cf also Essay on Man, pp 82-86.

64. Essay on Man, p 93.
65. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:91.
66. Essay on Man, pp 95-96, 109ss, 163ss, 202, 273-275.
67. "The world of the spirit forms a very concrete unity, so much so

that the most extreme oppositions in which it moves appear as
somehow mediated oppositions" (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms,
3:78). "... here there is a demand that consciousness —contrary to
its fundamental character, contrary to the Heraclitean flux in
which alone it seems to subsist ..." (Ibid, 3:115). "The symbolic
process is like a single stream of life and thought which flows
through consiousness, and which by this flowing movement pro-
duces the diversity and cohesion, the richness, the continuity, and
constancy, of consciousness" (Ibid, 3:202). "The inner contradic-
toriness, the polarity which necessarily dwells within every such
form, does not rend or demolish it; rather it constitutes the con-
dition whereby its unity may again be established out of that con-
tradiction and may thus again present itself to the outside world"
("Spirit' and `Life' in Contemporary Philosophy" (1930), trans R W
Bretall & P A Schilpp, in The Philosophy of Ernst Cassirer, ed P A
Schilpp (Evanston: Library of Living Philosophers, 1949), p 880).

68. "Language stands in a focus of cultural life, a point at which rays
of quite diverse origin converge and from which lines of influence
radiate to every sphere of culture" (Philosophy of Symbolic
Forms. 1:175). "... language, as a general cultural form, stands on
the borderline between myth and logos and also represents an
intermediary between the theoretical and aesthetic approach to
the world" (Ibid, 1:297-298).
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69. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 2:4.
70. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:318 -319; 2:245, 250; 3:54,93. Cf

also Essay on Man: "If there is any characteristic and outstanding
feature of the mythical world, any law by which it is governed - it
is this law of metamorphosis" (108). "Language is, by its very
nature and essence, metaphorical. Unable to describe things
directly, it resorts to indirect modes of description, to ambiguous
and equivocal terms" (142). "In aesthetic life we experience a radi-
cal transformation" (204). "It is this `palingenesis,' this rebirth of
the past, which marks and distinguishes the great historian"
(225).

71. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 2:235; 3:115; Essay on Man, p 215.
72. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 2:xv; Essay on Man, p. 29; "The

various forms of human culture are not held together by an
identity in their nature but by a conformity in their fundamental
task. If there is an equipoise in human culture it can only be des-
cribed as a dynamic, not as a static equilibrium; it is the result of a
struggle between opposing forces" (Ibid, p 279). The Myth of the
State (posthumously, 1946) (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1963), p 279.

73. For example: Cassirer genially explains why Nazism and recism,
for example, cannot be refuted by argument - political myths
have to be grappled with as myths, not as ludricous arguments (cf
The Myth of the State, pp 279, 297). There seems to be an onus on
reverting to "myths" as a man of twentieth century culture and
science. Yet Cassirer insists upon their relative, anthropological
values (cf Essay on Man, p 103ss).

74. Essay on Man, p 88.
75. " `Spirit' and `Life' in Contemporary Philosophy," Schilpp ed The

Philosophy of Ernst Cassirer, p 879; cf 877s.
76. Essay on Man, p 286.
77. Essay on Man, p 86.
78. Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 2:26; 3:189 - 190. "(Culture) is an

organon of our self - knowledge ..." (Essay on Man, p 260).
79. "This spontaneity and productivity is the very center of all human

activities. It is man's highest power and it designates at the same
time the natural boundary of our human world. In language, in
religion, in art, in science, man can do no more than to buildup his
own universe - a symbolic universe that enables him to under-
stand and interpret, to articulate and organize, to synthesize and
universalize his human experience" (Essay on Man, p 278).
"Cognition, language, myth and art: none of them is a mere
mirror, simply reflecting images of inward or outward data; they
are not indifferent media, but rather the true sources of light, the
prerequisite of vision, and the wellsprings of all formation" (my
italics) (Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, 1:93).

80. Herschel Baker, The Image of Man. A Study of the Idea of Human
Dignity in Classical Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renais-
sance (Harper Torchbook 1047, 1961), p 301.

81. Peter Viereck, Conservatism Revisited (1949).
82. "Of all the philosophical movements and efforts of the Quattro-

cento, only his doctrines fulfil Hegel's demand; only they repre-
sent a `simple focal point' in which the most diverse rays are
gathered. Cusanus is the only thinker of the period to look at all of
the fundamental problems of his time from the point of view of one
principle through which he masters them all" (The Individual and
the Cosmos in Renaissance Philosophy, p 7).
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83. "The dissonant is in harmony with itself; the contraries are not
mutally exclusive, but interdependent: `harmony in contrariety,
as in the case of the bow and the lyre' " (Essay on Man, p 286).

84. TheMyth of the State, pp 153-154, 162. Cassirer believes one could
extol the State but not thereby support a modern totalitarian sys-
tem, so long as the State is kept from monitoring the culture (Ibid,
pp 274-276).

85. "In this respect Hegelianism is one of the most paradoxical
phenomena in modern cultural life. There is perhaps no better and
more striking example of the dialectical character of history than
the fate of Hegelianism itself. The principle defended by Hegel is
suddenly converted into its opposite. Hegel's logic and philo-
sophy seemed to be the triumph of the rational. The only thought
which philosophy brings with it is the simple conception of
Reason; that the history of the world presents us with a rational
process. But it was the tragic fate of Hegel that he unconsiously
unchained the most irrational powers that have ever appeared in
man's social and political life. No other philosophical system has
done so much for the preparation of fascism and imperialism as
Hegel's doctrine of the state — this `divine Idea as it exists on
earth' " (Ibid, p 273).

86. Cf my comment on "influence" in "Biblical Wisdom underneath
Vollenhoven's Categories for Philosophical Historiography," in
The Idea of a Christian Philosophy, p 130.

87. I had to omit this important feature from my illustration, like
comparing Machiavelli with Francis Bacon or Cassirer with
Croce, in order to keep a measure of brevity.

88. I have come to be unembarrassed by the fact that the Reformation,
especially as captured in the perspective developed by John Cal-
vin, was an important gift of God to Western civilization, already
blessed with strains of faulty, christian cultural obedience. I
adjudge the idea of a christian philosophy developed by Vollen-
hoven and Dooyeweerd out of that historic root to be not "under
the sun" but enlightened by the Word of God enough — incept-
ionally — so that it does service in the order of Melchizadek. Its
troubled cosmic contours cannot be charted, it seems to me, in any
of the (distorted) philosophical neighbourhoods Vollenhoven
himself has unearthed.

89. J Klapwijk's formula of "complete openness and total opposition"
of the Christian to non -christian thinking is probably correct (cf
"Calvin and Neo-Calvinism on Non-Christian Philosophy" in The
Idea of a Christian Philosophy, p 61); but it may give a better
setting for our work to replace "ambiguity and ambivalence of
non-christian thinking" with the terms Paul uses: ignorant (Acts
17:30) and perverse (Romans 1:18).
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SYNTHESIS: SOME THOUGHTS ON MEDIEVAL
CULTURE AND THE TASK OF THE MEDIEVAL

PHILOSOPHER

The basic drive of the philosophical output of Prof
J A L Taljaard can, to my mind, correctly be said to be
found in the historiography of philosophy of his Dutch
tutor, Prof D H T Vollenhoven.¹) Vollenhoven character-
izes post-medieval philosophy as anti-synthetic, in
which two options can be taken: either anti-synthetically
left or anti-synthetically right. The former rejects a
synthesis between pagan philosophy and Christian doc-
trine (a synthesis which reached its heyday in Medieval
Scholasticism), thereby also rejecting the significance of
God's Revelation for scientific endeavour. 'The option to

the right also rejects the synthesis between pagan and
Christian thought, but is bent upon finding and assigning
a proper place to Word Revelation in scientific and cul-
tural endeavour, thereby trying to break down the cleri-
cal restrictions forced upon the relevance of Scriptures to
all sectors of human life. Against Scholasticism it should
be maintained that Scriptures determine not only matters
of faith and church life, but is also applicable to other
spheres of life. This is exactly what Prof Talj aard wanted
and still wants to be: antisynthetically right, a position
recently termed by himself as New Right.² )

This basic drive determined his philosophical focus, i e to
overcome possible remnants of synthetical thinking in
his own philosophical heritage as well as in the philoso-
phical tradition of the Reformation to which he still
adheres. Positively it means to work towards an undis-
torted conception of God, His ordinances for all of crea-
tion, and creation itself, and how this "threefold being"
(i e God, His ordinances, creation) relate to one another. A
fundamental prerequisite for such an undertaking is the
light shed by the Scriptures on the field which the (refor-
mationally committed) philosopher investigates. If I am
not mistaken, it is precisely this prerequisite for refor-
mational philosophizing, as articulated by Prof Taljaard,
that has been hotly debated or fiercely contested. The
issues at stake can be formulated in terms of the old
Scholastic question: what is the relation of philosophy
and theology to each other?
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Whoever poses this question today is in danger of doing

so in an already distinctly biased way. This bias consists
in identifying philosophy with pagan, albeit secular,
thinking in general (stressing the humanness of thinking
in a disqualifying manner), and reserving theology for
knowledge revealed by Scriptures and passively taken in
by man who knows the revealed Truth immediately
(thereby underestimating the role of human interpreta-
tion and contrasting knowledge and faith in an unjustifi-
able way). Put briefly, this bias ends up in an inability and
unwillingness to recognise the distortion that crept into
Scriptural exegesis over the centuries — even during and
after the Reformation, and that what is sometimes (right-
fully) despised as "philosophy" (meaning thereby pagan
or secularistic philosophy) is elsewhere defended as
"sound" Christian doctrine.

On the occasion of his sixtieth birthday I have thought it
apt to honour Prof Taljaard with some thoughts on one of
his (frequently ridden) hobbyhorses in philosophy, i e the
problem of a synthesis between paganism and Christian-
ity, and try to tackle the problem (and then rather side-
ways at that) from the angle of my hobbyhorse in philo-
sophy — philosophy of art. Due to difficulties about the
availability of first hand research material on this topic
in South Africa, I present these remarks rather hesi-
tantly.

In the Leven van Sin te Christina (Life of St Christine), a
hagiography and a Dutchification of an original Latin
poem from Contimpré dated 1232, appear the following
interesting words:

"daer om so docht mi welgedaen
dat ict latijn in dietsche soud keren
der goeder sinter Kerstinen theren
den genen te troeste die nyet wale
en verstaen latijnsche tale .. .
Daer om so bid ic Gode den melden
di alle dinghe vermach wel
ende ic anders en heb nyet el
dan roc abijt ende solen ende corde
dat hi geweghen moet so mijn woerde
dat dit gedichte moet troestelec wesen
den ionfrouwen van Mielen alsijt lesen
ende ic hen doch moegh doen daer mede
in eniger manyren troest ende vrede ..."3)
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This fragment not only shows the intention of the poet
with a specific poem, but a somewhat generalised con-
ception of poetry can be inferred from it. Bearing this in
mind, the genre of this poem becomes especially signifi-
cant: it is a hagiography, the history of a saint's life, told
to edify the reader by holding somebody up as an example
who had attained the ideal of beatitude. This individual
narrative is taken up in the broader context of the history
of salvation, i e whatever happens, happens under the
guidance of God who desires the redemption of man.
Therefore the specific person whose life story is narrated
is not as important as the ideal which is evident from his
or her deeds. The saint sets an example which ought to be
followed (and imitated). 4) This attitude towards life
(whereto poetry must be useful) controls also the more
technical aspects of the hagiography in particular (and of
the other literary arts in general) 5): the selection of
details which are to be narrated is done in such a way that
the lesser edifying is kept silent, or told with trepidation,
or narrated with a view to invoke horror or shame or sym-
pathy in the reader. The words (or symbols) used must in
some way or another be God-praising and exhorting to
the good life.

The latter is especially important. While the poet does not
have earthly goods with which he can provide for the ion-
frouwen (virgins, i e nuns), he can at least give them
words which are troestelec (consoling) and edifying in
the life of devotion to onseHeere (our Lord). This requires
the poet to choose his words with care, so that he does not
distract the attention of the ionfrouwen from the object of
devotion (God) and disturb them. Even the words of a poet
should direct to God and for those who are not acquainted
with Latin, this poet's words must serve as a guidepost
for the purified soul on its way to God. Geweghen words
— weighed, thoughtfully selected — are given a certain
preference: they are the only things on which the soul can
rely to attain its hoechste bestemming (highest goal),
whereto one is prepared by discarding earthly goods and
temporal comfort. In the above quoted fragment one has a
little speculum or spieghel historiael (mirror of history)
of a very special attitude towards life, which — somewhat
generalised — is typical of the Christian tradition of the
Middle Ages: man on his way to Gods) considering what
he sould refrain from doing and what he ought to do, to
find his repose and salvation in God. The correctness of
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the relation between man and God is the main focus and
the Underlying dynamic of this poem and of Christian
(literary and fine) art in the Middle Ages. Whatever man
does and whatever he leaves undone, he does or leaves
undone to find salvation in God.')

It is very interesting that the idea of the ways of man is so
preponderant during the Middle Ages. Add to this the idea
of giving prescriptions which serve to guard against any
distraction from the way of life to be "in order". The
occurence of guideposts on this way as well as knowledge
and imitation of them is necessary. The idea of the ways
of man gives an important key to the frame of reference of
the Medieval mind. These guideposts are either divine
directives for the proper conduct on the divinely ordered
and structured way, or are things that lead to and signify
God. In the latter instances one encounters a widely dif-
fused notion of symbolism: whatever exists, stands for
something outside itself, namely God. Behind what
appears to man, lies a hidden meaningfulness. 8 ) The
result of this way of looking at the world provides inter
alia a cosmology as exegesis of a divine world order,
which implies that man is an exegete of creation. What is
significant in this view of man's vocation is a certain
implied activity in man's dealing with creation which
ends up in something esthetic. Man is thought of as
revealing the hidden deeper meaning of things and pre-
senting this discovered meaning in vivid imagery — an
activity which presupposes insight into the arrange-
ments of cosmic data within the context of symbols, signs
and balanced proportions which make up an architec-
tural i e the factual creation of God, which — as an
expression of Him — points to Him. 9) Man lives within
this specific symbolically structured whole of creation.

A medieval view of human cultural endeavour figures
within this broadly (esthetically) formed ontology (resp.
cosmology): God is the Prime Artist, man is an imitator of
God's work. At best man can only mirror His creation in
his works of art. A major prerequisite, therefore, for an
overall view on civilization, culture and art during the
Middle Ages is clarity about the ontological (resp. cosmo-
logical) framework of a medieval theory on civilization,
culture and art, which usually includes a concept of order
in God's creation, and the specifically designated place
and role of man in this creational order. In many respects
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Augustine's concept of order is an important gateway to
many later Medieval concepts of culture and man's role
in creation. ¹0) The possibilities (and shortcomings) of neo-
platonism since and after Augustine must also be obser-
ved as of (some) importance for the development of the
later medieval culture and views on culture and the
arts.")

A cursory note on the historical background of the rela-
tion between medieval culture and medieval views on
culture on the one hand (presented e g in the didascalic
literature of these times) and neo-platonism on the other
may shed further light on what has been said so far. With
the encounter between the claims of the newly spread
Christian gospel and the established pagan culture of the
Graeco-Roman world the influence of platonism was still

felt—in such a way that (I think) it gave in many ways the

incentives for the results of such an encounter. (This does
not imply that the Christian contribution to this encoun-
ter was of minor importance. The point to be stressed here
is the fact that many converts to the Christian faith were
learned people from the pagan culture, who approached
the Christian faith from this pagan background, and tried
to come to grips with the conflicting character between
paganism and Christianity. They tried to defend the
newly won faith by mellowing the conflict character of
the encounter and by stressing similarities between
paganism and Christianity. The stressing of similarities
is sometimes too harshly judged as accommodation or a
dilution of the original Christian faith. Such a judgment
does not take into account the difficulties in the accep-
tance of a new world of thought within the framework of
an already established, conceptualised, lingually articu-
lated universe of discourse, and adequately expressing
the contents of the newly acquired way of thinking in
terms of the established conceptual framework without
disrupting communication, because the Good Tidings
had to be heard by every man!)

This resulted in a spontaneous synthesis of pagan philo-
sophy and Christian doctrine, which found in platonism
(and later on: neo-platonism) an ideal framework within
which the new Christian body of thought could be
designed and worked out. (One should not, I think, neglect
the problem of homonyms in this context, i e to under-
stand a pagan meaning when a homonymous word with a
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completely different meaning is used within the original

Christian context, thereby obliterating the original
Christian import of the concept.) The most prominent
characteristic of this prevalent platonism was the rela-
tion between the res (Latin) — the ideas in the background
— and the adumbration of the ideas in the foreground
which make up the universe of the everyday man. In such
a set-up the real (the idea) is always hidden from the
knowledge of the ordinary man who feasts his eyes on
deceptive appearances. To get to the truth one has to work
conclusively from the perceptible appearance to the
intelligible reality of the idea behind the appearance. In
spite of the development of the school of the Sceptics, a
kind of cosmology such as platonism offers quite feasible
possibilities wherewith the conflict between pagan
philosophical views and the contents of the Christian
faith can be reconciled: a symbolizing and allegorizing
way of dealing with whatever one encounters. That
means that whatever one encounters is not taken at face
value, but one has to look deeper (or higher) for the real
meaning. The actual truth lies on another level than the
level of encounter. (The danger of this viewpoint is its
strategy: to relegate the conflict to superficiality, and to
accommodate rather incompatible views within one sys-
tem of thought which results in a misinterpretation of the
basic tenets of both sides of thought in the conflict.) It is
not clearly ascertainable whether platonism did ori-
ginally suggest the solution to the problems deriving
from the conflict between paganism and Christianity
during the first few decades of the latter. To pose it by way
of a question: was platonism of its own more favourably
disposed towards the Christian doctrine whereby its body
of thought was more accessible to the Christian faith?
Whatever the case may be, it is nevertheless significant
that the first synthesis between themes from the Gospel
and strains of pagan thought was brought about by a
method of exegesis of pagan thought as well as Scrip-
tures, which altered the contents of both. This method of
exegesis consisted of discovering a deeper meaning in a
text — which actually meant discovering a kernel of
Christian doctrine at the heart of a pagan system of
thought, or disclosing the fact that basically the Chris-
tian doctrine does not differ so much from a pagan philo-
sophical viewpoint. This reworking of viewpoints under-
lines the wide significance of exegesis for the cultural
endeavour of the early (and later the medieval) Chris-
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Awls: it serves as a way of dealing with an alien (and
sometimes hostile) cultural heritage.¹²)

In later times, during the Middle Ages, this method of exe-
gesis was well based on a platonizing line of thought. A
way of thinking influenced by neoplatonism since Plo-
tinus almost induced a symbolizing and allegorizing

intercourse with nature and the cultural heritage from
antiquity. In this respect Hugh of St Victor serves as a
good example.¹³) With :reference to medieval culture this
way of work is of exceptional relevance: it offers a way in
which the culture of antiquity (and of the early Chris-
tians) can be adapted, accommodated and preserved
within an overall Christian institutionally committed

conception of life and world. This explains a prominent
characteristic of medieval culture, viz a conservational
attitude with regard to the past by incorporating the heri-
tage of the past (often by allegorical reinterpretation) in a
conception of the way which a faithful Christian had to
follow to reach eternal bliss. Apart from the care which
was taken of the past, there was also the strong tendency
to be mindful of the future, i e to have an unperturbed view
of the New Jerusalem. The life of a Christian is therefore
characterized by his pilgrimage through this world —
which does not make this world despicable, but qualifies
it in its temporality and transitoriness: everything that a
Christian encounters in this world must serve as a salva-
tory preparation for his eventual blessed life with God.")

The way of the pilgrim is an ordered way through the
creation of God. With this orderly way corresponds a cer-
tain tuition system — the artes liberales — which pre-
pares the pilgrim for his final destination. In this way it is
of prime importance to be able to follow the way which
implies that the pilgrim ought to be equipped to under-
stand the guideposts on his way. The medieval tuition
intends to furnish this pilgrim with equipment to deal
with signs, symbols and words. 15) He must be able to
interpret, understand and follow or imitate. At the root of
medieval culture lies the importance of the word to man
— words that had once become incarnate as the Word of
God, Christ, the Wisdom of God. So great is the insistence
upon the importance of words that Bernard of Clairvaux
for instance experienced an existential dilemma between
silence and communication. He would rather communi-
cate the stairway of humility to God, that it might serve
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the salvation of others, than keep it to himself 16) — which

would have been in accordance with the rules of his
monastic order: the observance of silence as demonstra-
tion of humility. A striking ambivalence: the prescribed
road to salvation can get so narrow that one's own salva-
tion might be imperilled or one's fellow pilgrims might
be distracted from the narrow road when silence is obser-
ved! Poetic imagery (which stores a crafty dialectic)
offers the solution: to break a rule means to go down on
the ladder of salvation, to experience humiliation and
therefore be raised on the steps of humility nearer to God
(which is in Bernard's specific case not the same as rising
on the ladder of selfish pride: he broke the rule out of con-
sideration for his fellow-pilgrims and thereby humilia-
ted himself before God.)

The "dilemma" of Bernard of Clairvaux not only draws
the attention to the significance of the trans-latio, the
handing over of something, i e communication for (medie-
val) culture, but it also points to another basic charac-
teristic of medieval culture, viz asceticism. We again
encounter a certain ambivalence, and it is fashionable for
historians to stress the negative side of asceticism in
general (and therefore also of medieval asceticism) at the
cost of a (possible) positive side. To abstain from certain
activities is thought to be more typical of asceticism than
the idea of intensive preparatory training. It can not be
bluntly maintained that asceticism means cultural anae-
mia (of which later medieval mystic movements can be
accused)

The primary intention of medieval asceticism was to dis-
cipline the pilgrim so that he may find his repose in God.
The ascetic is driven (by God Himself) by a desire for his
God") to be reconciled to Him and become fruitful in His
service. 18 ) To this end one must be trained as an athlete
trains for his approaching race (in connection with which
asceticism was originally practised.) Part of this train-
ing was to refrain from certain retarding activities —
which for the medieval ascetic meant abstention from the
fruits and desires of the "world", i e the lure of Evil in this
temporal world. Whereas the practice of asceticism
amongst early Christians (the desert fathers for instance)
seems to hover on the borderline of Good and Evil, and
Evil seems temptuously the nearer and even physically
the most concrete to the hermit in his seclusion.1 9 ) The
practice of the medieval ascetic seems to be more refined
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in its struggle with Evil and in this refinement trans
forms the problem of Evil to a commendable desire in the
life of the ascetic: the need to study Scriptures and con-
template the "mysteries of Christ".

The medieval ascetic does not struggle with Evil physi-
cally and bodily (except of course in the hagiographies).
His struggle is refined: to come intellectually to grips
with the darkness of ignorance by which Evil imperils
the world. The study of Scriptures and the contemplation
of the "mysteries of Christ" were intended as soul-lifting,
elevating activities, which after some time became arti-
culated in different genres of writing, e g the so-called
"literature of silence"20) (of which Bernard of Clairvaux's
De Gradibus Humilitatis serves as a fine example), the
sermo, the historia, the hagiography, the legend, the
miracle, sententiae, florilegiae , etc,²¹) Add to this the dis-
tance in time which set in between the early Church
Fathers' work (with whom asceticism had been an impor-
tant practice)²²) and the later medieval monks' doings.
Small wonder that the way of life and the work of the early
Church Fathers was fostered as an attainable ideal in the
medieval monastery. This may account for the definite
cultural alignment of the monasteries: a preservation of
cultural sources which became in due course the "esta-
blishing of a hierarchy, a balance between the sources of
culture."²³) The whole cultural set-up which resulted
from this is defined by J le Clerq as follows: ". .. Culture
includes an overall conception of the world and of life,
and the means for expressing it, that is to say, language
and the arts. Precisely, language is the foremost of the
arts, the art of speaking well, writing well, and of
expressing thought well. Thus, language is always the
symbol of a culture, and it shows the level of a culture.
Therefore, to witness the birth of a homogeneous monas-
tic culture means witnessing the formation of its lang-
uage as well. Thus we will see the language of the Middle
Ages come into being, the one which is to be used by the
monastic Middle Ages. It will be, because of its origins,
an essentially religious language, that is to say, a lan-
guage intended to express a religion, and this in the very
highest act of religion: worship." 24) Although le Clerq
infers major characteristics of Medieval culture from an
otherwise too generalised view on culture as such, he
rightfully stresses the importance of a conception of
world and life as a key to culture (in this case Medieval
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culture); and as far as medieval culture is concerned, this
means that it is bent upon the proper and fruitful service
to God and hostility towards the work of Evil in the world.
While this is the case, and that is another important point
made by le Clerq, the medieval cultural context is one of
taking care of the well-being of man. Cultural endeavour
is not hostile to the salvation of man inasmuch as culture
is taken to be worship of God. However delineated and
narrow the concept of culture may have been during the
Middle Ages, this nevertheless is a striking interpreta-
tion of (medieval) culture by le Clerq, which means that,
if his viewpoint is tenable, the incentive for the develop-
ment and diversification of culture along Reformational
lines is as much determined by a medieval heritage as it
is by an early Christian heritage.

The (albeit limited) thoughts on technology in the medie-
val period deserves our special attention. Where at first
the attention of the theorist in the Middle Ages was focus-
sed on the trivium and quadrivium, the medieval mind
gradually realised the possibilities of a spectrum of
human endeavour. Attempts abounded to find a place for
diverse human interests such as ethics, economy and
commerce, politics, medicine, agriculture, etc within the
design of a united view of culture. The mechanical arts
(labour in all its diversifications) were classified under
philosophy as one offshoot next to other offshoots such as
the theoretical, practical and logical sprouts of the search
for Wisdom (philosophy). The work of Hugh of St Victor,
along with that of John of Salisbury and Bonaventure,
again serve as typical examples. As far as reflection on
the fine arts was concerned, the focus on technology
resulted in reflection on the technical activity of an artist.
E de Bruijne sketches this development as follows:
"Zoals in de 12de eeuw wordt de kunst van de wetenschap
onderscheiden volgens het beginsel dat de wetenschap de
oorzaken van de beschouwde waarheid opspoort terwijl
de kunst de middelen van een te verwezenlijken resultaat
(op grond van de inzicht in die waarheid) voorschrijft.
Sapientia', zegt Alexander, `respicit congnitionem ars
operationem.' Nochtans onderstelt ook de kunst een soort
kennis: de `poïesis' steunt op een bewustzijn dat het uit te
voeren werk concipieert en voorziet, `ars et prospiciens'.
Deze kennis eindig dus niet in zichzelf, als de contem-
platie, maar beweegt uiteraard naar de productie van een
buiten haar liggend resultaat. " ²5 ) The fine arts should not
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be regarded simply as mimêsis (imitation of nature), but
rather as "pragmatic": they should function as a useful
rile to improve human technique in order to perfect
h uman conduct. Fine arts as imitation of nature became

imitation with an explicit designation: the operations of
r, ature were regarded as most perfect and most economic
(in the sense of saving unnecessary work). To follow and
imitate nature accurately in these aspects human con-
duct was thought to be instilled with something it lacked,
i e the correctness of the workings of nature. 26) The (fine)
arts interpreted nature, explained it and taught it to the
medieval man. "Ontologisch staat het kunstwerk dus
under de natuurvorm,'" ²7) de Bruijne remarks aptly.

To draw a tentative conclusion from the above-stated
rather incoherent) strains of thought: a debate on the
problem of a synthesis between pagan thought and Chris-

tian faith entails more than a definition of thought and

faith or — for that matter — a demarkation of philosophy
and theology. What is at stake, I think, is a view on the
task and method of a philosopher in a cultural conflict
situation, viz how he interprets his heritage. To obtain
clarity on this problem in medieval times is an assign-
ment for present-day theologians as well, because the
interpretation and reinterpretation of (pagan) philoso-
phical concepts crossed the borderline from medieval
"philosophy" to "medieval theology". I surmise (on the
basis of accessible research material) that not even the
sharp distinction between an order of nature and an order
of grace prevented or limited the wide application of a
method of interpretation, reinterpretation and exegesis
which was downright philosophically inspired or at least
in its deepest roots philosophically tainted. The matter to
be decided then is not to discard philosophy in toto. Philo-
sophical taint as such is no disqualification. What must
be decided is whether a specific philosophical taint in
one's method of exegesis allows one to understand one's
heritage for what it is. Should one submit to (pagan)
philosophy for a framework of interpretation (even of
Scriptures), or should one submit to Scriptures to find a
direction also for the philosophical basis of exegesis?
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NOTES

1 	 A complete bibliography of Prof Vollenhoven's work is given in
Philosophia Reformata, vol 38 (1973), p 215 -228.

I . 	 In a recently completed but yet unpublished manuscript in which
he worked out his own philosophical conception: Polished
Lenses.

3. "... Therefore I thought it well to translate the Latin text in Dutch
— to the glory of the holy Christina and for the edification of those
who do not understand the Latin text so well ... Therefore I pray
that the merciful and almighty God — because (of my poverty) I
possess nothing more than my undergarment. cowl and sandals —
will direct my words in such a way that this poetical work shall
edify the maidens of Mielen whenever they read it, and that I shall
give then (with these words) some kind of consolation." For the
original, cf G S Nier aber & A P Grove: Christina en Kristien.
Kaapstad, Nasionale Boekhandel, nd; p 62 et seq.

4. Cf J le Clerq: The Iove of learning and the desire for God. A study of
monastic culture. New York, Fordham University Press, 1961; p
190-206.

5. For Medieval art, cf eg G B Ladner: Ad Imaginem Dei: The image
of man in Medieval art in W E Kleinbauer (ed): Modern Perspec-
tives in Western A rt History. New York, Rinehart & Winston,1971.

6. Cf S U Zuidema: De orde-idee in Augustinus'dialoogDe Ordine in
Philosophia Reformats, vol 28 (1963), p 1-18. In this study Prof
Zuidema contrasts Augustine's view on the theme of homo viator
with that of existentialism. For the Christian Augustine it is
important that the way of man is an ordered (and in a sense or-
dained) way, which is not the case with existentialism.

7. An interesting study in this respect is M C Smit: Cultuur en heil.
Amsterdam, 1959.

8. Cf M D Chenu: Nature, man and society in the twelfth century.
London, University of Chicago Press, 1968; p 99 et seq.

9. This, to my mind, also has implications for Reformational philo-
sophy. The analysis of H G Geertsema of Dooyeweerd's philo-
sophical conception (Philosophia Reformata, vol 35 (1970), p 23-
56, 132-155) tries to show how the problem of meaning and struc-
ture, approached with some idea of analogy, determines

Dooye-weerd's philosophy.
10. Cf M D Chenu: Op cit, p 119 et seq. See also R D Crause: Honorius

Augustudonensis: the Arts as via ad patriam in Arts liberaux et
philosophie au moyen age. Actes du quatrieme congres interna-
tional de philosophie medieval. Montreal, Institut d'études

médie-vales, 1969; p 531 et seq. I hope to return to this subject in a future
study, when research material is more easily accessible.

11. M D Chenu: Op cit, p 49 et seq, p 99 et seq. Interesting also is
P Courcelle: Die Entdeckung des christlichen Neuplatonismus in
C Andresen: Das Augustinusgespräch der Gegenwart, Köln, Wie-
nand-Verlag, 1962; p 125 et seq. Due to difficulties in obtaining
literature on Medieval philosophy in South Afirca, I am not pre-
pared to present any views on the role the Aristotelean line of
thought played in the encounter and resulting conflict between
paganism and Christianity.

12. Cf B J vander Walt: Eisegesis -exegesis, paradox and nature-
grace: methods of synthesis in medieval philosophy. Philosophia
Reformata vol 38 (1973), p 191 et seq, especially p 192 -200.

13. The Didascalicon of Hugh of St Victor; a medieval guide to the
arts. Tr from the Latin with an introd and notes by Jerome Taylor.
New York, Columbia University Press, 1961.
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14. Cf for example Honorius Augustudonensis: De animae exsilio et
patria, discussed by R D Crause: op cit Priscianus, Donatus,
Cicero, Aristotle, Boethius, Aratus, Hypocrates all stand ready to
teach this pilgrim ad patriam and to raise him to the dignified
status of the angels before he arrives at the home of the Divine
Wisdom.

15. The importance of the understanding of words is stressed by Hugh
of St Victor thus (Didascalicon V, vii): "For the Christian philo-
sopher, reading ought to be a source of encouragement, not a pre-
occupation, and to feed good desires, not to kill them." See also V,
iii: "And the divine Wisdom, which the Father has uttered out of
his heart, invisible in itself, is recognized through creatures in
them. From this is most surely gathered how profound is the
understanding to be sought in the Sacred Writings, in which we
come through the word to a concept, through the concept to a
thing, through the thing to its idea, and through the idea arrive at
the Truth." For sign, see K Kuypers: Der Zeichen- and

Wort-begriff im Denken Augustins.Amsterdam, Swets & Zeitlinger,
1934; p 77-86. The conclusion on p 86 is significant: "Die doctrina
christiana beabsichtigt eine Stellungnahme gegenüber der heid-
nische Kultur zu sein, urn das für das christliche Zusammenleben
Nützliche zu behalten, and um ihren theoretischen Gehalt, ins-
besondere aber den logisch-grammatischen and rhetorischen
Faktor von falschen Auffassungen gereinigt in der Schriftin-
terpretation, in der Verkündigung des Wortes and der christ-
lichen Apologetik zu verwenden."

16. Bernard of Clairvaux: De Gradibus Humilitatis. Prefatio. (In the
translation of G B Burch: The Steps of humility. Notre Dame
(Indiana), University of Notre Dame Press, 1963.)

17. Cf Jean le Clerq: op cit, p 39 et seq; Bernard of Clairveaux: op cit, II,

18. Jean le Clerq: op cit, p 41.
19. Cf the narrations of temptations in Helen Waddell's edition of The

desert Fathers. London, Collins, 1962.
20. Jean le Clerq: op cit; p 188.
21. Ibid, p 187 et seq.
22. See for instance B Lohse: Mönchtum and Reformation. Luthers

Auseinandersetzung mit dem Mönchsideal des Mittelalters.
Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1963; p 14-105.

23. Jean le Clerq: op cit, p 156.
24. Ibid, p 45.
25. E de Bruijne: Geschiedenis van de Aesthetica. De Middeleeuwen.

Antwerpen/Amsterdam, Standaardboekhandel, 1955; p 350-1: "As
in the 12th century the arts are distinguished from the sciences by
the fact that the sciences discover the causes of the contemplated
truth while the arts prescribe the means to realize an intended
result (based on an insight in the truth). 'Sapientia', Alexander
said, 'respicit cognitionem, ars operationem. The arts neverthe-
less presuppose a kind of knowledge: the poïesis' relies on a mind
which conceives the work to be carried out, 'ars et prospiciens'.
This kind of knowledge does not end in itself, as does contempla-
tion, but moves towards the realization of something outside of it-
self."

26. Ibid, loc cit.
27. Ibid. p 353: "Ontologically the work of art stands under the form of

nature."
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PARADIGM, SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

1 INTRODUCTION*

The subject of my contribution to the Taljaard Festschrift
í 3 focused on a cardinal aspect of the contemporary dis-

cussion in the area of theory of science, namely the rela
tionship between science and society, and in this connec-
tion especially the role ascribed by certain scholars to
paradigms in the practice of science. Because of its
bridge function, the first task will be a global getting ac-
quainted with some characteristic accents in

contempo-rary theory of science. If this is successfull, it can
hope-fully open upavenues for a view of the relationship of the
remaining two components of the above mentioned
sub-ject.

2. SOME CONTEMPORARY ACCENTS IN THEORY
OF SCIENCE

2.1. As is well known, Rationalism from Descartes to
Hegel has placed the a priori structures of knowledge in
the forefront. A unique paradigm of Rationalistic faith is
for example Kant's conviction that he can demonstrate
the possibility of synthetic judgements a priori. In the
Introduction of the Critique of Pure Reason Kant formu-
lates this as follows: "Upon such synthetic, that is,
ampliative principles, all our a priori speculative know-
ledge must ultimately rest; analytic judgments are very
important, and indeed necessary, but only for obtaining
that clearness in the concepts which is requisite for such
a sure and wide synthesis as will lead to a genuinely new
addition to all previous knowledge" 2 .

It seems to speak for itself and to pose no special prob-
lems. Yet, it contains one of the most difficult nuclear
problems of modern times, namely the problem of provi-
ding a rational for progress in human culture and
science, and specifically the relationship between the
structural given and the empirically discoverable new
data. In the thesis quoted above, Kant sees nothing less
than the main task of our pure understanding, which in
the exercise of its critical function can lead to science,
whereby transcendental philosophy as the idea of science
is the system of all principles of the pure

understand-ing³.
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Kant is concerned about more than the analytical clarity
of concept, as in the case of Descartes. He aims for a cri
tique of the understanding which (1) discovers the neces-
sary presuppositions of knowledge, (2) throws transcen-
dental light on the a priori possibility of the way of know-
ing knowables, and (3) in a truly critical manner dis-
covers the foundations for scientific points of departure
(principles), and is not merely satisfied with a dogmatic
usage'.

At least four aspects from the Kantian heritage are
important for the understanding of priorities in contem-
porary theory of science, namely (1) the relationship
between idea and reality and the founding and demarca-
tion of science, respectively "model" science, (2) the crea-
tive view of rationality, (3) the role of an a priori frame of
reference and the problem of presuppositions, and (4) the
critical possibilities of a system. Individual accents
which within the general content of rationalistic faith
receive various forms in the work of Hegel, Fichte and
others, each have their own charm, but do not touch on the
core of the actual paradigm and for the sake of limitations
of space they need not be discussed here 5. However, it
would be clarifying to mention a few developmental
moments of continuity and reaction.

2.2.1. According to Karl Marx the time for a static inter-
pretation of reality is passed. The task of philosophy is to
change reality dynamically 6 . The problem is not one of
possessing and adding to our knowledge, but one of deter-
mining how one can use one's critical insight into the pat-
terns of society to change the machinery of the various
social forms'.

The critically constructive implication of Kant's
Rationalistic system are thus specified and concretized
in terms of the factually given, existing, historically
determined forms of society. This explains the increas-
ing accent on negative dialectics within especially twen-
tieth century neo-Marxist tendencies, as for example in
the acute writings of T W Adorno 8 . The creative construc-
tive moment only plays its role behind the screens of a
mere chance of luck, as finally acknowledged by H
Marcuse. The dogmatically assured faith in progress
which was loaded with technocratic power, is thus sub-
jected to a critical devaluation.
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Z he just presented philosophical idea of practical change
also contains the roots of the contemporary fashions in
f hilosophy, such as praxeological philosophy, with
genetic situational characteristics (the changing of
tructures), relevant science (engage), and the democra-

tization of structures of society, especially the
univer-sity. The message is clear: in so far as Kant and perhaps
ill of the early modern times as such, are still important

i or today, this must be restricted to the critical Kant of the
Critique of Practical Reason. But the critique, of course,
s especially appropriated then for twentieth century

purposes and even for futurological purposes, in which
ease the Rationalistic doctrine of principles no longer
really needs to be treated.
n the second place, the following relationships in the

Theory of science become increasingly problematic: the
relationship between the logical a priori and empirical

Factuality, between formal and situationally determined
systems (including natural language), between physics
.s the model natural science and sociology as the model
human science, between exactly determinable descrip-
tive and statistically approximating probability theo-
ries.
In several respects this implied a change of accent from
science as a result with its presuppositions, to the his-
torical, anthropological, methodological and social
aspects of science.

2.2.2 A second important change of focus concerns the
struggles of especially W Dilthey, not to succumb to the
emptiness of historical relativism. In various ways,
various twentieth century scholars such as J Dewey, M
Foucault, J Habermas and J H van den Berg show us the
consequences of his innovative analysis 9. In this respect
we find that today views about the historicity of (even
scientific) ideas find broad acceptance, internally con-
nected to similar ideas about the changing character of
human nature. From the basic and fundamental changes
in nature and society, one can accordingly fathom the
basic characteristics and possibilities of science. Fas-
cinating examples of this have been given by various
scholars such as M Foucault, L Kolakowski, H G
Gadamer and P Ricoeur 10 .
Science thus does not only show characteristic signs of
its times, is not merely time related, but is in its own inner
nature a temporal phenomenon, which can only be under-
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stood from the historical determination of the social con-

text within which it plays its role. An adaptation of the
temporal character of science is thus connected to the im-
portance of science as the academic cultural labour of a
community of thinkers, which has specific consequences
for the society within which this community functions, It
is understandable that in connection with the scientific
domination of human society and with the situationisti-
cally hollowed out concept of reason, probability theory
becomes a touchy touch stone for the scientific enter-
prise.

2.2.3 In the third place, it is remarkable that Husserl —
even though in his contribution to Logos of 1910 he still
defended philosophy as rigourous science (be it the most
problematic scientific discipline) — finds the key to
philosophy in critical reflection and methodological
research". In line with this the essence of twentieth cen-
tury science is increasingly focused on the dynamics of
research. This was underscored at an early stage already,
and in a more marked way than in Husserl's case, by M
Heidegger, who illustrates this process by his method of
tracing a network of tracks in the woods ¹². The nature of
science, already concentrated in methodology in a fargo-
ing way, thus still finds a supportive relationship to the
hermeneutic paradigm, flanked here and there by dialec-
tical decorations. But the writing was already on the wall,
and the development of operational techniques as the
methodical nucleus of a wide range of sciences, makes
the message unmistakably clear. It should not surprise
us that a meta-model could develop so fast and in such a
short time. Thus, in line with the accent on critical reflec-
tion about the methodology of scientific research, there is
still the possibility of a last stronghold against a radical
technification of science. And so long as there is still the
transcending distantiation of metascience, of metatheory
and of metalanguage with respect to its subject matter,
the door is still slightly open for a higher trumpcard: a
synthesis of the twentieth century duo of, on the one side
theory of science and on the other side the empirical state
of affairs in science as it is actually given today¹³

Globaly speaking, the temporarily limited character of
science and its methodological problematics are accen-
tuated, closely related to a stronger interest in theory of
science or philosophy of science, and philosophical
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logic. Important contributions to this have been made by
a o Black, Braithwaite, Harré, Popper and Price ¹4

2.2.4 In the fourth place, especially anthropological
factors of science come to the fore in the twentieth cen-
tury, first in Europe, especially in Germany and France,
particularly through the contributions of the Philosophy
of Life, of Existentialism, and also of Existentialistically
oriented phenomenology. But in the last decade specifi-
cally also in North America ¹5 (especially now that the
analytic traditions are increasingly being accounted for
in Europe ¹ 6), probably as compensation for its own
strongly analytical and related tendencies in the past,
and perhaps also by way of giving in to a slowly increa-
sing dissatisfaction with logical positivism, which
always was and still is strong there. In this way not only a
new idea of man entered into science, but the road was
also opened for a new view of and application of thinking,
meaning and rationality, with consequences especially
for the formation of scientific theory and terminology.

2.3.1 The model for science now roughly looks as
follows: Science is essentially a communal research pro-
cess within a specifically determined social-historical
science tradition, with as its central problem the founda-
tion of publically sanctioned17 logical meaning and as its
main task the development of techniques that are metho-
dical-operational rules with practical relevance and
implications.

2.3.2 Thus, there exists a close inner relationship
between science and society. The social relatedness of the
scientist as researcher, the role and channels of commu-
nication of information, the manner and effect of making
givens, discoveries and insight public, and many other
facets of these relationships have been researched in an
intriguing manner in what is called the sociology of
science by people such as M Scheler, K Mannheim and
others. We find this uniquely represented especially in
the work of K R Merton and J Ben-David, who also deve-
loped new sociological techniques 18 . The important role
played by the research project in this respect has been
uniquely demonstrated by I Lakatos 19

Within the above framework we find brilliant critiques of
scientistic onesidedness by, e g, Apel, Habermas,
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Schulz 20 and others, as well as helpfull analyses of cer
tain epistemological facets of science and society by,
among others, Hanson (foundations and significance of
scientific discovery)²¹, Foucault (the social-intellectual
backgrounds of the scientist's attitude) 22 and Polanyi
(whose original analysis of the so called tacit dimension
especially drew a lot of attention) 2³ .

Through contributions like that, many facets of the scien-
tific enterprise are re-arranged and re-connected in new
and clarifying ways. Kuhn's contribution — through his
concept of the paradigm — to a deeper understanding of
crucial matters in the theory of science discussions and
research, vindicates his approach as sufficiently impor-
tant to take a closer look and to critically analyse its main

lines 24 .

3. THE SCIENCE IDEA OF T S KUHN

3.1. Before coming to a sketch of the main dimensions of
his theory of science, we first have to pay attention to
some facets of the development of Kuhn's views, making
use of a simplified model to approximate the intentions of
his concept of science 25 .

With the publication of his The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions 26 Kuhn received acknowledgement in many
quarters and started an important discussion in the area
of the theory and history of science. This publication
already means a definite stage in the development of his
academic training and interest, as well as in the develop-
ment of his scientific views. Later studies show further
growth and at least changes of accent.

Personal experience, of course, is not always
determini-tive as far as the nature and quality of a scientific disci-

pline are concerned. However, in the case of Kuhn
various dimensions of his own development became
motives with rich consequences for his later work. Thus,
an understanding and evaluation of his theory of science
as such can not easily be achieved without bringing these
moments of development to the fore. I limit myself to four
of these motives in his thinking 25 .

At the end of his doctoral studies in physics Kuhn had a
pedagogically stimulating shock experience: the teach-
ing of the natural sciences and the literature of which it
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made use appeared to be out of touch with the actual state
of affairs in the sciences themselves. This motivates
Kuhn to engage in a study of the nature and especially the
history of his discipline, finally slowly broadening out to
a study of the history of the natural sciences. This gives
rise to an interest in the philosophical problems of the
natural sciences, and in a way even in the philosophy of
science as such 27. This developmental background is im-
portant, because up to his latest publications, Kuhn
shows a fundamental interest in the pedagogical dimen-
sion of scientific practice, especially the training of stu-
dents to become responsible scholars. For during this
time standard examples of scientific insight and activity,
standard experiments and standard literature (texts and
textbooks) have a fundamentally moulding effect on the
scientist in training, in order to make him feel at home in
the commonly accepted hypotheses and the various
views that are held in the relevant disciplines.
This pedagogical dimension also stimulates historical
interest in Kuhn. By means of research in the history of
his discipline, of the natural sciences, and even of science
as such, he tries to gain insight into the assumptions and
preferences of scientific members of a specialty group,
doing a special piece of research. In history Kuhn also
finds the examples which he uses to demonstrate the
character and salient aspects of contemporary science in
selected facets, to start dealing with the question of scien-
tific progress and to critically test scientific traditions,
eventually replacing them with his own approach.
Historical research thus becomes a part of Kuhn's metho-
dology of science and this explains why he is more inter-
ested in the dynamic process of the growth of science than
in its products. It also explains the basis on which Kuhn,
in selecting and applying historical examples, could
show his own very interesting view of the problems and
possibilities inherent in a history of ideas, specifically of
the rise, formulation and effect of scientific ideas
throughout the centuries ²8 . This also reveals the roots of
his theory about scientific revolutions; and a bit of the
reason for the objections of relativism which has been ex-
pressed by the critiques ²9 .
A second illuminating experience was the personal con-
tact which Kuhn acquired with the way of working and
the development of thinking within the humanities. This
especially concerned problems about criteria for true
science, which not only brought new philosophical basic
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problems of the theory of science within his reach, but
also gave him an increasing and up to now permanent
interest in the social factors of science and in connection
with them the social-psychological factors. Important in
this respect are the social commitments of the pro-
fessional scientist to the group to which he belongs, and
the values which are realized in this group and which
come to light among other things in whatever such a
group is prepared to give up and whatever it feels called
to maintain. Especially psychological research can
throw light on these values, according to Kuhn.

The special combination of a fourth dimension with the
social-psychological, historical, and pedagogical factors
in Kuhn's thought, lends his idea of science a colour and
charm of its own and also allows us to decisively distin-
guish him from other eminent historians of science, espe-
cially in Europe; not merely from earlier ones such as
Duhem, with whom he shows intentional relationships
here and there beneath the surface, but also from contem-
porary ones such as E J Dijksterhuis, R Hooykaas, L W H
Hull, H F Kearney and M Foucault.

This fourth basic point of interest in Kuhn's theory of
science is the cognitive process. Just as in the case of Ein-
stein, Bohr and several other creative spirits of twentieth
century science, Kuhn also is intrigued by epistemologi-
cal problems and perspectives. But in his case we do find
a distinct focusing on two facets: (1) the relationship to
theory formation and (2) problems of formalization,
lingual formulation and communication. The
epistemological factor stimulated Kuhn in his latest
publications to outline a theory of knowledge of his own,
in which he pays particular attention to the contribution
of perception stimuli, instead of to the popular doctrine of
sense-data, which today is increasingly beingcriti-cized³0

My analysis of Kuhn's statements in his various wri-
tings confirms the impression that only the interrelated-
ness of the above mentioned four motives in his theory of
science reveals the golden thread of his view of the con-
stitutive demensions of science, as well as his intention
in motivating and defending certain priorities in scien-
tific discussions and debates. Those who neglect or mis-
interpret the mutual relationships of these four factors,
more than once either misunderstand Kuhn himself,
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leading to caricatures and onesided critical evaluations,
or land in an opportunistic favouring of one of these
themes according to one's own preference without doing
justice to the totality of Kuhn's views ³¹ .

3.2. Now I come to a discussion of some central
moments of Kuhn's theory of science. In order to try to
relate Kuhn's intentions in a just manner, I will follow
him as closely as possible in his various relevant state-
ments.

3.2.1 Kuhn's research is primarily focused on the dyna-
mic process through which scientific knowledge is ac-
quired and not so much on the logical structure of the pro-
ducts of scientific research. In this respect Kuhn is closer
to the Pragmatism of Dewey than to the Logical Posi-
tivism of Carnap 3² . According to Kuhn science comes into
existence through the activities of professional groups
that are active in a specific scientific area or in a part of it.
A basic problem of Kuhn is that of the values that hold in
such a professional group, out of which we can begin to
understand the course and the progress of science. He
himself compactly states this as follows: "Whatever
scientific progress may be, we must account for it by
examining the nature of the scientific group, discovering
what it values, what it tolerates and what it disdains" ³³ .
This kind of inquiry is the responsibility of the sociolo-
gist. More specifically, it is the responsibility of a social
psychology which has to determine, not the individual
differences in personality between scientists, but the
behaviour, activities, certainties, assumptions, etc. of
scientists as a group. The basic question they have to
answer is as follows: "How will a particular constellation
of beliefs, values and imperatives affect group beha-
viour?" ³4 .

In order to understand why scientists prefer a certain
choice or come to a certain conclusion, it is important to
get to know the underlying factors which in a case like
this direct the scientist and are codeterminative for his
decision. In my opinion, Kuhn was right to direct our
attention to a fact like the variability of evaluation in this
case, in which we find differences in application of
values. He also rightly directed our attention to the fact
that choice with respect to a theory can not be made
merely on the basis of logical grounds. Of course, this
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does not imply that such a process is therefore simply
irrational. That kind of primitive Irrationalism is not
Kuhn's view. But it is true that his analysis of the basis on
which the choices are made, is not everywhere equally
incisive ³5

In any case it is clear that the training and forming of
scientists to become specialists related to a specific
group, will have an important effect on their common
assumptions and decisions. This particular point of con-
centration, as it appears to me, sends Kuhn in a different
direction from, for example, Radnitzky, who looks for the
key to the theory of science in the direction of an anthro-
pologically founded ethics of science³6. This state of
affairs safeguards Kuhn's intentions from mob psycho-
logy 37. However, since the scientific group becomes the
final court of appeal in Kuhn's view, and since this group
has the final decision about what will be characterised as
scientific, we do have to face the question whether we are
not confronted here by the social rule of an elite. If the
objection of subjectivism is too strong for Kuhn, we still
need to ask whether certain tendencies of social subjec-
tivization do not begin to colour his science ³8 .

We probably find the key in Kuhn's view of two central
concepts, namely those of "constellation" (of all kinds of
factors, such as beliefs, values, and techniques) and of
"value system". The inner relationship of these eluci-
dates Kuhn's idea of paradigm. Before we can evaluate
this, we first have to say a bit more about Kuhn's view of
science in development.

3.2.2 In designing his theory of science from the deve-
loping nature of science, Kuhn joins the historiographi-
cal revolution in the study of science, which posed new
kinds of questions and developed new kinds of research
and which does not merely follow cumulative develop-
ment lines for science. In this way, according to Kuhn, a
new view of science develops ³9. His analysis of this
shows the following directives 40 :

Science is a dynamic, evolutionary process, but not
simply because of progressive additions of individual
discoveries, as has been thought for centuries.
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Science is developed with the help of antiquated theories.
The latter are not in principle unscientific, but simply
incompatible with theories that are now entertained. So,
even antiquated theories remain important for the pre-
sent state of affairs in science, and especially are they
necessary for historical research. In the second place, not
only is the chronological difference between less and
more developed theories important, but also the irre-
versible unidirectional progress of science, because of
which contemporary theories were not possible a thou-
sand years ago and theories of long ago do not fit in the
contemporary situation. Important as well is Kuhn's in-
sight into the mutually comparable but unbridgeable
differences between theories, something like a typology
of scientific theories.
Methodical directives are insufficient to dictate a unique
and content-rich conclusion for many kinds of scientific
questions. From this it appears that Kuhn does not sub-
scribe to the late Rationalistic faith in method as the most
important factor :in science. Other and different factors,
according to him, also play a role in the practice of
science. An example would be that there is no neutral
algorithm for theory choice.

The distinguishing factor of various schools is not
methodical failure, because every school is scientific.
Rather, the distinguishing factor is the fact that each
school in its view of the world and in its practice of
science holds a view which is incomparable. In certain
respects this brings about partial communication. Some-
times a "Gestalt" switch is needed to notice the merits of
another view. Neutrality in science is untenable, both in
the sense of irrelevance (the role of the viewer who objec-
tively registers facts from a distance), and in the sense of
the value free immunization against theories containing
interpretations and world views. There is no pure
language of observation. Neutral and objective reports
about givens are therefore impossible.
Tradition plays an important and essential role in the
development of science. However, decisive for the under-
standing of the development of science is not the conti-
nuity of the tradition as that is expressed in the conti-
nuity of normal science, but the revolutionary process
whereby an old theory is rejected and replaced by a new
one which is irreconcilable with it. This implies a break, a
leap and a reorientation. Also in this respect Kuhn is
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truly a son of the twentieth century, a critical opponent of
nineteenth century late Rationalistic ideas of continuity
of growth, of scientific development on the pattern of the
gradual appearance of the contours of a map of the world
as our knowledge of facts increases.

3.2.3 One point at which Kuhn's views of `science in
development' appears to be especially important, is in
his view about ordinary and extraordinary science. It
appears to me that the following are the most important

dimensions 40 :

Scientists are trained for an art, for experienced and
competent work in ordinary, normal, prevalent science;
that is, research on the trusted basis of certain scientific
achievements which are acknowledged by a specific
scientific community as basis for scientific practice. In
this respect standard textbooks (popular since the nine-
teenth century) or also classical works of great scientists
can play a special role.

`Normal science' or `normal research' is practised within
a developed, realised, truly scientific discipline, that is
one in the case of which the change-over from a proto-
science to a true science has been achieved, and where
there is no longer a concentration on weak areas, on their
elimination with the help of alternative theories.

When research in a certain area has matured, the disci-
pline in question has theories and techniques which
answer to the following requirements:

(1) On the basis of a field demarcation criterion we can
say that a specific area of research is a potential
science, only if for a specific group of natural pheno-
mena we find concrete predictions from the practice
within this specific field.

(2) Prediction successes concerning any sub class of
phenomena have to be achieved consistently (com-
pare the difference between Ptolemaic astronomy
and astrology).

(3) Prediction techniques must be rooted in a theory
which serves as their foundation, which explains
their limited success and which suggests manners
in which improvements in precision and reach can
be achieved.
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(4) Improvement in prediction techniques has to be a
task with a challenge, which requires a high mea-
sure of talent and dedication.

In such a phase scientists no longer need to copy what
came before. They can now dedicate their energy to the
basic task of normal science, i.e., the solving of puzzles as
a challenge to their ingenuity; and with respect to them:

(1) Try to expand the area of relevance and precision of
existing experiments and theories.

(2) Improve the congruence between them.
(3) Try to get rid of conflicts between the various theo-

ries in use.
(4) Eliminate collisions when a single theory is used in

different applications.

Scientists working in a mature scientific discipline are
controlled by a strong network of group commitments of
a conceptual-theoretical, instrumental and methodolo-
gical nature. In short, they are controlled by the central
role of a communal paradigm.

With the help of such a paradigm the scientist forces
nature into the preformed and relatively unpliable box
which the paradigm is. Normal science is not after new
phenomena, i.e. the discovery of new phenomena: often
those that do not fit into the box, are not even noticed. And,
secondly, it is not after conceptual novelties either: ordi-
narily scientists don't go for designing new theories, and
at times they are even intolerant toward theories
designed by others.

Ordinary science does require the solution of all kinds of
complex instrumental, conceptual and mathematical
puzzles, which are a special category of problems
demanding ingenuity and ability in their solution. It also
requires solutions which are (1) limited in nature by rules
and (2) determinative for the steps of the solution. I think
that here we have an important but not completely clear
dimension of Kuhn's views. About what kind of rules is
he talking here? According to Kuhn he means an esta-
blished point of view, or formulated differently, a precon-
ception. This is a commitment coming to expression in
laws and theories. How this happens, is not concretely
explained by Kuhn in detail, as far as I can see.
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An important point in connection with ordinary scien-
tific activity is, further, that the problems of paradigm
articulation are both theoretical and experimental (there-
fore also practical). With this Kuhn destroys yet another
one of the sanctified glasshouses of Positivism. Theory
and experiment are mutually so related that one of them
cannot be handled without the other, according to Kuhn.

In summary, the literature of normal science consists of
three groups of problems:

(1) The determination of significant facts.
(2) The relating of theories and facts to one another.
(3) Articulation and precision of a theory.

Within the free play range of ordinary science, the scien-
tist is sometimes confronted with the problem that some-
thing is not quite right, that something is wrong in the
sense that it deviates from the assumed practices and
group commitments. When this develops into a crisis (the
arbitrary element in the paradigm assures that new theo-
ries cannot be suppressed too long), there is occasion for
a scientific revolution, which through a change and adap-
tation to the accepted paradigm normalizes the disturbed
situation and so the anomaly becomes the expected and
accepted thing. This process begins with the loss of rele-
vance of the paradigm and the looser application of the
rules of ordinary research. This requires the discovery of
new facts and/or the design of a new theory. This means
that the scientist must learn to see nature in a new way,
which is more than an additional adaptation of a theory.
In reality this means a change in paradigm. A scientific
revolution is at bottom a consequential change in world
view.

From the above it is clear that the relation of ordinary and
extraordinary science becomes critical in the role of the
paradigm. We will have to briefly try to follow the course
of Kuhn's thoughts regarding this central concept in his
idea of science.

3.3. The paradigm puzzle in the views of Kuhn

3.3.1 Even though the concept of the paradigm is not
new in philosophy, since for example after Plato Wittgen-
stein has accounted for it in our century, Kuhn's handling
of the concept of the paradigm is not in the least tradi-
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tional and also very complicated, including a number of
changes in accentuation as time goes on. Let us start with
a simplified sketch of the most important aspects of
Kuhn's view of the paradigm".

Exemplary scientific achievements which are so unique,
that they are able to attract an established group of scho-
lars that have been practising competitive ways of scien-
tific practice, but that as achievements are still suffi-
ciently pliable to leave all sorts of problems open for
solution by that group of scientists, can according to
Kuhn be characterised as a paradigm.

Such a paradigm can be isolated in a generally acknow-
ledged scientific achievement which for some time offers
model problems and solutions to a group of scientists and
which especially comes to expression in selected exam-
ples that are typical for knowledge and insight in a spe-
cific area. On the other hand, it does make the scientist
blind for phenomena which do not fit in this particular
box, and in this way it does suppress on a certain level
and for a certain time the possibility of seeing and dis-
covering new things.

Thanks to the just described role of the paradigm there
develops a coherent research tradition, which Kuhn calls
normal science. The presence of a paradigm is therefore a
sign of full maturity in the development of a certain
scientific area.
A paradigm prepares the student for participation in a
special scientific community and it moulds him in this
fashion. Such a paradigm also ties scientific research to
common rules and standards for scientific practice. Para-
digm as a professional, perhaps even methaphysical or
pseudo-methaphysical commitment, precedes and is
more comprehensive than the concepts, laws, theories
and points of view which are abstracted from it. Conse-
quently, differing insights in formulating and viewing
the paradigm itself may emerge occasionally.
This implies an implicit possession of mutually related
theories and methodological assumptions, which make
selection, evaluation and criticism possible. As such this
sometimes creates the impression of a basic pattern (in
the sense of) on which the scientist models his theories or
other work. To put it differently, it directs research with
the help of (1) models and (2) abstract rules.
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The paradigm has a cognitive and a normative function,
i.e., it also has a regulative function with respect to the
`normal' practice of science.

Because of its foundational character, a paradigm always
plays a circular role in a debate, that is, it justifies itself.
A paradigm cannot be corrected through science and is
not capable of testing, and as a result competition be-
tween paradigms cannot be resolved by proofs. Rather,
this requires convincing or otherwise, as Kuhn saw later
and made clear, there is only the other alternative of
translating the one paradigm into the other.

Repeated failure of the normal scientific tradition to
solve a problem or anomaly, gives rise to a tradition-
breaking addition to normal scientific activity, which in
cases of crisis leads to a scientific revolution, that is to a
paradigm shift. Such a paradigm adjustment means a
new "unified" total vision, resulting in a changed image
of science and changed data, necessitating a redefinition
of a specific scientific area. Moreover, it is basically a
conversion to a new attitude and view. Actually, it is a
decision based on faith and thus a decisive choice which
is not neutral.

3.3.2 From the above it is clear that Kuhn uses the term
paradigm in a global, totalitarian, comprehensive, basic,
and principial sense, whereby all four basic motives of
his thinking manifest themselves coherently. On the
basis of various criticisms of the first edition of The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, and especially on the
basis of the clarifying textual analysis of Masterman,
Kuhn now holds a viewpoint which shows some more
nuance. For the sake of clarity let us for the remainder
speak about Kuhn (2) over against Kuhn (1) 42. On the
basis of text research Masterman has come to the conclu-
sion that Kuhn's use of the term paradigm falls into main-
ly three groups, namely

(1) Metaphysical or metaparadigms,
(2) sociological paradigms and
(3) artefact paradigms or construct paradigms 43 .

An interesting result of her research is for example that
(1) and (2) is broader, but (3) to the contrary narrower than
a theory.
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The above leads Kuhn (2) to acknowledge the validity of a
distinction between (1) a disciplinary matrix (the sociolo-
gical paradigm according to Masterman's

characteriza-tion) and (2) an exemplary or better: a problem-solving
paradigm. The question is, whether the method of divide
Ind rule really solves the problem. It is clear that Kuhn
:2) still remains open for the four basic motives of his
thought that we mentioned, even though he gives them a
lifferent foundation and articulation than he used to. It is
remarkable, however, that the power of these motives

pecomes controlled and that the output has to be channel-
led anew. By means of a sketch I will simply indicate a

lumber of aspects.

the social motive allows Kuhn, just as before, to put full
stress on the scientific community, with its social com-
mitments, Paradigms are held in common by members of
a scientific group. The reverse of this is that having such
a paradigm makes it possible that otherwise very differ-
ent people can nevertheless constitute one scientific
community. By way of empirical generalizations, Kuhn
(2) subscribes to this criterium for science as group acti-
vity, but he rejects the idea that the criterium can have the
status of definition and thus he kills in the bud the circu-
lar question which is constitutive with respect to the
other case. I think that two reasons can be given for this.

One of them is that the historical motive requires that the
concrete and actual growth and existence of scientific
groups has to be the point of departure (and not a general
logical definition which is based on a logical reconstruc-
tion that argues past historical differences and uses the
presupposed mode]. of a unifying science). In addition, it
appears that the phenomenon "scientific group" cannot
be easily delimited by means of a 'one-one' identification
with the object of research as such. As it is this requires
closer research of sub-groups and their actual scientific
activity.

In this way Kuhn's intellectual struggle with the problem
of science shows a noteworthy and very clarifying deve-
lopment. Logical Positivism has simplified the complex
nature of science with the idea of a unification of science,
having physicalism as its basic denominator. This
rigorous idea of science surely cannot do justice to the
unity and diversity of the scientific enterprise". Kuhn
has attempted to stem this tide, among other things
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because of pressures of his second illuminating
experi-ence about the way things work in the social sciences, and

thus he has socialized the scientific process in a far-
going way. Nevertheless, Kuhn himself originally did
take his departure from a too simple model of science, and
his continued thinking about the commitments of a
scientific group as well as about the "community struc-
ture of science" as a specific criterion of science, forced
him to acknowledge and honour this complexity in an in-
creasingly strong way. He achieved this among other
things by pulling the most far-going scientific speciliza-
tions within his range. The correct distinction between
more and less comprehensive groups does not, however,
suffice for founding disciplinary differences as such. And
so the question arises whether analogous to the differ-
ence between types, sub-types and sub-sub-types, we also
will need to acknowledge a family of sub-paradigms as a
partial demarcation criterion. The consequences of this
with respect to the decision about the nature of what is as
such scientific, present the following problem: shall we
have to determine basic agreements between sub-sub-
cases in line with the specified social structure of
science?

In the second place Kuhn came to see that joining a para-
digm to a schoolless, basically agreeing, mature, normal
science does not entirely do justice to the historic motive.
For even in the so-called pre-paradigm phase the mem-
bers of such a community still do show indications of a
paradigm. In other words, scientific communities always
and everywhere exhibit definite commitments, though
not always in the same way. Therefore, the paradigm can
not be used as a demarcation criterion for genuine
science by reduction to the developmental facet of actual
science. The consequences of this change in accent are
important. For it means that the historical motive now
takes its toll. At bottom this change with respect to the
demarcation criterion for science shows in principle that
the question "what is science?" cannot be decided with
the help of the question "how does science develop?";
even though the answer to the latter does give some direc-
tion for detecting, understanding, and evaluating the
basic characteristics of science and of being scientific.
Here we have the important (cultural and historical)
philosophical problem of the "lessons of the past".
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t also means that Kuhn(2) cannot continue to stand
behind his analysis of conversion as a gestalt switch in
which case convincing is the basic procedure. Rather,
relativizing the difference between pre-normal, normal,

And post-normal science, he is now duty bound to give a
stronger accentuation to the nature and manner of

sym-bolic translation into another viewpoint (i e another set of
commitments in peculiar and distinctive
interrela-tedness and coherence). An intrinsically more important
role is now also assigned to the social function of
sym-bolic .communication (with the help of the lingual
struc-ture as the combining factor of a scientific community)45 .

Phis does mean that the incommensurability status
becomes problematic46

-Stronger than before, Kuhn now accentuates and
ana-lyses the social lingual communication factor next to the

social psychical one as the common factor of a scientific
community. In order to honour the logical distinction of

main and sub-groups within a scientific "family", on the
oasis of empirically observable givens of a variety of
specialization, (presenting us with the problems of
communication across group boundaries), Kuhn (2) now
introduces the term disciplinary matrix. "Disciplinary"
refers to the communal possession of the practitioners of
a professional discipline, and "matrix" explains the
orderly composition of the discipline out of various ele-
ments 47 .

This does not mean that the pedagogical motive is
doomed to silence. According both to Kuhn (1) and (2), a
scientific specialty group is held together by common
elements in training and education, with responsibility
for jointly serving a set of shared purposes (including the
professional moulding of successors), with a largely
common foundation in literature and its interpretation,
and with a relatively rich basis for mutual agreement and
for communication possibilities. However, Kuhn(2)
joins the epistemological motive in a peculiar manner
with the pedagogical one. Apart from his view on "osten-
sion as a pedagogic tool", Kuhn also points out that
within a specific discipline the scientific group jointly,
that is unanimously, and with general agreement,
accepts the meaning of illuminating exa:mples: examples
which in fact initiate the young scientist into the impor-
tant commitments of the group. In other words these
examples are part of the central cognitive possessions of
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the group. For both Kuhn(1) and (2) it is essential that we
acknowledge that such exemplars have cognitive func-
tions which preceed the specification of criteria with res-
pect to which they are paradigmatic or exemplary. That
is, Kuhn(2) puts special value on assuring the integrity of
the cognitive process as the basis for an adequate recon-
struction of scientific knowledge. This implies that the
empirical content of theories must be admitted from
above and from below and must not be limited in a priori
fashion by a formal definition. This also implies, with
respect to the assimilation and storing of knowledge, the
role of epistemological similarities that may not be hand-
ed over to logical rigour (of e g definitions), and it im-
plies as well the relationships between nature, stimuli,
perception and theory.

The problem of epistemological similarities forces Kuhn
to work out his own theory of knowledge in more detail,
requiring special attention to the problem of perception,
in connection with stimuli on the one hand, and theory
formation on the other. Three factors play a very large
role in Kuhn's theory of knowledge: the possibility of
simulating stimuli through a computer (thereby render-
ing a technical analogy); an ontological factor in the role
of a kind of adapted Aristotelian class doctrine and
classification theory (once again and in a new way
making the question of nature important, among others
with respect to an appeal to evidence); and a pedagogical
factor (the `Johny example' gives a privileged status to
the learning process and draws problems of the theory of
knowledge within the lingual-symbolic framework of the
learning of names for distinctions) 48 .

The additional material and specification Kuhn fur-
nishes regarding details of his theory of knowledge
brings us, at least from the viewpoint of the philosopher's
interest, to the crown of Kuhn's science problematics.
Now the highest time has come to ask ourselves what has
become of the former significance of the paradigm, the so
called metaphysical paradigm. The solution of this
puzzle in the thinking of both Kuhn(1) and (2) produces
disillusionment and offers a benevolent consolation to
the philosopher specialist (with apologies to Feyera-
bend!).

The disillusioning aspect is that Kuhn(2) no longer con-
siders the term paradigm suitable as such to indicate the
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common factor of a scientific community: scientific
communities are indeed the "producers and validators of
scientific knowledge" and seen in this way the current
opinion is that in a scientific community the thing held in
common specifically is a theory, and not a paradigm in
the sense of "the entire constellation of beliefs, values,
techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given
community". In view of the fact, however, that the term
theory is usually employed in a restrictive manner,
Kuhn(2) now introduces the term disciplinary matrix in
its stead.
The disillusioning aspect is that Kuhn(2) no longer con-
siders the term paradigm suitable as such to indicate the
common factor of a scientific community: scientific
communities are indeed the "producers and validators of
scientific knowledge'" and seen in this way the current
opinion is that in a scientific community the thing held in
common specifically is a theory, and not a paradigm in
the sense of "the entire constellation of beliefs, values,
techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given
community". In view of the fact, however, that the term
theory is usually employed in a restrictive manner,
Kuhn(2) now introduces the term disciplinary matrix in
its stead.

The consolation is that Kuhn(2) emphasises that "a para-
digm governs ... not the subject matter but rather a group
of practitioners" 49. Not only because the social factor is
now given certain :limitations with respect to the decision
what shall properly be called a science, but also because
in this way "nature" does still get priority with respect to
the cardinal problem of idea and reality 50. Or, at any rate,
nature (or whatever term Kuhn may use for this) is at
least not made completely dependent with respect to the
role of intellectual commitments, as the latter play a role
in the hermeneutical problem. In this way the philoso-
pher still does receive some room to breathe. For the dis-
ciplinary matrix contains a o (1) symbolic generaliza-
tions; (2) shared commitments (the so called metaphysi-
cal paradigms) which Kuhn now concretizes as models
that supply the group with analogies and metaphors, and
help them to determine what can be accepted as explana-
tion and as puzzle solution, leading to an entire spectrum
from heuristic to ontological; (3) values (e g of simplicity,
consistency, probability, etc) which are usually shared
on a broader basis than the just mentioned two factors by
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scientists, and can be viewed as determining factors with
respect to prediction and evaluation of theories; and
which are also applied in individually differing ways,
though still remaining important determining factors of
group behaviour; and (4) (illuminative) examples 5¹

In especially the above mentioned (2) and (3) something
remains of the global, perspectival, rather syntactical
than semantical meaning of paradigm which made the
views of Kuhn(1) so intriguing and which stimulated
such a wide discussion. The final results of Kuhn's
matured views are not merely "hum drum sociological
points of information that have been known long
before". However, it is only "something" that remains:
just as in the case of the reactionary Ayer in former times,
Kuhn(1) makes a greater impression because of the
philosophical method which shows considerable power,
dares to take risks, and approaches the extreme limits of
a wide perspective. Even though the polemical value of a
viewpoint in which Kuhn clearly stuck out his neck has
been devaluated, it can nevertheless be said, I think, that
Kuhn(2) comes closer to a more powerful insight into and
ordering of factors of the theory of science, including
basic philosophical problems 52. Thus, Kuhn(2) still holds
on to the possibility of viewing the world totally differ-
ently from two points of view. But he accounts for this by
means of the epistemological dimension of stimuli. At
this point I believe that the ontological limit of the spec-
trum of commitments and the role of nature with respect
to stimuli, certainly needs to be worked out further and to
be clarified: computer simulation of stimuli is an impor-
tant experiment, but at the same time, this facet of the
neural factor is the most obvious and simple analogy and
not all that there are to an adequate epistemology. This
also is true for the role of values in science, that is to say
the normative problematics of the structure of science,
which Kuhn, still bound to tradition, only hesitantly
begins to treat.

Indeed, (2) and (3) mentioned above do contain some
philosophical consolation, though unfortunately no
more than this: not all scientists according to Kuhn are
committed in this way! These components of the discipli-
nary matrix also contain promise of intellectual sur-
prises when further worked out, especially if Kuhn would
do a little sharpening up of his theory of knowledge.
Kuhn(1) and (2) are of course not totally different persons.
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Kuhn remains faithful to himself in his basic intentions,
even though the continuity of his thought from time to
time brings along different and sometimes new accents,
insights and intuitions. It seems that this is possible
thanks to Kuhn's brilliant handling and application of
the four motives of his thinking which we have men-
tioned above, according to the need and necessity of the
moment.

4. Finally, some remarks about the significance of
Kuhn's theory of science. In my opinion Kuhn correctly
emphasized the more or less dogmatic, uncritical attitude
of the average scientist busy with research on scientific
problems or rather puzzles and their solutions.
"Uncritical", not in the sense of uncritical handling of
scientific tools, methods, research, discussion, etc., but in
the sense of (usually unconsciously) lacking critique
with respect to one's own point of departure and one's
own motives (the "values" used within a certain
scientific community). I believe that factually speaking
and broadly speaking this is correct: `dogmatic' under-
girds `critical'. Whether this is so as a, result of certain
philosophical influences which worked through specific
science traditions, and what these would be, is another
question, which can not now be discussed. In the above
sketched view it seems then that factually Kuhn is closer
to the truth than Popper, with his view of truly normal
science as basically critical and always looking for
instances which can falsify the results and hypotheses
that are current, thus viewing the scientific community
as a thoroughly open and undogmatic community. I
should add, of course, that what I have just said holds just
in case Popper's critical attitude is more than a merely
methodological-instrumental approach. Of course, in
addition to many valuable insights, Popper also in this
respect does have a contribution to make, especially in so
far as his view indicates the ideal which the practice of
science ought to approach, namely a rigorous testing of
one's own hypotheses, to see whether they can be main-
tained, and a continual investigation into the question as
to whether the accepted results and theories are critically
up to date.

However, in the final analysis this ideal is not co-exten-
sive with the reality of scientific practice 53 . The apparent
reason for this is important. "Normal science", that is to
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say the everyday practice of science within scientific dis-
ciplines, has developed into a specialistic treatment of
the details of a certain discipline. Consequently, the
critical attitude that should have begun to investigate
and question philosophical bases, have been in the deep
freeze for many decades. Thus, we were no longer suffi-
ciently pliable to reflect on our own assumptions and pre-
suppositions of accepted theories, hypotheses and
axioms. Of course, not every specialist needs to strive for
the ideal to become or try to be a philosopher. But it would
be to his own detriment if he lost the road towards broad
contextual relationships, philosophical basic questions
and the central theory of science which directs and guides
his thought. In the same way, a dilemma would appear if
the philosopher would shrink back from detailed
problem research which would ultimately, and often very
soon already, land him in speculation and metaphysical
dream castles. Not only what is called "Critical Theory",
but also the intense interest in metascientific problems in
the recent past, is proof for the fact that we face a serious
problem here, but also for the fact that there is a tendency
in the right direction even if it is still a bit too safe and
even if some of the central problems are still passed by.

Kuhn has emphasized the need for new theories with
their paradigmatic consequences, in order to do justice to
the facts and to the state of affairs in a scientific area, and
he has also emphasized the significance of extra-ordi-
nary inquiries into science in response to anomalies.
This is a valuable dimension of his work. But the ques-
tion remains whether Kuhn's solution is sufficiently
radical. Both Kuhn and Popper react to the presupposi-
tions of Positivism, especially Logical Positivism, and
they offer important new points of view. However,
Kuhn's medicine is partially neutralized and made in-
effective by his presently somewhat relativized division
of science into dogmatically normal and critically extra-
ordinary science 54. The right perspective seems to me to
be that the practice of science must actually always
strive after an ideal, even though it is not always realized
because our subjective behaviour and norms are not iden-
tical. But the norm does require that the scientist in the
work of his research program, in looking for new facts, in
solving problems and puzzles, in viewing relationships,
etc., will at least try to become and remain critically con-
scious of his own viewpoint, of his own presuppositions
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and the implications of his theory or theories, and that he
will fairly compare his own with those of others. This
means that every scientist, also the philosophical spe-
cialist, will force himself from time to time to look over
his own shoulder in order to gain a reflective view of his
own foundations and basic motives. This need not always
necessarily lead to their rejection, not even to their adap-
tation and correction, but it will always lead to a check-up
as to whether or not the safety plugs are still functioning
purposively or whether they have already become anti-
quated or have been connected to a current that is no
longer able to carry the load. Furthermore, in this way it
will be easier to X-ray any cracks in the wall of preferred
theories, and progress of science can continually be help-
ed by timely remedies, which are better than letting
things go until a crisis or a shock adaptation, i e a revolu-
tion, is unavoidable. The latter could easily happen sim-
ply because the necessary philosophical interest and the
ability to critically test one's own views are often not
thought to be inherent dimensions of the normal practice
of science, as a result of an inadequate view of norma-
tivity and the factually given.

Kuhn has given us useful analyses about the community
structure of science. Kuhn has also pointed out in his ana-
lyses that the ablest scientists are often members of more
than one sub group. However, he has not properly seen
the manner in which the activities of every sub or sub-sub
group affect one another. In his theory of the structures of
society, J A L Taljaard has used the Biblical image of the
"bread and grain kernels" as a methodological direc-
tive55, with striking ontological implications.

Of course, an image like that has its limits of application.
If used critically, it seems to me, however, that it would be
a serviceable indicator of the road we have to go in our
contemporary social theories and specifically in our
view of the structures of society, within which our
Christian scientific studies must flourish. The mixing,
the quality and the processing of the grain kernels will
indeed determine what the bread is going to look like as
far as the subjective and inherent commitments are con-
cerned. It is clear that the artificial walls that have been
erected especially by the Positivistic tradition will have
to crack up. The progress of science, even the possibility
of progress, will depend on whether scientific groups
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from various disciplines amongst one another, and the
scientific community (scientistically and technologi-
cally controlled as it is 56) together with the other commu-
nities in our society, will in a truly critical but also in-
tellectually constructive fashion accept their mutually
differentiated tasks. These tasks, of course, do not only
concern the control of nature, but also the deployment
and its care as God's creation. And these tasks will have
to be accepted, not by running away with the facts, but by
attempting to understand their meaning in a normative
(different from, but inclusive of descriptive!) manner 57 .
The struggle of science theoreticians such as Kuhn (and
here and there also the derailments) seem to be espe-
cially instructive for acquiring insight into the com-
plexity of this kind of problematics 58 .
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with the tag 'Idealismr — we now find Kuhn(2) close to an (episte-
mological) Empiricism, and here and there in the vicinity of some
pure bred Positivists.

49 TSOSR, 180.
50 Cf my exposition above, p 334, on the `Kantian heritager. It is

important to note that this notorious issue in Idealism turns up in
20th century outfit not only with regard to the hermeneutic prob-
lem but also in the role accorded to 'modelr (cf, e g, I Lakatos,
"Falsification and the Methodology of scientific research pro-
grams" in CATGOK, 135: "models simulating reality"), analogy,
resemblance, etc, — 'structure' often replacing .system' (in its
Early Modern connotation) and rsystem' becoming a technical
artefact.

51 	 Cf TSOSR, 182-187.
52 	 Facets of science like, e g, analogy, metaphor, lingual identifica-

tion, meaning-determiners, data, the mapping and comparison of
theories, "intellectual frameworks" and beliefs, scientific com-
mitments and the internal and external relations of science, etc.
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This is an important task also confronting scientists with Chris-
tian religious commitments, a task that is just beginning to bear
its first fruits in (Calvinistic) Christian scientific studies.

53 Margaret Masterm an, "The nature of aparadigm" in CA TGOK, 60
takes this for granted too easily, as it seems to me. Both Kuhn and
Popper have underscored real characteristics of science, but one-
sidedly; in this respect their polemics mean a valuable correction
of each other. Both get stuck, though, as it seems, in subjective
(group) attitudes and values (Kuhn) or ideals (Popper). Lakatos,
op cit, 138 (footnote 52 above) has stated correctly, I think: ".
history of science, without philosophy of science is blind"; but I
may perhaps add: and philosophy of science without a normative
philosophical basic idea (or hermeneutic key and, pace Lakatos,
not merely a heuristic study) is blind, in any case colour-blind.

54 It may be true, generally speaking, that "... only when they must
choose between competing theories do scientists behave like
philosophers" (Kuhn, "Logic of discovery or psychology of re-
search?" in CATGOK, 7). But I think Kuhn should look into the
matter in detail why that happens usually only in times of crisis
and should present us with the reasons and directing factors bear-

ing on this fact. We here tou ch, SO it seems, on Kuhn's blind spot as

far as the Positivistic tradition is concerned: clumsiness as
regards the normative problematics on the one hand, and an
inadequate perspective on the history of philosophy on the other
hand. I suggest that the role of competing theories is more impor-
tant and also not quite what Kuhn would let us believe.

55 J A L TALJAARD, "Graankorrel en brood: Gedagtes oor 'n Skrif-
matige Samelewingsleer met besondere aandag aan die Staat",
Perspektief (Potchefstroom) 10 (2&3) Sept 1971, 92-108.

56 Cf, e g, ELLUL, J, The technological Society; trans] from the
French by J Wilkinson, with an Introd by R K Merton. London,
Cape, 1965; JASPERS, K,Vom Ursprung and Ziel der Geschichte.
Frankfurt, Fischer, 1957, 81 sqq & SCHULZ, W, Philosophie in der
veränderten Welt. Pfullingen, Neske, 1974, 12 sqq.

57. This means inter alia getting rid of "creative reason theories" (in
either Rationalistic or Irrationalistic garb) and constructing
really human "active intellect theories" in stead (cf above, p 329,
(2 )).

58 Instructive, e g, Kuhn's research on the complexity of (scientific
discovery, c f e g, already his "Historical Structure of Scientific
Discovery", Science, 136, No 3518, June 1962, 760-764.
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THE UNRULY HORSE

REFLECTIONS ON THE RULE OF LAW

"The truth is that the rule of
law is apt to be an unruly horse
... If analysis is attempted it is
found that the idea includes no-
tions which are essentially
imprecise."

(Sir Ivor Jennings: The law
and the constitution 60)

Critics often say that certain aspects of South African
law or of the South African societal structure constitute
infringements of the rule of law. One is left by these
critics with a general notion that the rule of law is some
sort of Sollensprinzip applying to positive law, i e a cri-
terion for the evaluation of legal rules and systems, and
that mainly those measures which are being employed in
South Africa to substantiate the policy of separate deve-
lopment in the field of race relations and most of the pro-
visions for safeguarding state security are in conflict
with its principles. As such this mystical concept is
being used to bring the basic structure of the South Afri-
can way of living into disrepute; and the urgency of the
situation necessitates all who are compelled to plan their
future in our sub-continent to take careful note of its exact
meaning, function and contents. A philosophical survey
of contemporary society within the context of the South
African situation will therefore be incomplete if it were to
omit an analysis of the rule of law.

The mysteries of the rule of law have intrigued lawyers
and philosophers for almost a hundred years. Their ob-
servations led Sir Ivor Jennings to compare the rule of
law with an unruly horse. The truth is, however, that the
rule of law resembles a chameleon rather than a horse.
For if analysis is attempted it will be found that the idea
takes on different shades of meaning to satisfy the subjec-
tive prejudices of its interpreters or to cope with a variety
of quite irreconcilable situations. Needless to say, such
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I luctuations of meaning are detrimental to the very idea
and true relevancy of a basic rule (or basic rules) of law.

n the present context I plan to add my own observations
regarding the rule of law to the many other attempts
'which have been made to bridle the unruly horse. In doing
:;o I will bear in mind the relevancy which such a concept
nay have in view of the South African societal structure.
And in dealing with other expositions of the rule of law, I
can understandably only refer to a few of the most
impor-tant interpretations.

DICEY AND THE RULE OF LAW

The term "rule of law" was introduced and originally
defined by A V Dicey during the second half of the last
century to denote the fundamental principles of British
constitutional law; and, as pointed out by D C M Yardley,

"... any modern discussion of the subject must begin with
the theory of Professor A V Dicey ...,"¹) because,
although the meaning of "rule of law" has undergone
many changes since Dicey, "... the influence of Dicey
remains a real force.")

Dicey understood the rule of law to mean the "supremacy
of law." ³ ) This idea, which implies basically that both the
subordinates and the government of a state are subject to
the law, includes three principles: firstly, that transgres-
sions of the law are to be established in accordance with
;he law in the ordinary legal manner and before the regu-
lar courts and that persons in authority are therefore not
to be endowed with arbitrary, prerogative or discretion-
ary powers; secondly, that no person is to be above the
law and that all persons are therefore entitled to be
treated as equals before the law; and thirdly, that consti-
tutional rights of the subjects are to be determined in the
ordinary course of justice and that no special signifi-
cance is to be attached to constitutional law. 4 )

The whole trend of Dicey's exposition of the rule of law
made it quite clear that he was only concerned with basic
principles of specifically English law. In its original
form the rule of law was never intended to reflect the
meaning-kernel or essential characteristics of the law as
such; nor was it meant to portray ideal principles of what
the law in general ought to be. Although Dicey himself
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obviously preferred the typical British principles of the
rule of law to the corresponding constitutional rules of
certain other systems, he never professed those prin-
ciples to be anything but 19th century empirical rules of
the English law.

This must be borne in mind when one judges Dicey's
critics. The criticism of Hood Phillips, that the rule of law
as expounded by Dicey did not coincide with the British
concept of parliamentary supremacy, is for that reason
unjustifiable. 5) This critique presupposes that the rule of
law was meant to operate as a fundamental principle of
all law or of all English law, because only in that sense
can it be said to contradict the idea that parliament can
abolish or amend all laws (including the principles of the
rule of law) by reason of its sovereign supremacy. 6) Hood
Phillips' description of the rule of law as "a rule of

poli-tics"7) was also beside the mark, because, as was pointed
out above, Dicey did not intend the rule of law to indicate
the legal idea, i e an aggregate of principles of what the
law ought to be. The same applies to Verloren van The-
maat's supposition that the rule of law comprises "state
morality, or rules of decency in politics", and that, as
such, it must not be seen as a juristic concept. 8) In passing
it should also be noted that Verloren van Themaat oper-
ates with a narrow positivism which supposes that the
legal idea, not being positive law, falls outside the realm
of the juristic sphere of reality.

Immanent critique of Dicey's doctrine of the rule of law
ought to be based on Dicey's own concept of the rule of
law. The inquiry should therefore simply be whether the
principles of the rule of law, as stated by Dicey, were in
fact reflected in the English constitutional law of his
time. Adhering to this basic rule of immanent critique,
Wade and Phillips pointed out convincingly that this was
not the case. 9) To mention only a few examples: Dicey's
first principle, i e the one contra arbitrary powers, did not
allow for the delegated law-making competencies and
discretionary powers of members of the executive; the
second principle, which in general affirmed the subjec-
tion of state officials to the "ordinary" laws and the juris-
diction of regular courts, lost sight of the privileges and
immunities of certain public officials, diplomats and
other persons in authority and was not borne out by the
system of administrative judicature; and the third prin-
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ciple, according to which the rights of the subjects were
supposed not to be derived from constitutional law, was
contradicted by the statutory granting of certain rights
and freedoms.

RESTATEMENT OF THE RULE OF LAW BY WADE
AND PHILLIPS

Wade and Phillips therefore found it necessary to restate
the rule of law. They reduced the principle contra arbi-
trary powers to the rule "that, so far as punishment for
offences is concerned, the citizen can foresee the conse-
quences of his conduct and will not be punished save for a
breach of the ordinary law. He will, moreover, be tried in
the ordinary courts." ¹0) The principle which portrayed
Dicey's distrust of delegated legislative powers was
reformulated by Wade and Phillips to read "that powers
should be defined by law and that any abuse of power or

other wrongful act by public officers should be subject to
control by the courts in the same way as any wrongful act
committed by a private citizen." ¹¹) Finally, Wade and
Phillips rephrased Dicey's third principle as follows:
"The citizen whose fundamental rights are infringed may
seek his remedy in the courts and will rely, not upon a
constitutional guarantee, but on the ordinary law of the
land." 12)

Wade and Phillips' restatement of the rule of law also
implies a significant change regarding the very nature of
that concept. Whereas Dicey professed that the rule of law
simply reflected the basic principles of English law as an
empirical system, Wade and Phillips transformed the
rule of law into a Sollensprinzip of what the law ought to
be. The rule of law was no longer to be "a fixed principle of
law," but became "a guide to conduct by any political
party which is in a position to influence the course of
legislation." ¹³)

As such the rule of law was interpreted by Wade and
Phillips to mean "that the exercise of powers of govern-
ment shall be conditioned by law and that the subject
shall bot be exposed to the arbitrary will of his ruler."")
That implies "the absence of arbitrary power; effective
control of and proper publicity for delegated legislation,
particularly when it imposes penalties; that when discre-
tionary power is granted the manner in which it is to be
exercised should as far as is practicable be defined; that
every man should be responsible to the ordinary law
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whether he be private citizen or public officer; that pri-
vate rights should be determined by impartial and inde-
pendent tribunals; and that fundamental private rights
are safeguarded by the ordinary law of the land. " ¹5)

By transferring the rule of law to the sphere of legal ideas
Wade and Phillips obviated the critique founded on
Dicey's premise that the rule of law reflected basic princi-
ples of empirical English law. But, then, it is equally true
that Wade and Phillips have abandoned the original
meaning of the rule of law.

OTHER STANDARD INTERPRETATIONS OF THE
RULE OF LAW

Almost every text-book dealing with British constitu-
tional law contains an attempt to improve on Dicey's con-
cept of the rule of law. Suffice it for present purposes to
refer to only a few of these attempts.

Sir Ivor Jennings shared the view with Wade and Phillips
that the principles which Dicey found to be inherent in the
concept of the rule of law did not, in fact, reflect the posi-
tive law of England as an empirical system. He cham-
pioned the idea that the rule of law should be rephrased to
designate a democratic form of government as against a
dictatorship. In that sense it would come to mean "that
political power rests in the last analysis on free elections,
carried out in a State where criticism of the Government
is not only permissible but a positive merit, and where
parties based on competing policies or interests are not
only allowed but encouraged."¹6) In such a system, he
said, the principles which are usually associated with the
rule of law will follow automatically; i e separation of
powers, equality of all before the law "irrespective of
race, religion, colour, social importance, or wealth" and
the impartial application of the law to all "citizens," and a
freedom which, according to Jennings, can be felt rather
than analysed and which excludes, amongst others, the
use of "unconscionable means" for acquiring evidence,
espionage, unnecessary restrictions of freedom of move-
ment and of speech and especially of thought. ¹7) The
status of the opposition, said Jennings, indicates whether
a country is really free. ¹8 )
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According to Hood Phillips the rule of law is significant
in three respects: firstly, it influences the legislator (as
Sollensprinzip for legislation); secondly, it provides a
rule of interpretation in the sense that all statutory law
must be interpreted in such a way that freedom of the
subject (especially freedom of the person) is left intact as
far as possible; thirdly, it contains a rule of evidence in
that all are to be regarded as equals before the law and
that any person who professes a special right, power, pri-
vilege or immunity must prove his claim. ¹9)

Then there are also those writers who kept to the original
meaning of the rule of law in the sense of "supremacy of
law." 20) That meaning of the term was said²¹¹ ) to have ori-
ginated in Bracton's dictum: "Ipse autem rex, non debet
esse sub homine, sed sub deo et sub lege, quia lex facit
regem." ²² ) Some writers even trace the history of the con-
cept of supremacy of the law back to Aristotle, who re-
marked: "The rule of law then ... is preferable to the rule
of an individual citizen." 2³ ) Ridges 24) discovered a close
relationship between "rule of law" in that sense and the
very famous section 29 of the Magna Charta; 25) and in
view of this original meaning of "rule of law" he remar-
ked: "The idea that all governmental powers rest on law
lies at the basis of the Constitution." 26 )

A variation on the same theme is to be found in the very
interesting exposition of the concept of rule of law by an
American author, A L Goodhart. ²7) He first rejects the
identification of the rule of law with a democratic form of
government and with "the idea of basic rights." "... the
rule of law," he says, "is the machinery by which effect
can be given to such basic rights as are recognized in any
particular legal system." ²8 ) The rule of law in that sense
is constituted by means of "the control which is exercised
over the public officers of the State by means of law." 29)
Briefly the rule of law is "a rule which controls the public
officers of the State" 30) and as such the rule of law does not
mean "rule by law" but "rule under the law." 3¹ ) For that
reason Goodhart prefers to use the expression "govern-
ment under law" rather than "rule of law." ³2)

This clever play upon words has more to it than first
meets the eye. Goodhart's formula, like that of Aristotle
quoted above from. The Politics, accentuates the meaning
of "rule" in the sense of "govern." Goodhart rightly poin-
ted out that if "rule of law" were to be identified with "rule
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by law", then totalitarian states, which restrict freedom

in a radical sense with the aid of far-reaching laws, can
also claim that they uphold the rule of law. "Rule under
the law," however, implies that the state authority, inclu-
ding the executive, legislative and judicial branches of
government, is to govern subject to the law. For the effec-
tive functioning of the rule of law in that sense Goodhart
formulated three essentials: provision must be made for
sufficient processes for enforcing the rule; state officials
must admit that they are subject to the law; and the
society as a whole must realise that the implementation
of the rule of law depends upon the will of every indi-
vidual.

The same idea finds expression in the German term for
"rule of law", i e Rechtsstaatsprinzip. Theodor Maunz
described a law-state as "ein Staat ... der die Forderung
nach formeller Gesetzlichkeit in möglichster Vollen-
dung (Perfektionierung) verwirklicht;" and he attributed
the following characteristics to such a state: "das Prinzip
der Gesetzmässigkeit der Exekutive, die richterliche
Kontrolle der Gesetzmässigkeit in Verbindung mit rich-
terlicher Unabhängigkeit and weitestgehender Rechts-
weggarantie, der Vorrang and der Vorbehalt des

förm-lichen Gesetzes, die Voraussehbarkeit and Berechenbar-
keit der staatlichen Massnamen and die aus alledem her-
vorgehende Rechtssicherheit." ³³) Rechtsstaatsprinzip
therefore gives expression to the idea that state authority
is subordinate to the law and that government is to be per-
formed subject to legal rules.

THE RULE OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Since the Second World War (1939 - 1945) the concept of
rule of law has undergone changes which affect both its
significance and meaning. Firstly, the idea of a rule of
law has been internationalised to become "a matter of
universal discussion and endeavour to formulate the
basic elements of the rule". ³9) Secondly, the rule of law
came to be identified with the doctrine of human rights.

Both of these changes were stimulated by the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights which was formulated
under the auspices of the United Nations Organisation in
1948. Mention of "the rule of law" in the preamble of the
Declaration ensured the world-wide prominence of that
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concept. At the same time the Declaration constructed a
.ink between the rule of law and the doctrine of human
•fights by asserting ''that human rights should be

protec-ted by the rule of law." The concept of "rule of law" was
soon adopted by the International Commission of Jurists
to serve as a collective term for all those legal principles
which the Commission regards as essentials for the
implementation of the doctrine of human rights. In my
Dpinion the I C J is largely responsible for the fairly gene-
ral acceptance of the interpolated meaning of "rule of
Law" as a prerequisite for the protection of human rights.

In view of this interpolated meaning of the rule of law
Wade and Phillips stated: "The rule of law has come to be
regarded as the mark of a free society ... everywhere it is
identified with the liberty of the individual."³5)Yardley

put it as follows: "Providing the aim is the preservation
of the liberty and rights of all members of the community,
and that only such exceptions from this aim as are essen-
tial to the administration of the nation in an orderly fas-
hion ..., the purpose of the rule of law will have been

ful-filled."36 )

The particular human rights which have come to be asso-
ciated with the rule of law are, according to Yardley,
"freedom of the person to behave as he pleases, equality
before the law, freedom of property, the right to free elec-
tion, freedom of speech and to write, freedom of public
worship, freedom of assembly and association, and
family rights."") Wade and Phillips in turn gave particu-
lar prominence in the second part of their work on British
constitutional law to "freedom of person and property"
and "liberty of discussion." 38 )

SOUTH AFRICAN INTERPRETATIONS OF THE RULE
OF LAW

In dealing with South African interpretations of the rule
of law I will restrict myself to generalities. For a more
elaborate and critical survey of some of the most impor-
tant expositions of the rule of law by South African
authors, the reader can be referred to the commendable
analysis by F Venter, entitled: The Withering of the"Rule
of Law."³9)
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At the outset I would like to stress that South African in-

terpreters and critics of the rule of law find themselves in
a societal situation which is excellently suited for expo-
sing the true meaning, relevancy, merits and demerits of
that concept. Opponents of the South African racial
policy and critics of its security legislation, who at the
same time profess to be disciples of the rule of law, have
chosen to focus the debate regarding the pros and cons of
that policy and legislation on the rule of law; and the attri-
butes of a concept such as "rule of law" can in any case
best be demonstrated with reference to situations in
which it operates under strain. Officials and supporters
of the South African government have often in the past
reacted by denying the meaningful existence or by expo-
sing supposed deficiencies of a rule of law. In South
Africa exponents and opponents of the doctrine of the
rule of law, therefore, find themselves confronted face to
face with one another in a lively debate focussed on con-
crete empirical problems of vital importance. One would
at least expect that this debate will disclose every angle
of the unruly horse.

A cross-section of the South African interpreters of the
rule of law are of the old school, reverting to the Dicinian
paraphrase. But understandably, they too were
compelled to interpolate, because in its original form the
"rule of law" indicated a set of empirical rules of specifi-
cally English constitutional law; and as such the rule of
law could hardly have any meaningful relevancy for pur-
poses of the South African law. South African writers
therefore invariably regard the rule of law as a universal
principle which operates in the realm of the legal idea, i e
as a principle founded on ethics and applying to all legal
systems with reference to what (the basic function of) the
law ought to be. But, although the transformation of the
rule of law from an English legal concept into a universal
legal idea is radical in its nature, South African interpre-
ters, generally speaking, endeavour to keep to the Dici-
nian contents of the term.

In this sense Beinart 40) distinguishes between the "cen-
tral meaning" and a "secondary sense" of the rule of law,
the central meaning being "that the law rules or is
supreme in every society — lex suprema est — that is,
that all rules or powers must derive from duly enacted or
established law,"41) and the secondary sense being "that
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the legal system should be organised on a basis of de-
tailed predetermined rules." 42) In the latter sense, which
Beinart describes as the "true sense," 43) the rule of law
amounts to the principle of legality as against "the rule of
discretion in which the rights of persons are determined
by others exercising a lawful discretion but without re-
ference to detailed legal rules ..."44)

Similarly Donald Molteno 45) postulates, with regard to
the rule of law, "that it involves general rules, as opposed
to arbitrary discretion; that such rules avail against the
State itself;" and adds that their administration is en-
trusted to an independent and impartial judiciary."

Schreiner equally adheres to a "formal" meaning of the
rule of law. In countries where public order exists, he
says, the rule of law relates to "the control by the law, i e,
the rules or precepts recognised by the courts, over the
actions of the executive and the legislature in their deal-
ings with the individual," 47)Elsewhere he quotes an ear-
lier statement made by himself in which he defined the
rule of law in the following terms: "The Rule of Law
means the law should rule; in other words, that the life,
liberty, property, freedom of speech and movement of the
individual should not be endangered or restricted by state
action save in accordance with a general precept appli-
cable to all persons in circumstances set out in the law,
the applicability of the general precept to a praticular
person being decided by a court of law." 48 )

Finally, A S Mathews also commits himself to the prin-
ciple of legality as "an essential element in all definitions
of the Rule of Law except the formalistic one ..." 49 ) The
principle of legality, which Mathews finds to be "implicit
rather than explicit in Dicey's doctrine of the Rule of
Law, 50) expresses the idea of "government according to

law"51) and presupposes the law to be a régime of known
and certain rules."52) In an earlier publication Mathews
described this "great principle ... fundamental to Dicey's
doctrine" as one which postulates "that ruler and subject
alike shall be under law." 53 )

The common feature of all the definitions so far is that
they reduce the rule of law to its most literal and funda-
mental meaning of legality, which implies, briefly, that
both ruler and subject of a state are governed by the law.
In this formal sense the rule of law relates, as Beinart

46)
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puts it, to "the mechanics or structure of the legal system
and not to the substance or content of its various
laws." 54) As such it poses a serious problem to those
exponents of the concept who champion the rule of law as
the bulwark of liberal ideals. The problem is that the most
despotic and absolutist states can be constituted in such a
way that the law can be said to govern the ruler and the
subject, and the rule of law in the formal sense of legality
can prevail by actually authorising radical inroads into
the rights and freedoms of the subjects. In a word, the rule
of law in the formal sense of legality does not guarantee
justice or the protection of human rights and civil liber-
ties.

For this reason South African authors invariably endea-
vour to read substance into the rule of law — often con-
trary to their own initial premises in this regard. For in-
stance, Beinart regards attempts to construct the rule of
law "itself to cover also the substantive content of the
legal system" as "neither justifiable nor necessary," but
then immediately proceeds "to give body to the Rule of
Law; " 55) and in so doing he formulates "minimum stan-
dards of justice '' 56) which I find difficult to distinguish
from "the substantive content of the legal system" and
which he himself eventually describes as "a number of
principles ... which can and have been given expression
and formulation in legal terms in the common law, in sta-
tutes or in constitutions. " 17) It is on the whole quite
obvious that Beinart regards, amongst others, the protec-
tion of human rights to be the concern of the rule of law,
or, as he himself put it, that "the principles of the Rule of
Law lean in favour of the individual, and serve individual
rights; " 58 ) that "the Rule of Law can be said to function
best in a free society, and to be closely associated with the
rights of the individual;59) or that "the Rule of Law is an
indispensable requirement for the preservation of civil
liberty. " 60)

In giving substance to the rule of law Molteno similarly
concludes that the rule of law is concerned with the pro-
tection of individual legal rights and liberties" and that
"the rights and liberties in question are enforceable
against, and protected by, the State. " 6¹ ) Molteno derives
this substantive meaning of the rule of law which con-
cerns human rights from Dicey's third proposition, 62 )

thereby obviously reading more into it than Dicey him-
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;elf intended. Dicey's concern was simply for the
common law protection of rights as against constitu-
tional entrenchments and he certainly did not mean to

convey his sympathy for the doctrine of human rights
when he formulated any of the principles inherent in the
rule of law. Molteno's suggestion, that "Dicey's concep-
tion of the Rule of Law still holds the field as the essential
safeguard of personal liberty, including the classic liber-
ties and rights associated therewith, such as those of
expression, religion, association, peaceful assembly, and
so forth," therefore, in my opinion, rests on a misconcep-
tion of Dicey's clear intention.

Mathews also poses the question whether "the rule of law
be the rule of any law or only law which conforms to cer-
tain standards derived from disciplines outside the
law?" 63) In answer to his question he assumes a "clear
belief" on the part of Dicey "that the law governing the
relation of the subject to the State should reflect certain
liberal values to which he (Dicey) subscribed;" 64 ) and in
giving substance to this assumption in his thesis on Law,
Order and Liberty in South Africa he, amongst others,
"boldly identifies the Rule of Law with the protection of
certain basic freedoms" 6 ) — surprisingly so, since he at
the same time emphatically rejects as unscientific "the
identification of human rights or of a particular philo-
sophy (as in natural law) with the Rule of Law." 66)

Let me also refer to an Afrikaans exponent of the rule of
law, A J GM Sanders, 67 ) who steered clear of the principle
of legality by taking a short cut to the doctrine of human
rights, thereby avoiding the fundamental meaning of
"rule of law" in order to oblige the I C J's conception of the
rule of law. Sanders defines the rule of law as follows:
"The rule of law is that legal-political code of conduct
applying to state authority which in a given time is best
suited to secure to the individual the maximum pleasure
and to guarantee those rights of a citizen which, in view of
the existing circumstances of the political society con-
cerned, are regarded as fundamental, taking the equal
rights of other members of the society and the justified
claims of state authority into consideration." 68 ) Accor-
ding to Sanders' vision the main function of the rule of
law is supposed to be to support the implementation of
human rights 69) His positivistic point of departure, 70)
together with his supposition that the rule of law is to be
regarded as "a legal-political code of conduct," 71 ) places
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the juridical nature of the rule of law in issue, because
positivism presupposes that positive law is the only
juridical reality.

This problem regarding the juridical nature of the rule of
law is also among Mathews' preoccupations. In pro-
viding the rule of law with material substance he advo-
cates "the subjection of that part of the law which governs
the relationship of the citizen to the State to moral

scru-tiny."72)The rule of law, he says, "is theapplication of cer-
tain moral judgments to a defined branch of the law and a
study of the techniques and devices whereby the values
inherent in these judgements may be achieved through
law." 7 ') This is, to say the least, careless phrasing which
suggests that the rule of law is a sort of scientific tech-
nique. But be that as it may, Mathews postulates that the
rule of law "is, or ought to be, juridical in its character," 74 )
but it is not at all clear how he intends to maintain the
juridical character of the rule of law while its function is
to subject a division of the law to moral scrutiny.

The truth is that the legal idea, which may be found to
include the rule of law. is necessarily juridical in its
nature even though it anticipates ethical principles. To
put it in another way: ethical norms can only serve as
legal ideas after they have been rephrased in the form of
juridical principles, that is principles capable of being
transformed into juridical rules. As long as the rule of
law remains oriented to the juridical meaning-kernel it
will necessarily be juridical in character.

In my view the rule of law in its historical and literal
sense simply means legality, which means, as Marinus
Wiechers puts it, "that an act, or in a broader sense, an
action, must be performed in accordance with the law." 75)
In connection with the rule of law legality refers to the
acts and actions of both the rulers and the subjects of a
state. But it means nothing more. Wiechers pointed out
that attempts to identify the rule of law with democratic
or liberal political theories do not take the requirements
of the modern welfare states into account's) and that such
attempts make it even more difficult to determine the ju-
ridical meaning of that concept.") But there is more to it
than just that. Attempts to condense all liberal political
ideals into a single concept indicated by the term "rule of
law" have only led to confusion and diversities of opinion
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and have clothed the rule of law with such vagueness of
meaning that one may very well doubt the meaningful
relevancy of such a term. Schreiner rightly remarked: "If
that concept (i e `rule of law') is not sufficient to achieve
the good life, by all means put forward new proposals, but
do not, I suggest, use the old name as if it has impercepti-
bly acquired a wholly new meaning. " 78 )

The need felt by some writers to clothe the rule of law with
a liberal substance was in all probability based on a false
(non-existent) problem. It was, I imagine, the belief of
those interpreters that if the rule of law were to mean sim-
ply legality, legislators would be at large to ordain des-
potism and injustice within the framework of the rule of
law. In a sense that is true, but it must also be borne in
mind that legislative sovereignty does not amount to an
omnipotent law-making competency. The lawgiver
derives legal rules from juridical principles. Some of
those principles have a constitutive and others have a
regulative function with regard to positive law; that is,
positive law is based on constitutive juridical principles
as a matter of necessity, while regulative juridical prin-
ciples merely serve as a Sollenprinzip of what the law
ought to be.

It is sufficient, for present purposes, to quote a single
example to illustrate the point. Section 2 of the Republic
of South Africa Constitution Act, 1961, 79) which reads:
"The people of the Republic of South Africa acknowledge
the sovereignty and guidance of Almighty God," is
obviously not a legal norm, the reason being that this for-
mula lacks an essential constitutive juridical principle,
i e the juridical meaning-kernel of retribution. In form
and character section 2 of the Constitution contains a con-
fession of faith and the mere fact that it was enacted in a
parliamentary statute cannot transfigure it into a legal
norm.

Juridical principles which anticipate ethical norms
apply as regulative ideas of what the law ought to be.
There is no need to incorporate those principles into one's
concept of the rule of law; and in not doing so one does not
distract one inch from their validity as normative regula-
tive principles. Those regulative principles with an ethi-
cal foundation, and not the principle of legality, serve as
n ideal which lawgivers should endeavour to incor-
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porate into positive law and as a criterion for the evalua-

tion of the merits and demerits of a legal system. But of
course, if one regards the principle of legality as a juri-
dical principle with an ethical foundation, then the rule of
law must be seen as one of the regulative juridical prin-
ciples with which the law ouht to comply.

CALVINISM AND THE RULE OF LAW

In his article on The Withering of the "Rule of Law"
F Venter points out that those interpreters of the rule of
law who identify that concept with the doctrine of human
rights base their arguments on a humanistic point of
departure which is directly opposed to the theocentrical
approach to our problem present in Calvinism. 80) It must,
however, be stressed that Calvinism does not deny the
existence or relevancy of a rule of law in the sense of lega-
lity, or of particularly precious human rights but rebels
against humanistic endeavours to make man or human
reason the measure and sole consideration of such a rule
or such rights.

The anthropocentric approach of humanism introduces,
in the present context, a highly subjective element into
the concept of rule of law, causing the content of the rule
of law to vary and sway according to the whims and fan-
cies of its interpreters. This, according to Mathews, is no
crime and is, on the contrary, a sine qua non for „any use-
ful conception of the rule of law. "B ¹ ) It is, of course, true
that every interpretation carries with it a subjective ele-
ment, but Mathews was here concerned with more than
the merely personal prejudices which influence one's
vision of reality. The "subjective notions" of which he
speaks in the present regard concern his subjectivistic
conviction that moral judgments have no fixed and cer-
tain basis but rest wholly on one's personal and subjec-
tive predilections.

Calvinism, on the other hand, with historic Christianity,
maintains that ethical norms, like all other kinds of
norms as well as all natural laws which regulate the cos-
mic order, do have a fixed foundation. Although one's
view of those norms and laws will always portray one's
individual subjectivity, their essential structures are
rooted in creation itself as revealed in the Holy Scripture
and will always remain constant. This applies both to the
constitutive juridical principles, which find expression
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in positive law, and the regulative juridical principles,
which are destined to direct the way to ideal laws. In so far
as those principles are founded on the normative side of
reality, their contents can and should vary according to
the varying demands of the relevant time, place and cir-
cumstances, but the invariability of their characteristic
structures sets definite limits to fluctuations of their
meaning and contents. Calvinism can therefore never
subscribe to the view that a sovereign lawgiver who does
not uphold the rule of law is free to legislate as and what-
ever he pleases. To be valid laws, the expressions of a
despot's will must bear evidence of the structure of the
law as such and of the constitutive juridical principles
which underlie every juridical norm, and the regulative
principles with their ethical foundation will always
remain operative as the lawgiver's conscience.

Looked at from another angle, it amounts to the follow-
ing: Calvinism does not rely on the rule of law to safe-
guard the realisation of principles with an ethical
foundation in positive law. Those principles apply as
regulative juridical principles of what the law ought to
be, irrespective of whether the lawgiver and government
regard themselves as above the law or, on the other hand,
as subordinates of the law. And, whereas humanism
bases its preferences for what the law ought to be on the
relatively arbitrary notions of its exponents regarding
the flexible needs of man, Calvinism derives the legal
idea from regulative principles fixed upon the structure
of creation and to be discovered in the invariable Word of
God.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The rule of law simply means legality, that is that both
the government and the subordinates of a state are sub-
ject to the law. The principle of legality as such does not
necessarily preclude unjust laws, and a lawgiver with
relatively arbitrary powers will not necessarily always
proclaim unjust laws. The rule of law, therefore, does not
serve as a guarantee for libertarian laws. Nor need one
interpolate the rule of law to cope with injustice, because
other juridical figures, namely regulative juridical
principles, serve the purpose. Attempts to increase the
ambit of the rule of law, so as to proclaim it to be the
cornerstone of individual rights and civil liberties, have
only led to confusion and should be abandoned.
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The subjection of subordinates of state authority to the
law poses no problem in the present context. The main
concern of the rule of law has always been for the subjec-
tion of state authority to the law. In conclusion I wish to
indicate a few of the more important implications of the
rule of law in this regard.

State authority which ought to operate subject to the law
includes all the branches of government, i e the legisla-
tive, executive and judicial power.

Subjection of the legislative department of government
to the law implies that legislation ought to be performed
in accordance with legal rules, that attempted legislation
which does not comply with the procedure for legislation
as prescribed by law ought to be regarded as pro non
scripto, and that the law ought to provide for a judicial
body with competency to enquire into the procedures
followed by the legislative organ and to declare such acts
of the legislature which do not comply with the pre-
scribed formalities to be void.

Subjection of the executive department of government to
the law in its strict sense excludes discretionary powers
of the executive. It can, however, be taken for granted that
it would not be expedient in modern states to eliminate
the discretions of executive officials, and there is much to
be said for the view that the rule of law should be moder-
ated in this regard so as not to exclude discretionary
powers altogether but only to require such powers to be
executed within definite and certain bounds.

Subjection of the judicial department of government to
the law implies that courts of law ought to apply the law
as they find it within the limits set by the law for their
operation. On the other hand they ought not to be subjec-
ted to any other limitations than those prescribed by law
and ought to be placed in a position in which they can
function without bias and without fear of intimidation.

Finally I think it is implicit in the rule of law that the law
which governs both the ruler and the subjects ought to be
clearly understandable, ought to apply generally to all
subjects or to all subjects of a given class, and ought
never to operate retroactively.
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In this sense of legality the rule of law can provide the
framework for the realisation of egalitarian and liberta-
rian principles but does not operate as a sine qua non for
the implementation of such principles. It serves justice
but does not guarantee it. It nevertheless remains a very
relevant and useful concept, namely one which stresses
the need to define the limits of all branches of govern-
mental authority in clear and unequivocal terms and
which is destined to restrict arbitrary powers.
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RADICAL CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGY: REMEDY
FOR THE CRISIS OF CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

"The body-soul problem cannot be solved outside
Scriptural revelation; even then one should be
very careful not to interpret Scripture according
to certain philosophical systems which are rooted
within paganistic thinking, old or new, or — and
this is perhaps worse — according to any synthe-
sized system.

J A L Taljaard: Polished Lenses
(Unpublished manuscript, 1974), p 214.

xxx

It is a great pleasure to dedicate this article to Professor
J A L Taljaard in celebration of his 60th birthday. I was
privileged, throughout my years of study, not only to
benefit from his teachings but to receive valuable stimu-
lation and constant encouragement to an extent which
was far greater than any student has the right to expect.
In addition, he allowed me the special joy of being his
friend as well as his student. Because the philosophy he
presented was of a radical biblical approach, I was in-
spired to further my studies.

This volume contains contributions relating to society
and societal relationships — a topic which was always
very dear to Professor Taljaard's heart — and I consider,
therefore, that its title is indeed appropriate. In a most
significant and powerful way we have been enriched by
his stimulating and valuable insights in this particular
area. We can only admire the combination of spiritual
zeal, intellectual clarity and integrity, as well as the
humility of heart, which shine through all that he has
taught and written in this field. By way of a small tribute
of great appreciation I should like to congratulate Profes-
sor Taljaard by saying Bene meritus -- "You have served
well" — particularly as this was done in lumine Tuo (Ps
36:9b).

Taljaard's penetrating analysis of societal problems is
based on a scripturally directed anthropology, which is,
in turn, founded upon an ontology based on biblical in-
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sights. This firm basis made his unique approach to

Philosophy of Society possible. In the light of the other
contributions on societal issues in this volume, I intend
to focus attention on the basic constituent of society —
man himself. The difficulties encountered in the area of
anthropology will perforce have to be challenged
because we are faced here with some of the most funda-
mental problems determining our views about society.

The aim of this essay is to re-affirm Taljaard's point of
view that traditional Christian anthropology (call it
Scholastic if you will) cannot be qualified as radically
biblical.') I will try to prove this from a philosophical-
theological point of view and it necessitates, therefore,
an involvement with the research of theologians into
certain anthropological concepts of the Bible. Limited
space makes it impossible for me to answer certain cru-
cial preliminary questions; such as, for instance, the
problem of whether pre-scientific, naive biblical con-
cepts (eg soul, body, spirit, flesh and heart) may be trans-
ferred into a systematic philosophical context. Further-
more, the title of this article suggests more than it actu-
ally offers. It is possible to indicate only implicitly and
not explicitly exactly how a radical biblical anthropo-
logy is to be considered as the remedy for the crisis of con-
temporary society.

1. THE DANGER OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL MAN

We all have the tendency to make reality, including man
himself, more simple than it actually is. I can mention
two rather ridiculous examples to illustrate how man
tried to define himself in terms of his legs.

The story is told that Plato's successors in the Academy
at Athens spent much time and thought on defining the
word "man". Finally they decided that it meant "feather-
less biped". As philosophers they were much pleased
with this definition until the mischievous Diogenes
plucked a chicken and threw it over the wall into the
Academy. Here was a featherless biped, surely, but just
as surely it was not a man! (After additional thought, the
Academics added: "with broad nails"!) 2)

The second example is the well-known riddle asked by
the Sphinx near Thebes: "Which being has four legs in the
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morning, two in the afternoon and three in the evening,
and goes slower when the number of his legs increase?" It

is not always easy to accept that this absurd riddle epito-
mises man in his stages of growth from vigorous baby-
hood to the slow decrepit twilight of old age.

In the case of our knowledge of man the result of oversim
plification gives us a one-dimensional instead of a

multi-dimensional man. Numerous examples of one-dimen-
sional views of man can be mentioned. Man has for in-
stance been defined as a social being (animal sociale), as
a rational being (animal rationale), as a moral being, an
aesthetic or symbol-making being (animal symbolicus)
and a juridical being. Some people like to speak of man as
a homo faber, homo economicus, homo civis, homo theo-
reticus, homo ludens, homo viator, homo orans and today
of L'Homme Révolte. It is, however, clear that one does
not capture the whole an in such definitions, Even if one
combines them and speaks of man as an ethical-rational
being, for instance, one is left merely with a two-dimen-
sional man.

The danger of all such one-sided ideas about man in prac-
tice is that he is treated according to these distorted theo-
retical views. If man is regarded as a highly developed
animal he is treated as an animal. When man is con-
sidered merely as an electro-chemical machine, no resis-
tance can be offered to modern bio-chemical manipula-
tion.

In a radical biblical anthropology we identify these one-
dimensional views by means of -isms (materialism,
rationalism, economism, psychologism etc.). These
views about man arise when one aspect of man is lifted
out from among the others and is absolutized and made
the deeper source and unity of the others. One has an ism
when one has too much of something, an exaggeration of
what is not appropriate to the matter, or when that which
is peripheral is given central importance.

An interesting part of the history of anthropology is that,
where the one-sidedness of a certain ism was sufficiently
felt, a change to another theory usually occurred. But
usually this also proved to be one-sided. As long as frag-
mentary aspects are considered as representing the
whole there never comes a resting point, a satisfactory
end in the search for the essence of man.
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How all such kinds of one-dimensional views about man
contribute to the crisis of contemporary society can only
be indicated briefly in the limited space of this essay. We
may approach it from two different angles.

On the one hand, it is obvious that certain trends in pre-
sent society are the outcome of specific theories about
man. We indicated above how distorted theoretical view-
points about man result in fatal consequences in society.
Man in society is treated according to pre-conceived one-
dimensional ideas.

On the other hand, the opposite is also true: certain trends
in society give birth to specific conceptions about man.
The trends in our modern society, which is characterised
by hitherto unknown welfare, a strong emphasis on the
sensuous, forceful dynamics, the impressive growth of
the power and abilities of man (especially through
science, technology and organization), increasing secu-
larization. a tendency towards internationalism, loss of
absolute values, irrational search for refuge in various
kinds of mystical experiences, permanent revolution,
etc, also influence man's ideas about himself and his
fellowmen. By way of illustration a few examples may
suffice.

Modern technology created the picture of man as
machine-constructed. The result is that man is treated as
a machine and is, therefore, dehumanized.

In addition, contemporary welfare is contributing to the
creation of a definite human type: the pleasure-loving
man, who considers as his highest bliss the enjoyment of
himself ad infinitum; a man who has concentrated all his
energies on the production and consumption of things; a
man who is exploited by others and exploits himself; the
greedy, over-ambitious person, who pursues luxury
symbols of status without satisfying his ever-expanding
and to a large extent artificial material needs; the slave of
the well-prepared advertising and propaganda of our
time which forces people, by means of suggestiveness,
repetition, conditioning and brainwashing, to buy com-
modities which invariably they do not really need; the
bored individual, who neither knows what to do with him-
self nor what he has because prosperity does not, and can-
not, satisfy all the needs of man; the weakling who may be
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inancially well-off. but who no longer has an ounce of
defensibility or spiritual fitness; the one-sided man who
is firmly in the grip of money and is unable to see any side

oflife other than the material.

The forceful dynamics of our time overburdens man,
making him restless and tense. It created a human type
which has reached a saturation point and, being unable to
digest everything, has become blunt. Man is also
becoming shallow because spiritual attributes cannot
grow quickly and in the midst of such haste. He is left
without a sense of direction so that he is drifting down-
stream without knowing his destination.

Much of the reaction from the side of the so-called counter-
cultural movements (Hippies, New Left etc) can be

explained by the fact that contemporary youth realized
that man in society had lost his uniqueness, that man

can-notbe wholly, fully man anymore. These sub-cultural
:;rends make us sensitive again to the fact that man can-

not be happy when locked up in a one-dimensional or at
nost three-dimensional (mathematical-physical-biotic)
prison. They became aware to a certain extent of the

langer that man today, also because of the influences of
contemporary society, may forget that he is man and

what it really means to be human. Only if man once more
becomes capable of knowing and understanding himself
will he have the ability to understand and live in society
with his fellowmen.

Recapulating, we may say therefore that there is a two-
way interaction or rather a vicious circle: certain dis-
torted, one-dimensional viewpoints about man are
Largely responsible for the crisis of contemporary cul-
ture. On the other hand, the crisis of contemporary cul-
ture creates certain ideas about man and a certain type of
man which provides fertile soil for the growth of this
crisis.
2. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MAN

Man is more complicated than anything else in creation.
He is an indivisible whole of extreme complexity.
Although indivisible, he expresses himself in different
aspects. We can distinguish at least fourteen aspects or
sides of man, which are studied by the various sciences,
as follows: the numerical or arithmetical and spatial
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(Mathematics), the physical (Physics and Chemistry),
the biological or biotic (Biology, Physiology etc)the psy-
chical (Psychology), the analytical (Logic), the historical
(History), the linguistic (Philology, Semantics,
Language Studies), the social (Sociology), economic
(Econnomics), the aesthetic (Aesthetics), the juridical
(Law), the ethical (Ethics) and the pistical or faith (Theo-
logy).

Using the analogy of a diamond we can turn the human
being around to catch the light of one after another facet.
If we compare the human being to a prism, when we focus
on it, we will find the light is broken up into different co-
lours. Man does not gives us a black-white picture, but a
coloured photograph.

As the doctrine of the different law-spheres or modalities
is one of the well-known contributions of the so-called
Amsterdam Philosophy initiated by Vollenhoven and
Dooyeweerd, of which Taljaard is an exponent in his own
original way, I will not elaborate here, but I will concen-
trate on another view of man which is fatal in its conse-
quences when applied to Philosophy of Society.

3. THE DANGER OF A DUALISTIC VIEW ABOUT
MAN

A well-known analogy for the human being is a house
standing on two pillars consisting of one room with two
windows and a door which are closed at night (the body).
This house is occupied by a living being (the soul). Here
again is a definition of man as a being consisting of two
substances: the outer body and the inner soul.

This subject of body and soul and their relation is really a
classical issue throughout the entire history of philo-
sophy. I will not even try to enumerate the different theo-
ries about body and soul and their relation. 3) Dualism,
one such issue, has exerted a great influence upon the
entire course of the history of our knowledge of man. It
embraced the problem of the relations between body and
soul, matter and mind, the physiological and the mental.
Dualism is a false ,problem because neither the soul nor
the body can be investigated separately. The complex
being of man is only arbitrarily divided into body and
soul. 4) Scientists believe more and more in the unity of
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man. Man with his brain and all his other organs thinks,
invents, suffers, admires, loves and prays. I do not agree
with the modern teaching that man is only body because
this theory again gives us an one-dimensional man.
Neither do I accept former dualistic theories.

4. THE FATAL CONSEQUENCES OF DUALISTIC
VIEWS ABOUT MAN

As in the case of the one-dimensional viewpoints the
results of all dualistic views about man are disastrous.
Actually it merely gives a two-dimensional and therefore
a very poor and incomplete picture. Dualism in anthropo-
logy creates anthropological schizophrenia: on the one
hand man lives bodily or physically and on the other
hand he is a spiritual being. History has already proved
that it is not always easy to keep the balance between the

two.

At this stage one example may be sufficient, During the
Middle Ages man's interest was concerned with the here-
after, and not with his physical life of the hic et nunc,
because he firmly believed that after death his "immortal
soul" would at last be released from the prison of the
unimportant body. In the modern world (from about the
time of the Renaissance), the pendulum swung from the
one extreme to the other. Only the here-and-now, the life
between cradle and grave, is of real importance. The pers-
pective of life here-after became dim and finally dis-
appeared. Man became seized in the mighty grip of tangi-
bles such as nourishment, clothing, sport, body and sex. ․ )

The outcome of a dualistic anthropology thus is often a
one-dimensional man — to the one extreme or another —
with the consequent unwholesome and even dangerous
implications for society in general.

5. MAN AS A UNITY

Man is a unity of extreme complexity. Even to say that
man is a unity 6 ) may still not be clear enough because one
may ask: unity of what? A unity implies two or more
parts forming a whole. The unity of man is not a secon-
dary fact, i e man is not a unity only after the putting
together of two or more basic parts or elements. Man is
not a unity as the result of a union.
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Why I prefer to give a circular definition by saying "man
IS man" instead of saying "man is a unity of body and
soul" will become clear by means of an analysis of the
most important anthropological concepts, eg soul, body,
spirit, flesh and heart.

Because what I am presenting here is actually a sum-
mary of the results of various studies of the different con-
cepts, it may give the impression of a monotonous repeti-
tion: soul, body, spirit, flesh and heart all indicate the
whole man. This is so because the aim of my enquiry is
not to enter into the differences between these anthro-
pological concepts in the Word of God, but to draw atten-
tion to the fact that each of them does not denote some-
thing in man, or a part of man, but man as a whole from a
specific viewpoint.

5.1 Man as soul')

"Soul" is not a part of man. It is not a vague and shadowy
substance. The word "soul" denotes the concrete, earthly
personality for whom breathing and circulation of blood,
emotional life etc are most important.

Quite simply, soul means a living being (man, animal or
plant), an individual personality, a man. Often it is also
used to indicate the seat of emotions, desires, and needs.
That is why the Bible speaks about a soul that eats about
the souls of animals, about a dead soul (and not of an
immortal one), a soul of flesh (and not a spiritual one).
According to the Bible the soul dies Sometimes it maybe
said that the soul departs when man dies. (Gen 35:18).
Similarly it may be said that the soul returns when it is
revived (1 Kings 17:21-22). Such expressions do not imply
that death results in the departure of the soul from the
body leaving it untouched by death because it merely
goes elsewhere. It simply means that life departs or that
life returns once more.

5.2 Man as body8)

Body does not indicate a sparate part of man, i e the lower
part, according to the history of philosophy. It denotes
the whole, concrete man and not a lower part of man. In
some instances it has more or less the same meaning as
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flesh and indicates man (again not a part of man) as fra
gile, weak and sinful.

.í.3 Man as spirit')

the spirit of man is also not a sparate higher substance in
man. Spirit is man himself, man himself is spirit. Spirit
nay also be viewed as the seat of different emotions or a
constant power which causes vitality, an inner concen-
trated motive force. When we speak of the spirit of a per-
son to denote the dynamic characteristics which inspire
and motivate his actions, we are using the word "spirit"
in a sense which closely resembles the colloquial every-
day meaning of the word. Since man acts individually as
well as communally, the term "spirit" takes on corres-
ponding meaning. Thus, when a communal spirit

pre-vails for a longperiod of time and fundamentally directs
the course of history, we speak of the spirit of a specific
age.

.4 Flesh 10)

'his word signifies the whole man and all earthly crea-
tures and characterizes man in a certain way, viz as fra-
gile, weak, frail and perishable in contrast to God who is
All-powerful and Eternal. There is no antithesis between
flesh and soul. According to the Bible the soul of man is
Mesh and the flesh is soul. There is nothing wrong with
i lesh as such; flesh is not an inferior or sinful part of man.

in the Bible we sometimes find a close relationship
between flesh and sin. Then flesh does not indicate a
: ower part of man as sinful, but the whole unregenerated
sinful man. The culprit is man himself, not the flesh as
;uch. In the same sense we will have to use the words
`carnal" and its opposite, "spiritual". To be carnal means
;o rely only on one-self, to live in disobedience to the law
3f God and to hate God and our fellowman. Therefore
`works of the flesh" are not only adultery and sexual sins
but also hatred, wrath, strife, heresies, idolatry, witch-
craft etc (Gal 6:19, 20). To be spiritual means to be guided
by the Holy Spirit in everything we do -- including our
sexual life.
Our preliminary conclusion is that the words soul, body,
spirit and flesh do not refer to man in his component
parts. These concepts always denote the total man from a
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certain viewpoint. They are four different facets of the

diamond and four colours of the prism.

5.5 Man as heart¹¹)

We do not have in mind here heart in its biotic sense as the
restless, beating organ in our breast. We refer to the
meaning of heart as the innermost "part", the central
point, the most important constituent, the nucleus of
man.

Because of this "heart" has a representative use. It is the
genuine, the essential, the authentic in which something
is completely represented. It represents the whole per-
son. This implies a differentiation between the heart and
its owner, because the representation and that which is
represented can be differentiated. But it does not imply an
independent existence of the heart. The representation
may be distinguished but it cannot be separated from the
whole man. It is the "part" of the totality in which it finds
its concentration point. "Heart" does not denote the tradi-
tional "spiritual part" of man. The heart of man is not his
double or "second half" and does not imply a dualism in
man. "Heart" implies no reduction of man to an essence
or kernel from which the covering or bark — the body —
may be easily stripped off.

Because "heart" has the meaning of a concentration point
or nucleus in which the whole man is represented, it has a
predominantly religious significance. It is the one centre
in man to which God turns, in which religious life (man's
relationship to God) is rooted. Any form of religious acti-
vity starts from the heart. The whole of life is religion
This implies that all human actions start from the heart.
Man's whole life is an outflow from his heart. The heart is
responsible even for sin — and not the body as in tradi-
tional Christian Anthropology! In other words, in the
heart of man the course of his life is determined. It is most
important who rules it. When you possess somebody's
heart, you have gained possession of him in his totality.
This is the reason why the heart should be guarded well.

It should be clear now that it is not possible to operate
with sharply defined dimensions when we discuss the
structure or nature of man. It is, for instance, wrong to
imagine the relation between body and soul as two circles
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which either do not touch at all or overlap slightly, or to
;;peak of the inner and outer man¹²). Man is not a

composi-tionof differentpartsbut an indivisible whole of extreme
complexity of which we may abstract different facets.
The difficulty is that we usually try to make independent
substances of the facets we have abstracted.

Phis view of the structure of man is also the reason why I
reject the idea of immortality which played a very impor-
tant role in the whole history of Philosophy and

Theo-logy. The Bible speaks only of the resurrection of man
and nowhere oî an immortal soul escaping death.
[mmortality is used merely in connection with man (NB,
lot the soul) after resurrection. ¹³ )

1►. A CRITIQUE OF THE TRADITIONAL (SCHOLAS-
TIC) CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGY

In the light of the preceding let us now consider whether
most of the current Christian views about man could have
solved the different problems at the three main events in
the history of mankind: creation, fall and redemption.

3.1 Creation (the creation of Adam and Eve and the
con-ception of all their successors)

According to many current Christian viewpoints the
whole cosmos consists of two substances only: matter
and spirit. Everything must be either matter or spirit, or
matter plus spirit. God and the angels are spiritual sub-
stances. Stones are material substances. Human beings
consist of matter (body) as well as spirit (soul). It is not
necessary to state that reality is far more complex than a
mere division into only two substances permits. It is
possible to distinguish clearly between God, His creation
and the laws governing creation. Furthermore, in crea-
tion I recognize four realms, viz inorganic matter, plants,
animals and human beings, each of them partaking in its
own way in fifteen different modal aspects.

Should we accept only matter and spirit, we will encoun-
ter many difficult problems. For instance- How is it
possible for God (of spiritual substance) to control
nature, which is material substance? How were angels
(spiritual substances) able to remove the stone in front of
the grave of Jesus, etc?
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Problems connected with earthly beings will also be
encountered because these beings do not exist merely in a
material or spiritual way. What, for instance, is the
nature of thought: spiritual or material? Any modern
physicist will criticise the definition of a stone as consis-
ting of material substance because inorganic matter con-
tains the wealth of at least four modalities.

At this point I should like to remark that I reject the con-
cept of "substance" because nothing in this world stands
by itself. The idea of an immortal soul as substance,
inviolable by the penalty of God (death), is not biblical.
Everything exists only through God who keeps it in exis-
tence from moment to moment. The idea of an indepen-
dent substance is a pagan one.

According to traditional Christian Scholastic ideas, God
created Adam by putting a separate spiritual substance
— the immortal soul — into a material clay "statue". The
soul is of Divine origin because God breathed it into the
"statue", hence it is spirit similar to God. However, this is
not what Scripture actually reveals:

When in the story of the creation it is told that God
breathed the spirit of life into man of clay he had
moulded, it must not be construed in the manner that
the clay is the body and the spirit of God the soul,
which is seated and acts within the body.

The man of clay was a dead thing, but by the breath of
God he was entirely changed and became a living
soul. Soul and body are so intimately united that a
distinction cannot be made between them. They are
more than 'united'...¹4)

Elsewhere Pedersen says in this connection:

"The base of its (man's) essence was the fragile cor-
poreal substance, but by the breath of God it was
transformed and became a nephesh, a soul. It is not
said that man was supplied with a nephesh, and so
the relation between body and soul is quite different
from what it is to us. Such as he is, man, in his total
essence, is a soul ... man as such is soul " ¹5)
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The word "dust" (Hebrew aphar) in Gen 2:7 ("And the
Lord formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed
ir to his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a
li ving soul") does not denote merely one part of man. The
being-dust of man denotes the whole man16). (Nota Bene:
"The Lord formed man of dust ..." and not the body!) Just

as basar (or the Greeksarx), apharindicates the total
n an in his fragility arid weakness as previously indi

- cated.

The scholastics regard the soul as the image of God in
n an. Holy Scripture, however, does not tell us that the
image of God is in man, but that the whole man is the

image of God. According to the scholastic view man is the
image bearer, as if man were only the bearer of an image

which could be separated from man, just as you speak of
an armour bearer who bears his arms but who himself

can be separated from the weapons that he carries 17).
T ze succession of human beings after Adam presents no
p: oblem with regard to the origin of their bodies because
tl.is is given them by their parents. But where did their
souls originate? Some scholars (traducianists or genera-
tianists) believe that the soul also comes from the
parents. Others (creatianists) reject this because they
believe that God Himself creates every new soul into the
body. Both of these directions give rise to insoluble prob-
lems. The creationists, for instance, encountered the
following difficulties: man becomes a human being only
when God has created a soul in the more or less animal
body. When does this happen? At conception, after a few
months, or at birth? If it only happens after a few months
cr at birth, then abortion cannot be regarded as a sin. Fur-

ther: Is this view in accordance with the doctrine of
original sin because the implication is that God created
sin-ful souls? God will then also co-operate with adulterers

because He willingly supplies a soul when conception
t akes place. Is this view in accordance with Gen 2:2 where
scripture reveals that God completed his creation in six

days?

What is meant by the soul being in the body, if the soul
does not occupy any space? It is a contradiction to say
hat the soul is in the body and at the same time to assert
,hat it cannot be shown where in the body. Many people
dentify soul with brain but usually the brain is regarded

is part of the body substance.
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If the soul is a part of created reality it must have a geo-
metrical aspect (space). By referring to the fifteen differ-
ent law-spheres distinguished by the Philosophy of the
Cosmonomic Idea, we find that the simplest of creatures,
viz inorganic objects, appear in at least four modalities:
the arithmetical, geometrical, kinematic and physical.
Usually the soul is regarded as a much higher substance.
But the higher beings must be accommodated in the lower
modalities also. If souls are "creatures" they should at
least be contained in the geometrical and also the physi-
cal. In other words, if souls exist they should be measur-
able and weighable! Thus the idea of a soul consisting of a
conglomerate or union of higher functions (from the logi-
cal to the pistical) which form a substance and which are
not dependent on the lower functions (from the arith-
metical to the psychological) is unacceptable.

The current, traditional conception of the soul in Chris-
tianity does not fit into a Biblical view of the created cos-
mos. It seems more like something transcending the
boundary of the cosmos in the direction of God. I cannot
accept something divine in the cosmos because I believe
in the radical difference between Creator and creatures,
including man as a whole.

According to scholastic anthropology man has a body.
The actual or real part of man is, however, not the body
because this property is not the same as the proprietor!
The same criticism applies to the idea that man has a
soul. If it is true that man has a soul and a body, the ques-
tion remains: who then is man, the proprietor of this soul
and body? As previously said, man is soul and he is body.

A dualistic anthropology is not a harmless theoretical
idea but has fatal consequences in practical life. For in-
stance, the higher, so-called spiritual things are deemed
more important than the so-called lower bodily activi-
ties; the aim of the proclamation of the Gospel to the
pagans is the salvation of souls and not of concrete
human beings in their concrete everyday life; further-
more, the clergy are actually the only men who are privi-
leged to serve God in spiritual things; the life hereafter,
when the soul will be freed from the body, is stressed and
not the life here on earth in which we should serve God. In
the life after death and the resurrection the Scholastics
mention heaven as the future home of man and forget that
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the Bible stresses the fact that there will be a new earth
which will again be the abode of man.

These were only a few illustrations to show that the
dualistic, traditional Christian or scholastic anthro-
pology is not in accordance with Scripture concerning its
treatment of man as regards his conception and his sub-
sequent existence on earth. This is also the case when in
this view man's destiny at death is explained.

6.2 Fall into sin

The revelation of Scripture with regard to man after the
fall is: the total corruption of man and (eternal) death as
penalty for sin. How did the traditional Scholastic Chris-
tian Anthropology understand this?

They found the total corruption of man unacceptable
because the only effect of sin was that man lost his super-
natural faith which God gave back at redemption as a
donum superadditum or supernatural gift. The natural
functions of man were only slightly damaged but not cor-
rupted.

The sinful part of man is more or less his body and not his
spiritual side. This is not in accordance with Scripture.
The whole man is sinful -- sin cannot be located. Man can-
not be divided into an important and unimportant part.
Man is essentially present in each aspect to the same
degree. Man does not have non-human parts as, for in-
stance, his body, which is considered as the animal part
and his soul as the divine part.

It is very important for Christian Anthropology to stress
the fact that man as man became evil after the fall. To
know what man should be we can only learn from what
Scripture reveals about man before the fall and also, to a
certain extent, from what Scripture reveals about man
after the resurrection on the new earth. Usually the non-
Christian anthropologist does not take enough notice of
the fact that man, as we study him, is not the man whom
God created in the beginning but man suffering from all
the effects of sin.

Furthermore, with regard to the second point, death as
final penalty for sin, the scholastic view is unsatisfac-
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tory. I have already said that according to the scholastics

man is only dismantled at his death. The links keeping
immortal soul and mortal body together are broken; the
body dies but the soul continues to exist after death. Actu-
ally they considered it to be a welcome deliverance of the
soul from the prison of its body.

The death of man according to Scripture is viewed much
more seriously. It is a very grave and abnormal event and
should be regarded as a penalty and therefore as some-
thing most unwelcome. ¹8 )

The dualistic approach is also the reason for the very
important role which the so-called intermediate state
(period between death and resurrection) plays in scholas-
tic anthropology. (Cf for instance purgatory in Roman
Catholic thought). It is necessary in this connection to be
wary because this intermediate state — if something like
it exists — cannot fall within our field of scientific inves-
tigation. The only means of knowing something about
man in this phase of his existence is to consult the Scrip-
tures and this is not very easy because Scripture does not
treat it in detail.

6.3 Redemption

The resurrection is perhaps the heart of Christianity.
Man will not awake from death by means of his own
power, but the almighty God will awaken him in the
course of the "last days". The existentialistic anthro-
pology places too much emphasis on death because its
theory considers death to be the final end of man (no
resurrection). The scholastic anthropology cannot reveal
the absolute wonder of the resurrection because it does
not accept the seriousness of death. According to scholas-
tic anthropology the resurrection is not a great event at
all because the immortal soul continues to exist after
death and is only united again with the unimportant body
at the resurrection. (Just as one would assemble, for in-
stance, a dismantled machine.)

Another unacceptable view of scholastic anthropology is
that it does not fully realize that man is, and will continue
to be, an earthly, temporal being.'") After his resurrec-
tion, man will not inhabit heaven like the angels.
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Renewed, he will live again on earth. This privilege will
be granted, however, only to those children of God who
believed in Him and served Him before they died.

By way of a summa summarum ²0) I believe firmly that
God created the whole man and to Him the whole man is
important. When the fall into sin took place it radically
affected man. On the basis of Christ's work as Saviour a
redemption of the whole man is possible. God is not inter-
ested in the winning of souls! I believe that the whole man
will be raised from death and will be redeemed in his en-
tirety.

7. FURTHER PURIFICATION OF TALJAARDS
ANTHROPOLOGY?

J A L Taljaard enriched us with various brilliant, bibli-
cally founded insights in the field of philosophical
anthropology of which the preceding pages gave ample
evidence. Many more could be added, eg his strong
emphasis on man's religious character, his analysis of
man's basic features²¹¹ ) and his penetrating critique of
H Dooyeweerd's theory of the act structure. ²²) In this con-
tribution, however, we have to limit ourselves to the
problem of body and soul.

Christ is Lord and Master of the whole man in everything
he does. This, I believe, was the deeply religious convic-
tion behind Taljaard's eventful life and his keen interest
in Philosophy of Society. The whole human being should
be immersed in the service of the sovereign God in every-
thing he does in all areas of life.

Furthermore, Prof Taljaard's academic motto was never
to swear by the words of a human tutor. This gives me the
confidence to ask a question relating to a further purifica-
tion of his anthropology. He correctly dismissed not only
the substantialistic but also all the functionalistic ideas
which resulted in dualistic views about man. Yet I get the
impression that Taljaard, just like Vollenhoven²³ ) and (to
an even greater extent) Dooyeweerd ²4 ), did not com-
pletely rid himself of a certain degree of dualism. I have
already mentioned his distinction between "inner" and
"outer" man. It is evident from his exposition that the
concept "inner-outer" is not to be identified wiith that of
"soul (heart)-body". The "inner man" is the same as the
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soul /heart, but the "outer man" is considered to consist of
the human functions (fifteen modalities or law-spheres)
and not the body. Taljaard identifies the body with what
he calls the function cloak. This function cloak covers all
the activities of man during this life on earth. When the
human being dies, the unity between inner and outer man
is broken because the function cloak (which guarantees
the "unity") is laid down.

An important argument is that death cannot imply the
destruction of man: how could it then be a punishment of
God? What happens then when man dies? Taljaard
explains this in the light of 1 Chronicles 13:10, 11. The
Lord was angry with Uzza and struck him down because
he had put out his hand to the Ark.

The name David gave to this place means Outbreak
of Uzza, and this outbreak can also be translated as
the laceration of Uzza, indicating that he was torn
apart, but not literally in the first place. And this is
exactly what happens with the death of man. He is
not only separated from the relation in which he was
placed with the rest of creation which he had to sub-
due and rule, but he is also separated from himself.
Death tears man in two but it cannot destroy or anni-
hilate the relation in which man stands to God; the
religious relation remains, even in death. Man is
broken up in death and we bury man as body whilst
man lives although he has died. That which we do not
bury represents man in his totality, as a whole, but
deprived of the body. 25)

It is clear that Taljaard does not deny the continued exis-
tence of the separated soul, spirit or heart after death; and
that this part of man, torn from the rest which we bury,
still represents man in his totality.

My question — cautious and hesitant — is whether there
is any difference between a soul, heart or spirit deprived
of its temporal functions (=body) and the shadowy spec-
tre of the traditional immortal soul. Certain expressions
such as the body is put aside", " body will soon follow",
and "soul and body are united again", strengthen our sus-
picion that Taljaard's theory is to a certain degree still
haunted by the age-old pseudo-problem of soul and body.
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I s it not easier to accept that man as man (and not a part of
him) dies, and that man as man (and not a part of him) will

I e resurrected by God? Or is this viewpoint either too
imple or too extreme to be in agreement with Scripture?

Perhaps this much-disputed problem will only be solved
in the life hereafter so that it is appropriate for us in
humility to answer with a non liquet. At the same time,
however, we should keep in mind our high calling:

philo-sophia reformata semper reformanda est!
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NOTES

1,	 Cf the following publications of Taljaard: Lewe, dood en onsterf-
likheid in die Wysbegeerte. Koers, 27 (10): 449-459, April 1961; 'n
Skrifmatige Antropologie en Samelewingsleer (Mimeograph
Class Notes, P U for C H E, 1974): and his to be published "mag-
num opus" Polished Lenses. A philosophy that proclaims the
sovereignity of God over creation and also over every aspect of
human activity, chapter 4. (p 172 and following of the 1974 manu-
script).

2. According to Copi, I M: Introduction to Logic (1969), p 116.
3. For a classification according to the Consistent Problem-Historic

Method, cf my article "Historiography of Philosophy", Tydskrif
vir Christelike Wetenskap, 9: 163-184, 1973. The anthropological
application of this method is illustrated in my essay, "Man, the
tension-ridden bridge between the transcendent and

non-trans-cendent world in the thought of Bonaventure of Bagnorea,"Philo-
sophia Reformata, 39:156-169, 1974. A great variety of viewpoints
amongst Christians is covered in my bibliography on Anthro-
pology in Perspektief, 11 (1):54-72, March 1972.

4. Cf Taljaard- "Lewe, dood en onsterflikheid in die Wysbegeerte".
Koers, 27:453-454, April 1961; and Polished Lenses, p 174: "What
surprises one is that there are still, in the second half of the twen-
tieth centruy, Christians who believe that a separate substance,
called soul, enters the body ... when the child starts to breathe

5. The latest tendencies in the contemporary world is to return again
to all kinds of mystical experiences. We witness today different
kinds of "spiritualism" old and new ranging from the more or less
"Christian" types to pagan withcraft and Satanism. Man is trying
to escape from the one-, two- or three-dimensional prison (in
which the mathematical, physical and biotic aspects of life is
overemphasized) of the ruling philosophies of life. This is clear
evidence that man, created by God as a multi-dimensional being,
cannot be free and happy in such narrow-minded views about
himself.

6. In his article "Lewe, dood en onsterflikheid in die Wysbegeerte,"
Koers, 29 (10) : 454,1961, Taljaard still uses the expression "unity"
but in Polished Lenses (1974), p 213 he says: "Actually the word
`unity' should be avoided in an indication of the wholeness of man,
being a mathematical concept. The same applies to the word
`totality' because it presupposes the existence of parts. I prefer to
speak, just plainly, about man, the living creature God created
from the dust of the earth in his image and likeness ... placed in
covenantal relation with the rest of the earthly creation to God."

7. Cf Becker. J E Het begrip nefesi in het Oude Testament (1942) and
his contribution, "Ziel. Bijbelsche gegevens," in Christelijke En-
cyclopedie, vol VI (1961), p693-695. See also the following works of
Janse, A: Om "de levende ziel" (nd), De mensch als "levende ziel"
(1936), Van idolen en schepselen (1938); Von Meyenfeldt, F H: The
meaning of ethos (1964), p 54-56; and Ridderbos, H: Paulus. On-
twerp van zijn Theologie (1966), p 127, 128.
Taljaard, in the above-mentioned Koers article, correctly stressed
the fact that the word "soul" is mostly used in the Bible simply as a
synonym for "human being". Cf p 453. We are also in agreement
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with his rejection of the false problems regarding the relationship
between soul and body and the question of the origin of the soul
and at what stage it is united to the body of every human being. (Cf
footnote 4 supra.)

8. Cf Ridderbos, H, op cit, p 123, and Kuitert, H M: "Mens en lichaam
in de Heilige Schrift." Vox Theologica, 34 (2): 37-50, 1963.

9. Cf in this connection Crump, F J: Pneuma in the Gospels (1954);
Scheepers, J H: Die Gees van God en die gees van die mens in die
Ou Testament (1960) and Waaning, N A: Onderzoek naar het
gebruik van "pneuma" bij Paulus (1939).

it	 Cf Lindijer, Het begrip sarx bij Paulus (1952).
17	 Cf the following studies: Becker, J H: "Het begrip `hart' in het Oude

Testament". Gereformeerd Theologisch Tijdschrift, 50: 10-16,
1950; Von Meyenfeldt, F H: Het hart (leb, lebab) in het Oude Testa-
ment (1950) and his contribution entitled "Enige algemene be-
schouwingen gegrond op de betekenis van het hart in het Oude
Testament", in: Wetenschappelijke bijdragen doorleerlingen van
Vollenhoven (1951), p 52-67. Cf also his above-mentioned work
The meaning of ethos (1964) p 49-54, and Ridderbos, H: op cit, p 126,
127.

We cannot agree with Taljaard who uses the concepts of heart,

spirit and soul as synonyms. Cf Koers article, p 457, and Polished

Lenses, p 186 and also p 214. "Only after death the heart, soul or

spirit exists on its own ...."
it . Cf Koers, 27 (10): 455, 456, Apr 1961.
13. Cf ibid, p 457 and 458 for a very clear exposition on this problem.

From Polished Lenses, p 187 the following: "Only those who are
not delivered to the second death receive immortality and they are
the people belonging to Jesus Christ, given to him by the Father,
his brothers and sisters. It is evident that one can only speak about
immortality after the resurrection of the body. Only after the day
of Judgement it is given to the children of God."
Cf also Snyman, W J: "Lewe, dood en onsterflikheid in die Nuwe
Testament". Koers 28 (10): 417-430, April 1961.

L4. Pedersen, J Israel. Its Iife and culture, I & II. (1959), p 171.
L5. Ibid, p 99 Italics of "became" and "supplied with" added.
16. Cf Kuitert, H M, op cit, p 39.
17. For the Biblical meaning of man as the image of God cf Berkou-

wer, G C: De mens het beeld Gods (1957), which has also been
translated in English, Man: The image of God (1962); and
Schrotenboer, P G: "Man in God's World". International Reformed
Bulletin, 10 (31): 11-30, Oct 1967. For Taljaard's viewpoint — to my
mind a brilliant, new and Scripturally founded approach — of Po-
lished Lenses, p 1'77 et seq. A detailed discussion of the biblical
meaning of the expression, "man created in the image and like-
ness of God," together with a criticism of the traditional ideas in
this connection, is offered in my dissertation Die Natuurlike Teo-
logie met besondere aandag aan die visie daarop by Thomas van
Aquino, Johannes Calvyn en die "Synopsis Purioris Theologiae"
- 'n Wysgerige Ondersoek (1974) chapter VI. p 678-704.

18. Taljaard correctly emphasizes the fact that death is a penalty and
a horror. Cf Polished Lenses, p 185 et seq.

19. According to Taljaard man is an everlasting, indestructable, but
not eternal being. Man is characterized by his timeliness (Afri-
kaans: "tydsheid") — not to be confused with "timelessness"! Cf
ibid, p 184.
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20. We have learned much from the works of K J Popma to reach a
genuine radical biblical view about man. A penetrating critique of
traditional Christian anthropology can be found at various places
in the seven volumes of his major work Levensbeschouwing (1958-
1965). Valuable reading material is also offered in the different
essays in the mimeograph (98 pages) publication of the Institute
for Christian Studies, Toronto entitled Anthropology and Psycho-
logy in Christian Perspective. Some readings and propositions.

21. Cf Polished Lenses, p 194 et seq.
22. Cf ibid, p 206 et seq.
23. Cf the following: Vollenhoven, D H T and Schilder,K: Van "Oor-

zaken en Redenen ". Minderheidsnota inzake Algemene genade,
Genadeverbond, De onsterfelijkheid der ziel, Pluriformiteit der
kerk, Vereniging der twee naturen van Christus en Zelfonderzoek
(Stencil) Kampen/Amsterdam, 1939; Vollenhoven D H T Inlei-
ding in de wijsgerige anthropologie (vroeger genaamd:

Theore-tische PsychologieI). College-dictaat, cursus 1957-1958;Ibid:Het
Calvinisme en de reformatie van de Wijsbegeerte (1933), part I,
Chapter 2, especially p 43-45; Ibid: Isagoge Philosophiae (1967).

24. H Dooyeweerd gives an exposition of his Anthropology in his
work In the twilight of Western thought (1960,reprint 1968), Chap-
ter 8. Also available is a mimeograph "Theory of man — thirty-
two propositions," which is a translation of "De leer van de mens
in de `Wijsbegeerte der Wetsidee': 32 Stellingen," published in
Sola Fide, 2 Febr 1954, p 8-18, and in Correspondentiebladen van
de Vereniging voor Calvinistische Wijsbegeerte, 6 (5): 134-143,
Dec 1942. (Reprint in Dutch available from the Filosofisch Insti-
tuut, Centrale Interfaculteit, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam.)
For a discussion of Dooyeweerd's Anthropology cf Kock, F A: Die
betekenis en plek van die hart in die Wysbegeerte van die Wetsidee
(MA Thesis 1954): Berkouwer, G C: op cit, p 284-293; Seerveld, C:
" `Wijsbegeerte der Wetsidee' — Characteristics of Prof Vollen -
hove and Dooyeweerd," Correspondentiebladen van de Verenig-
ing voor Calvinistische Wijsbegeerte, 24: 8-10, April 1960; Spier,
J M: Tijd en Eeuwigheid (1953), p 141-181; Wiskerke, J R: "De
anthropologie van dr A Kuyper en die hartkwaal van de Wijs-
begeerte der Wetsidee," Lucerna, 4:26-39, 1963; Young, W "The
nature of man in the Amsterdam Philosophy", The Westminster
Theological Journal, 22: 1-12, 1959/60.

25. Taljaard Polished Lenses, p 186, 187. Cf also p 188, 189: "What one
buries can be compared with a cloak, and what remains alive can
be called heart or soul or spirit. During life they are in an intra -
individual relation to each other, but during the first death they
are torn apart. Now the relation, if any, between them could be
indicated as inter-individual. With the resurrection of the body,
the cloak is again taken up, the tear is mended and the intra-indi-
vidual relation is restored, man is placed again upon the earth, a
new man on a new earth because Christ makes everything new."
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YESTERDAY AND TODAY: THE TASK OF THE
UNIVERSITY

The university has become a battlefield of the mentally
violent as to the question of the part the university
should play in modern industrialised society, in the com-
munication between rich and poor, in the spiritual con-
fusion that followed the lapse of Christianity. The old
idea that the university is and should be the place where
intelligent people withdraw for the purpose of autono-
mous, unengaged, religiously and politically unpre-
judiced, impartial theoretical thinking, is struggling for
its life against the growing belief that the powers of
theoretical thinking are no more than instruments for,
and should not be used otherwise than, the purpose of
changing society to one which is more just, more human,
than the prevailing (capitalistic) structure. Rejecting the
intimidative ways sometimes followed by both sides in
defending their case, I do have sympathy with both sides:
I still find enough reason(s) to believe that the university
is somehow something different from a church or apoliti-
cal party or a pressure group, while knowing that the
university never has been or could be, and firmly
believing that it should not be, utterly aloof from human
life in its fullness; and therefore I am prepared to
advocate that the university ought to cultivate its rela-
tion to surrounding society, but in a way adapted to its
own peculiarities, for the university may not outlive (as
university) its being instrumentaliz ed. The battlefield
mentality ought to be exchanged by one of thorough-
going philosophical ref lexion by all people interested in
the university's affairs. Knowing that they fulfill their
fallible work within the cadres of a meaningful history in
which also the university came to be, they should ponder,
in the light of the continuity and discontinuity of history,
about the task of the university of yesterday, of today and
of tomorrow, in a non-exclusive disjunction.

It could be that the contemporary structuralistic
(including calvinistic) reader would ask: "Why concern
yourself with the task, and not, as for instance the Cal-
vinist Dooyeweerd has done, with the structure of the uni-
versity?" Concerning oneself with the `structure' would
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then mean searching for some universal idea, some
architectural blueprint, some cosmogonical ratio
seminal is which serves as universal law all universities
of all times have to obey. But we are radically separated
from the primeval order and from every clear insight into
societal structures that could have been supposed to be
part of living in such an order; and an unmystical, non-
speculative epistemological way of transcending our
historical order to a vision of this suprahistorical
structure has not yet been offered.

Nevertheless, some definition of `university' must be
given, that is, if it is supposed to mean something specifi-
cally as name for some existing societal institution. And
those Christians, who dare (as consequence of their belief
that human life is included in its full extent only in its
covenantal (religious) bond with God) accept that
although man's life should be an integrated whole, any
historical association tending to become totalitarian
should be rejected as substitute religion, need some such
definition all the more to serve as (relative) normative
criterion according to which the (possibly) not differen-
tiating but totalitarian or desintegrating ways of the
university could be judged. T S Eliot rightly rejects total-
itarianism as being unchristian (see Ea, 7-26); but the
dilemma of his position is that he does not explicate the
differences among societal relationships (such as state,
church, educational institutions) so that we stay in the
dark about the borders. Dooyeweerd, on the other hand,
believing that "... it is impossible to detect firm
boundaries between the different types of societal rela-
tionships if we do not penetrate behind the social forms to
the internal structural principles positivized by them"
(Df, III, 175), but also maintaining that "as to undifferen-
tiated societies, ... their types of societal relationships
also have structural principles, determining their inner
nature, and differing fundamentally from those of
differentiated types" (Df, III, 171), has thereby petrified
societal development. For having founded both un-
differentiated and differentiated societies on fundamen-
tally different principles in God's world-order, he has
made it impossible to show why anyone should promote
societal differentiation, and so uprooted his own theory of
the historical opening process. Regarding his theory of
the differentiated society, since every institution of our
society is based in Dooyeweerd's theory on some struc-
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tural principle sovereign in its own sphere, although
bound to all others by a relational entanglement called
`enkapsis' (Df, III, 170), the question remains whether his
analysis is not a hypostatization of the contemporary
status quo, and whether the philosophical categories in
terms of which his analysis is built up will outlive the test
of time and societal change.

The only alternative left is to search out the history of the
university for a concrete universal (maybe a contradictio
in terminis to some), peculiar to all universities, that
shows how they differ from all other societal institutions.

Yet how do you search without knowing what to search
for? The university presents itself within the horizon of
human experience as an institution (an organization of
people) where people work. We may ask them what they
do, and why, and provided that they do not form some sort
of secret brotherhood, we may hope for intelligible
answers. We may read through their archives with the
same questions in mind, and hope to find the answers
their predecessors would have given. If their being or-
ganised in an institution ever had any meaning, we may
hope to find some convergences in the answers; and, not
having categorised the university beforehand in terms of
structural-analytical categories, we may even hope to
have retained a little bit of openness to detect possible
variability in the answers. The answers to the question
what is being done by the members of the university, and
why (meaning not their ultimate but their most direct
aims), will tell us what task they undertook as a group.

What results then, does the historical study of the task of
the university produce?

It seems difficult to distinguish the mediaeval university
from the cathedral school that belonged most directly to
the church. The university itself had no independent
authority, and had to bend constantly before the powers of
a church that tended to become a totalitarian power
structure. Both university and cathedral schools existed
as institutes for teaching; and they had more or less the
same educational set-up, namely a basic study of the
liberal arts, followed by some preparation for an occu-
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pation, while the university had post-graduate faculties
besides theology. The difference showed itself most
clearly when Abaelard tried to free himself from the
authority of the cathedral schools by putting up a private
school with the aim of doing his own critical research
without being forcibly bound to the authority of the
church (see e g the Prologue to his Sic et Non, or the
passage quoted from his Historia calamitatum, Wa,
130ff). Rather the same mentality could be seen in the
quaestiones disputatae, and in the courage St Thomas
showed in making a synthesis between christian doctrine
and aristotelianism in the face of violent resistance.
While the church schools trained their students in a
dogmafavouring way, the university, though bending to
the dogma, aimed at a relatively free confrontation of the
widest possible field of research, giving a logical qualifi-
cation to its work (see e g the methodology of Petrus Pere-
grossi, - 1250 a D; Wa, 165). Many factors, such as their
respect for authority, scarcity of books, the influence of
the church, etc, added up to the result that the relationship
of the two basic elements of the academic community
(namely, masters and students) had in general been based
on "the student's capacity and the teacher's industry"
(John of Salisbury, Carnotensis Metalogicon; Wa, 126).
But intensive study warrants the conclusion that the
mediaeval university really had been "an association
('universitas' mean 'organised body' — J J V) of masters

and scholars established in some place with the intention
to study the sciences" (from the Siete Partidas, 1263 a D, of
King Alphonse of Castile, Wa, 184); in other words, it had
been a community in which some persons had the respon-
sibility of training others to acquire the scientific habit
by leading them into confrontation with the process of
logically qualified research on a philosophical basis.

After the middle ages the university declined from its
important position, but reached another peak in its
history in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth
century.

According to, Fichte, the German idealist, the university
had to concern itself with the training of students, not to
know facts, but to use their intelligence in practical life in
a critical way. By `critical' he did not mean `polemical';
but he meant that the student, on the basis of a (to be read:
'Fichte's') philosophy, had to work himself into the
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materials of the special sciences. The scientist (not to be
road: 'natural scientist') sees in his scientific work an end
Li itself, and ought to study in isolation. When one should
have asked him how the latter agreed with his aim that

the student had to be tra fined to use his intelligence practi-
cally, he would have answered: "... er wird einst, als
vollendeter Gelehrter, in welcher Weise er auch künftig
sein wissenschafliche Bildung im Leben anwende, in
jedem Falle allein in der Idee die Wurzel seines Lebens
h aben, and nur von ihr aus die Wirklichkeit erblicken ..."
C+ a, 16). To him, good scientific training, by a good

philo-sopher-pedagogue who understood the socratic way of
dialogical teaching, guaranteed good cooking without
any practical training (sic! - Fa, 46). He, no doubt, saw his
training of "wissenschaftlicher Künstler" as training of
the most important aspect of the student's life, and there-
fore his scientifical training was seen as education in the
most extensive sense of that word.

Schleiermacher, Fichte's fellow idealist, allowed for abit
more polemical freedom in the university. For he
accepted a suprapersonal reasonable spirit/mind (Geist)
that leads mankind in searching for truth, and under its
leadership new paths could be found, the exploration of

hich should not be suppressed. The university was
assigned the task to awaken the scientific spirit in the
student by educating him philosophically, that is,
leading him in the socratic way to insight into the laws of
reason and the necessary coherence of all knowledge,
which follows "aus der unmittelbaren Anschauung der
V ernunft and ihrer Tätigkeit" (Sa, 139). On the basis of
this universal insight the student would be able to search
into the special subjects. The university fulfills its task
on the crossroads where factualistic school education
e ads in philosophical systematization, and from where
the ways to particular occupational training or
s pecialised work in a research academy begin. He defined

Schule als das Zusammensein der Meister mit den
L ehrburschen, die Universität mit den Gesellen, and die
Akademie als Versammlung der Meister unter sich."
Iwo important aspects may be drawn to the fore: The
u niversity has the task to train apprentices ("Gesellen"!)
i n science through direct contact with the working pro-
cess of reason, and this amounts to educating man as

man.
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A(nother) contemporary of Fichte, Wilhelm von
Humboldt, also saw a relation between the scientific
training of the university and cultural education (in the
broad sense), but he did not follow him in identifying the
latter with the former. According to Von Humboldt the
university has the task connecting objective scientific
research to the inner sediment of school education in the
student, as well as to lead the student into manifesting
knowledge already acquired by doing research on his
own. About the relationship of master to student he says:
"Der ersterer ist nicht fur die letzteren. Beide sind fur die
Wissenschaft da ..." (Vc, 256). If the university (and also
the research academy) could hope for any success, it
could only be by confronting all its members with the
"reinen Idee der Wissenschaft" (Vc, 255-6), which pre-
supposed, according to Von Humboldt, seclusion from
surrounding society and freedom within the academic
circles; but real spiritual work could only grow when the
academic corps worked together, "damit die gelingende
Thätigkeit des Einen den Anderen begeistere and Allen
die Allgemeine, ursprüngliche ... hervorstrahlende
Kraft sichtbar werde ..." (Vc, 255-6). And this working
together, by master and student, constantly in search for
the ideal truth, contributed to the cultural building up of
the whole nation and of all mankind. Therefore in the end
specialization had to be transcended, and faculties had to
work together, thus helping mankind to reach immorta-
lity.

It has sometimes been said that these idealists made the
university into an ivory tower, totally aloof from sur-
rounding society. But this is not true. They all believed
that the university supplied the peak of education by
forming the most important human function, namely
reason. They were so naively rationalistic as to believe
that scientific training (in their sense) was all one needed
to carry out the highest societal responsibilities success-
fully. The task of the university was to train the appren-
tices of science in community, which meant to Fichte and
Schleiermacher, less to Von Humboldt, leading men to
their destination as man.

These same basic ideas are to be found around World War
Two existentialistically interpreted by Karl Jaspers, in
the sense that intellectual training would lead man to his
supra-intellectual destination of existential freedom.
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However, Jaspers wisely realised that scientific training
does not guarantee occupational success, and can serve
only as preparation for a job. He, following his idealistic
predecessors, rejected the idea that the university had to
supply occupational training courses, and held on to the
tradition that university courses should be strictly
scientific. He wrote: "Lehre heisst teilnehmen lassen am
Forschungsprozesses' ; and as to the researching
teacher: "Er allein ist lebende Wissenschaft, and im
Verkehr mit ihm ist die Wissenschaft, wie sie

ursprüng-lich existiert, anschaubar. Er weckt gleiche Impulse im
Schuler. Nur wer selbst forscht, kann wesentlich lehren"
(Ja, 68-69).

In this whole context the work of the nineteenth century
liberal catholic thinker, Cardinal Newman, should not be
forgotten. Although more reserved as to the effects of
university training outside the university, he also
accentuated the intellectual, scientific training through
the acquisition of universal (philosophical) knowledge
in a study community. He hoped that this might even-
tually raise the intellectual tone of society, thus further-
ing civilization, and help people to find their way back to
the church; though he explicitly rejected the idea that the
university itself should search for new knowledge.

These ideas about the task of the university were also in a
sense realised in practice, being ideas of people most
directly connected with the university in action. Thus we
may conclude that the european university, from the
middle ages up to about World War Two, found its task to
be the scientific training of students, by confronting them
with or letting them take part in the process of scientific
research. This did not mean that the university stayed
fully outside the political and religious arena. According
to Fichte and Schleiermacher, the university's products
were in fact the (German) political elite, and religion had
to be reformed by them on a universal scientifical basis.
Even Von Humboldt, then minister of education, saw in
the university an object of German national prestige. The
university changed its international mediaeval
character, but fell into the hands of the national state. One
of the reasons stated for the founding of the Free Chris-
tian University of Amsterdam was that the totalitarian
liberalist state, in co-operation with liberalist acade-
micians, appointed only liberalists in academic posts,
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blocking the way to better qualified (but confessing)
Christians and Jews. Politicians and professors thought
alike, and the church had withdrawn from `public' affairs
long before.

Another view of the task of the university presented itself
in nineteenth century America. Kerr tells us that the
university there, answering to the quest for schooled
labour, started off with occupational training for many
different types of work. The university became directly
implicated through its courses, finances, advisors, in the
affairs of industry, labour unions, politics and the
government. Kerr welcomes this development, as con-
sistent with the surrounding society; he realises, how-
ever, that the result is not a university in the sense of an
academic study community, but a non-homogeneous
assembly of subcultures with a common administration.
This `multiversity' of his is no longer a definable insti-
tution; it has simply become part of the national, capita-
listic, economic purpose. He formulates it this way:
"Knowledge is now central to society. It is wanted, even
demanded by more people and more institutions than
ever before. The university as producer, wholesaler and
retailer of knowledge cannot escape service. Knowledge,
today, is for everybody's sake" (Ka, 114). The university's
only task is to be the prime instrument in the production
of knowledge and experts needed for all sorts of mani-
pulation; and what type of knowledge and experts are
produced depends `on the needs of society' (to be read:
`industrial, political, military interests'). Kerr entitled
his book: `The uses of the university'.

In reaction to the situation sketched in that book, another
American, HE Barnes, recently wrote a book called: The
university as the new church'. She finds some (super-
ficial - I think) resemblance between the modern Ameri-
can university and the (mediaeval) church: "It would be
possible without undue violence, to sum up the goals of
each in identical terms: to point out the path to truth, to
instruct the young, to guide man toward the good life"
(Ba, 2). The church has been done with, and the university
is the only institution that is able to supply a new value
system, a new secularised religion, for mankind. The uni-
versity cannot claim to be concerned only with the
neutral transmission of knowledge, for it has already
become, and has been for a long time, involved with social
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change. "I seriously propose that the university should
become the new church. It is my conviction that it has
long been functioning as a church, by which I mean that it
has defined truth and human good and taught values as
well as knowledge for many years but surreptitiously
and without knowing the fact.... This man-made religion
is what the students are demanding, and the university is
the institution which must give it shelter and ensure its
survival and future growth" (Ba, 35-36). Her analysis of
the factual situation amounts to the same as that of Kerr.
But she tries to unify the different parts of Kerr's know-
ledge factory by founding it upon an explicit value-
system on the basis of which its all-embracing task could
be fulfilled. In her prophetic eyes the university is to
become the leader of man towards eschatological self-
transcendence.

In Europe the situation is also changing. Although the
European universities never became as deeply involved
in societal problems as those in America (or ours in
South-Africa!), the ways of Nazi Germany and inter-
national capitalism opened the eyes to the implicit
values at work in the university. So a reaction set in after
World War Two; a reaction based on distrust of any
existing power structure; a reaction against the sterility
of positivism, seemingly content with descriptive ana-
lysis; a reaction against abusive instrumentalising of the
university by political or international industrial
powers. Horkheimer, the Neo-Marxist, therefore pro-
poses to reform the university into a philosophical, criti-
cal, occupational training centre, where the student, in
our barbaric age, as in a micro-society, can regain the
remembrance of humanity. But let us not be deceived by
the term 'philosophical'; he recognizes only homo

econo-micus:"Ich glaube, dass fiber die ernstesten Fragen der
Philosophie, fiber die Totalität des Lebensprozesses, in
welchem die Menschen nur ein Moment sind, nur der
wirklich Urteilen kann, der eine Bilanz zu lesen versteht.
Dadurch aber wird nicht der Bilanzfachmann von selbst
zum erben der Philosophie. Den Studenten der
National-äkonomie ist der Verantwortung auferlegt, die tech-
nischen Kenntnisse, die sie erwerben, zu messen an den
Strukturgesetzen der Wirtschaft als Ganzes, in der die
Techniken geiten" (Hb-1, 12-13). And Regtien, the (former
student) activist in. Holland, tells us that there exists a
relation between the (politically surely not neutral)
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profit principle in our society and fundamental research,
via the applied sciences which are based on fundamental
research; and apart from that, even the individual re-
search worker enters the university with his implicit
political pressuppositions: "Waar het de Kritische
Universiteit om gaat is de confrontatie van de naieve
wetenschappelijke vakcycloop met deze toestand. Zodat
een discussie kan ontstaan over de wenselijkheid, de
juistheid of onjuistheid van de impliciet aanwezige poli-
tieke doelstellingen in het wetenschapsbedrijf. Dat is de
politisering die de universiteit in opstand door zal
moeten maken. Dat is de politieke universiteit die wij
willen" (Ra, 76). But, surely, discussion of the implicit
political purposes of science is not the only form of politi-
cized university he wants. The political discussion (if
what happens in practice could still be called
'discussion') surely is not the final goal of Regtien c s.
This discussion is only the beginning of the road to an
ideologized university which could be used to change
society. He does not forget to add: "Er is een nauwkeurig
doordacht actieplan op basis van een fundamentele ana-
lyse van de eigen situatie nodig, uitgewerkt in een serie
eisen tot verbetering van de situatie, waarbij die eisen
getoetst zijn aan het criterium dat alleen datgene als
werkelijke verbetering wordt gezien, wat de weg naar
nog niet bereikte fundamentele veranderingen open-
houdt ... de enige mogelijkheid te voorkomen dat de
studentenacties terecht komen in de doodlopende straat
van integreerbare corporatieve eisen" (Ra, 144). He
invites students to refrain from propagating an utopia,
but to infiltrate all sectors of society on the basis of the
this way of action.

The university has become or is becoming totalitarian.
Barnes says: "... it is evident that the university is fast
becoming the centre of community cultural life. It keeps
distinguished writers and artists on its payroll. For the
general public, it provides drama, concerts, lectures,
artistic productions of all kinds, created either by its own
members or by those travelling groups or individuals
who are paid to come and perform. As the root of the
meanings of the words suggest, the catholic church and
the university have, each in its turn, undertaken to
minister to the whole of society and to unify all aspects of
human activity" (Ba, 20-21). It had, until recently, the well-
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defined, specific task to train students into acquiring the
scientific habit by bringing them into contact with, or
.etting them take part in the process of scientific search
:'or truth. Now it tries to lead the way to the good life.

4o, I am wrong! It became totalitarian long ago. For there
Ire two types of totalitarianism: The one we find where a
societal organisation acquires more and more tasks,
unrelated to the task it originally stood for; and the other
is to be found where an organisation defines its task
clearly, but then tries to incorporate other possible
activities into its original task, thus (e g) reducing those
other activities, regardless of what they are, to deriva-
tives of this one and only meaningful area of activity
(Fichte, c s).

How should we react to the various options which history
offers? Should it be the task of the university to educate
people in an all-inclusive way? Or must it be a service
institute, manufacturing knowledge, or an instrument for
changing surrounding society? Or should we stick to the
simple task of training apprentices to acquire the habit of
searching for the truth in a scientific way?

The task of the university has until recently in Europe
been seen as the transmission of the scientific habit. The
situation is changing, and in many circles, including
Christian circles, the tendency is developing to define the
task of the university in a way that implies all-inclusive
education of the student. The Christian thinkers who go
this way feel the same need felt by Barnes on the secula-
rist side: young people must be assisted to fight the
cultural desintegration that followed the disappearance
of a common value system, - a disintegration that at times
makes our lives unbearable in a very complex society.
This problem is real, no doubt. Such has been the view of
De Klerk (De, 79-103) when he said that the task of the
university was to cultivate and motivate the student in
the centre of his being. Although still maintaining
scientific training as the kernel of this education process,
he does go as far as saying that the university (as such)
has the task even to reorganise students' extramural
activities. This seems to be the view also of Taljaard (Ta,
440) when he says that the extramural `student life' is
qualified by the structural principle of the university
itself. But we know already from the history of the
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American university that this may end up in a compe-
tition of scientists with football stars for breathing space
at the university. Because of the number of people
involved the university simply does not have the basis of
mutual trust to be able to engage in real character form-
ing, which could imply such intimate questions as sexual
guidance. And how does Taljaard harmonize his sub-
jecting the students' non-academic activities to the
structural principle of the university with his explicit
exclusion of the lecturers' non-academic activities there-
from? Their point of view does contribute to the inte-
gration of human life; but by not balancing it by stressing
and working out the way of differentiation, the result may
be a totalitarian university, and it may well be a threat to
the students' own responsibility in their non-academic
life.
Granted that the revolutionary students really are
searching for justice, we have two ways in which the
university could be a service institute for surrounding
society: it can serve the needs of the status quo; or, in
reaction against the first, it can serve the need for societal
change. There are also Christian thinkers who find this
type of view on the university's task very attractive,
because it could serve as a channel of love and Christian
influence on social affairs. Thus Professor Notohamid-
jojo from Indonesia, with reference to the revolutionary
clash of eastern and western cultures in Asia, says that
the Christian university has a poor-relieving task in the
sense of demythologizing and de-ideologizing politics
and culture, combined with the task of occupational
training in the insecure Third World situation so that
there might be people who understand their post as a
situation to practise their calling (Nc, 33-40). Symons and
Moberley say that most people spend their whole lives in
jobs, and the university should train them to that end (Sg,
36-37; Ma, 172). But we know from the American situation,
which is the result of an attempt to answer precisely the
problem posed by Notohamidjojo, that the university
tends to disintegrate that way: only some subjects, those
needed at the moment, are judged worthwhile studying
and spending money on; and precisely the throrough-
going thinking, which the Christian university so dearly
needs, bleeds to death next to the speedy production of
needed trained workers. And a (Christian) university that
sides with a (Christian) political party, or with the status
quo, or the revolutionaries, not only creates tensions in
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i ts members (for they may differ from it on social ques-
tions), but endagers its own free political judgement, and
may lose its educational integrity and end up being totali-
tarian itself. The first thing to be crushed down in such a
ituation is the peaceful communal searching for the

truth. Surely, the university does, and ought to serve
ociety; but it does so when its members publicly uncover

the norms that ought to be obeyed by all of us, and train
the students to search for those norms in whatever life
situation they may be. But uncovering norms means
changing the world in a persuasive way. This not only
integrates the university into society in a way adapted to
its old traditional task but also respects the proper
responsibility in non-academic life of all involved. The
latter is the way proposed by the nineteenth-century
Christian idealistic thinker Schroff (Sf) but also that of
1 he contemporary Visser 't Hooft (Vi). Moreover, the only
way I can see in which the university will be able to attack
the problem of misuse of scientific discoveries is the
training of norm-conscious students, who may influence
others to be responsible in their word. After all, the
demo-ratization of the university and industry which the
acti-vist studentsare struggling for is in itself no guarantee
',hat responsible decisions will be taken.

can imagine that somebody at this stage may ask why I
favour the older tradition about the university's task,
;hereby in fact pressing the question whether we ought to
continue the simple scientific training of the student.
Phis question can only be answered on the basis of a
(short) analysis of the meaning of "scientific training."

As to the last question, I think we should first establish
that drawing a painting of a tree is something different
from analysing the biochemical functioning of the tree.
Scientific research to which the latter belongs, is a
peculiar tradition about the cultivation of the knowing
process. Searching for truth about all that (one believes
to) exist(s) by way of analysis based on logical
arguments seems to me the most outstanding property of
this tradition. It did at times pretend that it was itself the
only way to truth. It also pretended to be impartial,
universally valid, and claimed that all imagination and
private belief, and the life and world views of the
`ordinary' people could and should be excluded from its
searching process. Yes, it even pretended to be able to
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supply mankind with a new, rational religion. But if we
could get rid of all those (in fact never realised and harm-
ful) pretentions, and if understanding of the world could
help us fulfil our calling, what would hinder us from con-
tinuing that tradition, and handing it over to others? This
confronts us with the question of the relation between
scientific research and the 'educational' process in the
university.

The mediaeval university trained its students philo-
sophically and specialistically (in relation to the `higher'
occupations of that period) in a logical-critical way; but
there existed a discontinuity between the teaching situa-
tion and the research work (the latter being limited to the
masters). An analogical situation seems to exist in
American universities, where the 'brightest' staff
members occupy research chairs, so that the higher a
man's standing, the less he is concerned with the students
who are running from classroom to classroom following
specialized courses.

The European tradition attained its own insight into the
pedagogical side of university work, to be found in the
propagation of a dialogical master-apprentice relation-
ship by the idealistic thinkers as well as in Jaspers' view
that university teaching means to let students take part
in the process of scientific research. And all of them
hereby meant specialized research on a philosophical -
Von Humboldt may be excepted as to the 'philosophical' -
basis. They understood, I think, that the student's taking
part in the process of research under the inspiring
leadership of an able scientist is the best way to help
somebody to become an independent, responsible
research worker himself. Really and seriously seeking
for the truth means coming to a standstill at the marvel in
ordinary things (Za, 1-3); and if the adjective `socratic'
might acquire any sense in Christian scientific training,
then surely it must mean being confronted with God's
world as a dazzling question mark. I do not see how we
can hope to see students becoming adult thinkers and
searchers as result of our training as long as we let train-
ing mean the transmission of facts from the lecturer's
notebook to the student's notebook without passing
through the mind of either. Searching for the truth pre-
supposes an attentive alertness, never accepting any-
thing as 'ordinary' or 'uninterestingr, combined with a
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wllingness to argue carefully and reverently the `why?'
o things. This habit is one that grows best in communi-
cation, where one thinker can point out to the other what
h?, neglects or overaccentuates. In this relation the
lecturer also is constantly growing, and will soon realize
that he is to accept his student as (junior) colleague, if
indeed we are to accept that the university is the place for
scientific training.

History confronts us therefore with the possibility of a
combination of philosophical (or general) training with
specialized training, or simply specialized training, and
both practised either bound to the classroom or in the
research field itself.

'The Christians Emmet (Eb, 12) and Coetzee (Cb, 6-7) have
already warned against the (Fichtean) dogmatic way of
inculcating one specific philosophical viewpoint as the

only possible starting point of scientific training - a real
danger in Christian circles - for this means an
ideolo-gising of some system in which all facts can be explained

cr explained away, and the latter amounts to nothing less
than an idolatrous sterilization of the living question
rnark called creation. We might then, in a reactionary
way, drift over to the other side and place the emphasis on

ti pecialization! However, the humanistic philosopher
Gusdorf already warns us that the university as such has
already disappeared, and only faculties are left over,
because of the disregard of the problem which the
philosophistic group tried to solve, namely the problem
of the universitas scientiarum (Ga, 94 -95). We can reach
efficiency in manipulation of parts of the world; but the
world is already punishing us (e g the pollution problem)
i or this fragmentary manipulation without under-
standing its basic relational structure. And those
Christians who founded the Free University of

Amster-dam saw thatsomevinculum scientiarumis needed if the
student is to acquire a unified perspective (see e g Kb, 31-
33; Hc, 20-28).

After we have eliminated both extremes, granting Plato
that it is practically impossible to know all things
(Sophist, 234 A), scientific training could be a meaningful
task for the university if, and only if, we could find a way
to perspectivized specialization. Having lived for a long
time among European student activists. I learned that
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their frustration at the absence of just this is one of thefundamental motivations that drives them on in a (some-
times) bitter struggle. Du Plessis has clearly shown that
the patchwork called Studium Generale had no success in
solving the problem (see Da, 5-55). Nevertheless, a solu-
tion exists: the intercommunication of scientists in the
university; and, as Forrester-Paton teaches us, the coura-
geous acceptance of the burning questions of life and
world (be it air or water pollution, be it justice, or racism,
nuclear warfare, or technical power) as legitimate ques-
tions for scientific study (Fb, 21-25); and - finally - the
uncovering analysis of the hidden commitments at work
in the scientific process (Bc, 19-20). In the Christian uni-
versity the latter also means a constant but open critical
discussion of our own basic commitments and the
perspectives they are supposed to open to us, in order to
transcend the grooves of one-track-minded specialism. If
we reject this last possibility (perspectivized specializa-
tion), we reject the legitimacy of the existence of the
university from a Christian point of view, which could for
instance be done by making the argument plausible that
one gets the best training in his daily job. But since this
way of visualising the university's task obeys the norm
of differentiation, inasmuch as non-scientific life is not
reduced to or dominated by science; and since this also
obeys the norm of integration, inasmuch as the posing of
the burning questions make its work relevant to society;
and since this way may succeed in transcending specia-
lism, I can see no reason why this avenue could not be
accepted as a meaningful task for the university. Or must
we surrender the attainment of the scientific habit as
meaningless?

We live in a time of cultural crisis. It is a time in which
man has lost foundation and direction. It is a period of
confusion and disintegration. It is a time in which one
scientist says: "We scientists have got the right to play
God" (E R Leach, quoted in Ba, 140), while the other
trembles in fear for the dracula god-playing man has
made. The actions of revolutionary students are not the
tentacles of Moscow or Peking reaching for us; they are
simply the cries for help of young people in distress. We
need no more technocratic manipulators. What we need is
calm, reflective, marveling and wondering thinkers with
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perspective of hope and with the specialised knowledge
they need to fulfil their calling and a willingness to help.
The university is the only institution I know that has a
'tradition in training such people. For Christians, taking
part in university affairs is therefore no less than obe-
dience to the commandment of love. But we must be care-
ful not to expect too much of this: this obedience cannot
and may not amount to more than a little help; for man is
not to be reduced to his scientific activity! It may never
mean that the scientist takes over the responsiblities in
the name of expertism; for the experts have already failed
in their task. And one does not help somebody by taking
all his responsibilities away, but only by training and
encouraging him to bear them. Failures there always will
be. Pray not to be discouraged by them.
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with the future -	 ces Research Council, Pretoria.
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Voorveronderstellings vir die filosofie van die opvoeding in Truth and
reality: philosophical perspectives on reality dedicated to prof dr
H G Stoker. De Jong's Bookshop, Braamfontein 1971, p 191-199.
"Christelike" Wetenskap. Perspektief 12, nr 2 & 3, Jun 1973, p 24-28.
Die "International Association for Reformed Faith and Action" sekon-
ferensie te Brévrés, Frankryk, vanaf 13-20 Jul 1972. Perspektief 11, 4 &
12; 1, March 1973 p 9-12.
Kuns. Perspektief 13, nr 2 & 3, Jun 1974, p 75-82.
Fenomenologiese Pedagogiek. Fokus 2, nr 4, Nov 1974, p 195-209.
Radikaaldenke. in Reformasie en Revolusie. Instituut vir die bevor-
dering van die Calvinisme, Potchefstroom, 1974 p 191-210.
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tion. Julie 1975.
Futurologie: 'n prinsipiële verkenning. RSA 2000, 1, nr 4, 1975.
2. UNPUBLISHED STUDIES

'n Kritiese studie van die ontiese status van die waarde in die beskou-
inge van B Bosanquet, W Stern en R B Perry. Unpublished M A Thesis.
Potchefstroom 1948.
Perspektief op ruimtenavorsing. Studiestuk nr 17, Instituut vir bevor-
dering van Calvinisme, Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher
Education, Potchefstroom, no date.
'n Skrifmatige Synsleer. B Phil Klasdiktaat (1973), Potchefstroom
University for Christian Higher Education.
Skrifmatige Antropologie en Samelewingsleer. B Phil Klasdiktaat
(1974). Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education.
Polished Lenses. A philosophy that proclaims the sovereignty of God
over creation and over every aspect of human activity. (1974). To be pub-
lished by Pro Rege Press, Potchefstroom.

3 TRANSLATIONS

'n Kort oorsig oor die Geskiedenis van die Wysbegeerte aan die hand
van: Kollege-diktaat van Dr D H Th Vollenhoven (no date).
Inleiding in die Wysbegeerte (Isagoge philosophiae) aan die hand van:

Kollege-diktaat van Dr D H Th Vollenhoven (no date).

4. M A AND D PHIL THESES COMPLETED UNDER
GUIDANCE OF PROF TALJAARD.

4.1 M A Theses
J F van der Wateren, 'n Histories-konseptuele analise van die ideë van
vryheid, gelykheid en broederskap in die filosofie van Jean-Jacques
Rousseau. Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education,
Potchef stroom 1965.
B J van der Walt, Die wysgerige konsepsie van Thomas van Aquino in
sy "Summa Contra Gentiles" met spesiale verwysing na sy siening van
Teologie. Potchefstroom University for Christian Higher Education,
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A J Muller, Die Calvinistiese denke oor 'n Christelike Estetika. Potchef-
stroom University for Christian Higher Education, Potchefstroom 1969.
J J Venter, Die waarheidsproblematiek in die Ontologie van die

Voor-sokratici.Potchefstroom University for Christian HigherEducation,
Potchefstroom 1971.
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